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PREAMBLE

A notable feature of world trade is- the low share of trade among the

developing countries. Thus, in 1971 out of the total world trade of US$345.3

"billion, trade among the developing countries amounted to only US$11.8 "billion,

or about 3.4 per cent. Whatever the historical and economic reasons for this

situation may be, the time has come to think of measures for changing the

direction and volume of trade in the interests of a sustained development of

the developing economies themselves. This is, no doubt, an uphill task, but

a beginning has to be made and the earlier,' the bettor.

The Economic Commission for Africa considered this matter to be of parti

cular significance and therefore decided as a first step,to sponsor a study *-

that would examine prospects of trade among the developing countries of Africa

and Asia. The ..objective of the study was to analyse the past and present

trends and structure of trade between the two regions so as to determine *

possibilities for expanding this trade to mutual advantage. The study is aimed

' at specific action-oriented recommendations on the expansion of African trade ■

with developing countries of South-East" Asia.

The Government of Jndia was requested to provide bilateral assistance in

the form of experts - one Economist and one Market Researcher- for this project.

We had the privilege of being asked to take this assignment with EGA by the

Government of India. While one of us was based in Addis Ababa, the other was

stationed in New Delhi.

The study was carried out in three phases. In the first phase.consisting

of desk research, available information on. these countries was collected from

international publications, United Nations Documents, journals, periodicals,

reports, plan documents, etc. Detailed statistics on the foreign trade of thepe

regions were compiled from secondary sources. In the second phase, consisting

of field surveys, discussions were hold with major exporters and importers,

government departments, banking institutions, insurance companies, shipping

companies, chambers of commerce, industry and trade associations and government

trading corporations in the selected African and South-East Asian countries.

The draft report was prepared- at ECA Headquarters on the basis of information

and data collected both during desk research and field survey.

We are grateful to the Economic Commission for Africa.for having given us ^

an opportunity to undertake an important study of this nature. Mr. E.K. Nypan, *

Chief of the Trade, Fiscal and Monetary Affairs Division and Mr. H.L. Bazin, ■„

Head of the Trade Section deserve our special thanks for the enthusiasm and

interest which they showed in this project. Their continued assistance and

co-operation at the various stages of the project was indeed invaluable. We

are also grateful to Mr. J.H, Chileshe of the Division for patiently going

through the draft and offering valuable suggestions and comments. Lastly, we

wish to thank the Government departments, government trading corporations,

banking institutions, insurance companies, chambers of commerce, industry and

trade associations, major exporters and importers in the selected African and

South-East Asian countries, without v/hose willing co-operation this study would

not have been possible.

' - ' R.K. Patil

R. Anantharaman

Bilateral Trade Experts from India
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SUMMARY.OP CONCLUSIOMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary of conclusions

1. A notable feature of world trade is the low share of trade among the

developing countrieso Thus, out of total world trade in 1971 of US$345-3

billion, trade among the developing countries amounted to only US$11*8 "billion,

or about 3.4 per cent.

2. The total trade between developing countries of Africa and East Asia

amounted to US&8OO million in 1971» showing an adverse "balance on commodity account

against Africa to the tune of about US$260 million. Obviously, there are wide

divergencies in this respect from country to country.

3. Exports of the developing countries of Africa and East Asia~^totalled.
US$270 million in 1971» accounting for 2.0 per cent of total African exports.

Major export markets for Africa continue to be the countries of Western Europe

(69.5 per cent), followed by USA (7-0 per cent) and the centrally-planned
economies of Europe (6.3 per cent).

4» Trading relations of the developing East Asian countries with developing

Africa are confined to a few countries. Egypt, Mozambique, Sudan, Tanzania and

Zaire accounted for about 8,0 per cent of Africa's total exports to East Asia

in 1969- Similarly, 97 per cent of total exports from East Asia to developing

Africa was supplied by India, Hong Kong, Indonesia and'Singapore, with India .

accounting for 70 per cent of the total.

5. Raw cotton, diamonds, spices, cashew nuts, cocoa, tanning extract, unwrought

copper and aluminium constituted more than 80 per cent of developing Africa's

total exports to the East Asian countries. Major items imported from the

developing countries of East Asia consisted of textile yarn and fabrics, cloth

ing, jute manufactures, machinery other than electric, electric machinery,

appliances and transport equipment. . ..

6. The present situation is, no doubt, a result of complex historical, economic

and political factors, which have been ably analyzed in various United Nations

documents. These can be summarizedjac follows:

(a) Transport and communications links among the developing countries are
far inferior to those that exist between the developing and the

developed ones. ■ .

(b) Financial institutions, payments arrangements and marketing channels

as developed historically have a built-in bias against trade among

the developing economies.

l/ Countries included in the United Nations classification as "Other AsiaV
namely Afghanistan, Brunei, Burma, Ceylon, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia;

. Khmer (Rep-)tKorea'(Rep*),Laos, Macao, Malaysia, Nepal, Pakistan,
Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Viet Nam (Rop. )•
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(c) Protectionism, as practised by the developing countries (arising out
of foreign exchange shortage and/or out of the desire to build in

dustries within the national frontiers, irrespective of comparative

cost advantages) is one more barrier to trade among the developing
countries.

(d) Over-valued exchange rates prevent developing countries from effect
ively competing with the developed economies in these markets.

(c) Absence of a payments arrangement among the developing countries has
stood in the way of promotion of trade'among themselves.

7. Export prospects for the African developing countries in the markets of

the developing East Asian countries have been outlined on both commodity-by-

commodity and subregional basis. The indicative lists arc, by and large, based

on the UNCTAD projections of trade among developing countries \J and on those
of the United Nations Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East (ECAFE _2/).

The former projects an increase in trade-among developing countries to between

US$12.2 and 12.8 billion l>y 1980 $/ on the assumption of an export growth-rate
of between ^,9 and 6.4. per cent per annum. Using these rates developing Africa's

exports to East Asia would amount to between US$435 and 455 million by 1980.

.8. The ECAFE projections are reviewed from the point of view of total import
demand of the East Asian region. Their significance, is their bearing on

commodities of African export interest (i.e. those in which developing Africa

could have an export potential ). About 35 such products are identified and of
those, this study concludes that at least 11 can be supplied-by the countries

of developing Africa: rice, rr.v/^cotton, crude petroleum, fish and fish pre

parations, manufactured tobacco, paper and paper products, pulp and waste paper,

textile yarn and thread, aluminium, copper and sugar.

Recommendations

9. In order to accelerate and intensify trade between the -two regions in the
next few years, various steps have to be taken. These are indicated below.

Bridging the information gap

10. The following suggestions regarding ways of bridging the information gap

merit consideration:

(a) The Africa Trade Centre established within the United Nations Economic
Commission for Africa (UNECA) should collect, on a continuing basis,
information on needs in respect of various raw materials, major

importers (including State trading organizations), price data, trade
regulations, tariffs, methods of marketing, channels of distribution,

seasonal variations in demand etc., in East Asian countries. It

1/ TD/B/264/Rev.l: Trade projections for 1975 and 1980.

2/ EGPT/8/lT/l ECAFE: Projections of intra-regional trade flows of selected'
■commodities among the ECAFE countries. , ' •

3/ Trade among developing countries amounted to US$11.8 million in 1971
(United Nations Monthly Bulletin of Statistics,June 1972),
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could sponsor market suveys and area studies in.collaboration with

the United Nations Economic Commission' for Asia and the Far East

(ECAFE) Trade Promotion Centre, Such collaboration between the United

Nations regional commissions would be of mutual benefit to both

regions.

(b) Trade delegations consisting of both businessmen and government
officials could be sponsored to East African countries to enable them ,

to know each others potentialities and also to assess the.demand for

African products. ^ " ■■""

(c): Yet another effective way of bringing both regions closer together
is regular participation in trade fairs and exhibitions in the various

East Asian countries. ■ - ■ ,

(d) Regular participation in international conferences," symposia and meet

ings could enable both regions to have a better understanding of

certain common problems and to undertake co-ordinated action. It was

indicated during the survey that while some of the African countries

participated in the first International conference on rubber at

Kuala Lumpur,there were hardly any representatives from African coun

tries in the Second Conference at Singapore. Consideration should be

given to holding a joint ECA/ECAFE sponsored trade-cum-industrial

investment promotion meeting in (an African capital (early 1976) to .

consider industries which could be geared to East Asian markets.

(e) Exchange of information through Chambers of Commerce and Industry and

Trade' associations, is another effective way of bringing the regions

closer. It was pointed out during the survey that the Thai Chamber

of Commerce and the Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce had sent

publications, journals and periodicals to their counterparts in Africa.

There was hardly any reciprocal action from the African side. The

Chambers in East Asian countries pointed out that, in the absence of

any regular flow of information from African countries, it was im

possible for them to disseminate the same to their members.

Joint shipping arrangements _ ,

11. With regard to a regular service between West African ports and Bombay,

consideration should be given to collaboration between an Indian shipping line

and.the shipping lines of one cr more West African countries. For this purpose,

the entire west coast of Africa can be divided into two or three regions. Indian

vessels could carry all. the cargo destined for a particular region up to the

designated port in a suitable West African country and from there the cargo

could be.carried to its ultimate destination in the vessels of the partner West

African country or by internal transport. Each such partner country could

cover, its neighbouring countries within the region for goods carried by the

Indian vessels not only to the ports of destination in.India, but also to other

countries in East Asia. Nigeria and Ghana are among those countries which can

be partners in such a system oftrans-shipraent at their major ports. The National

Shipping Line of Ghana (The Black Star Line) for instance, is reported to be

running a weekly service to the ports of Nigeria, Togo, Dahomey, Ivory Coast,.
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Liberia and Sierra. Leone and the t ran3-3hiprr.cnt arrangement envisaged could there

fore possibly be worked with Ghana, Similar possibilities could also be in
vestigated in respect of other countries such as Nigeria and .Zaire. The Ministry

of Foreign Trade of the Government of India has already sounded out the Economic

Commission for Africa with regard to exploring such a possibility. It is
suggested that ECA examine the feasibility of such joint shipping arrangements.

This will ensure regular shipping services between West African ports and the
East Asian countries.

Payments arrangements

12. With regard to balance of payments difficulties, one or two alternative
solutions are possible. Efforts must be made to find some arrangement which

will- enable this segment of the trade to be financed as far as possible, with

out recourse to-any currencies of third countries. At present much of Afro-

Asian trade is carried out in international currencies such as the US dollar
■and the Pound Sterling.

13. One solution would be to enter into bilateral or !r;ultilcterr:l payments
arrangements. However, the experience of the sixties has shown that even limited

payments agreements could not be arrived at within small subregi.onal. groupings,

let alone, a larger grouping comprising leading, countries in Africa and Asia.
The rub lies in the unwillingness of the surplus countries to bear.the burden
for a very long period. Furthermore, "surplus" countries are chary of seeing

their currencies being used as 'reserve1 currencies by other countries, because
of a certain loss of control, over their monetary affairs..

14. ; One solution would be to limit the liabilities of the 'surplus.' countries

to a pre-determined agreed level, as was done in the 'fifties : in respect of

the European Payments Union. The industrially developed countries could also
be persuaded to support this supranational arrangement l/. . Present political

and economic conditions in Africa and Asia, however, make such an arrangement
a rather remote possibility,

15- In the course of time, if envisaged African subregional payments agreements
prove successful, the way could be opened for increasing Afro-Asian trade. The

members of an African payments agreement could agree to receive currencies of

the other member countries for their exports to developing Asian countries.

Instead of balancing trade bilaterally, it could be balanced multilaterally,

thus expanding the scope for increased trade.

16. Failing this arrangement, it may be advisable to adopt long-term bilateral
agreements (of the type entered into by the socialist countries with certain
developing countries, such as the rupee payments agreeercents concluded between

India and the East European countries), among the developing countries of Africa

and East Asia. Though such bilateral agreements may be inefficient compared to

the relatively free trading system, they have decided advantages when world trade

gets out of gear due to market imperfection or serious cost disadvantages." In

fact, when the world payments system breaks down, this type of arrangement may

be the only way of carrying out foreign trade. If such agreements are establish

ed on a long-term basis they could be of considerable value in helping the

contracting parties to plan their economic activities on a far more stable footing.

1/ Alternative recommendations on payments arrangements have been made by a Group
of Experts appointed by UNCTAD in 1966. See "Payments Arrangements among tho

Developing Countries for Trade Expansion", 1966 (TD/B/80/Rev.l ).
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17. No concerted efforts have been made to create a favourable atmosphere for
trade promotion through bilateral-agreements between the developing countries
of.Asia and Africa. So far, only three such agreements (Egypt - India, Zambia -
Singapore and Sudan - India) have been concluded among the developing-countries
of Africa and East Asia. It may, however, be stated that these bilateral agree
ments do no more than declare'-intents and goodwill towards each other and do
not have any significant influence on trade flows. To be of operational signi

ficance the agreements must provide for mutual concessions and specify the
minimum volumes and values to be traded. Bilateralism is necessary to overcome
the lack of foreign exchange and to increase the volume of trade. The increase

in Indo-Sudanese and Indo-Egyptian trade in recent years can. be partially
attributed to this type of trade agreement. However,'areas of friction general
ly develop, especially when the trade tends to become unbalanced. But despite
this, the recent renewal/renegotiation of the agreements between India and
Sudan and India and Eg^pt shows that they are seen to contribute to an increase

of mutually beneficial trade. '

18. There appear to be good possibilities of negotiating agreements of the
above type between India, Malaysia and Pakistan in the East Asian group on the
one hand and Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Tanzania and Zambia on the
other. Preferential treatment need not necessarily be of the tariff concession
type, but it should embrace liberalization of licensing and other constraints
placed upon foreign trade. The major objective of the trade agreements should
be to introduce the principle of additionally and not to divert trade flows

from third countries.

m contracts

19. One of the methods of expanding trade between the two regions is the use
of long-term contracts for the purchase of primary products. This method has
been very successfully pursued by Japan in the last two decades. Japan offcfed
two major advantages to the exporting countries under this system. One is that
the market for the particular commodity was assured over a fairly long period;
and secondly, Japan was willing to invest in the exporting countries for the
improvement of production and transport facilities of the commodity concerned
(e.g. Japan's assistance, in the development of iron ore mines in India).

20. Such'arrangements could be worked out between the developing countries of
Africa and"East Asia. For instance,- in view of her considerable requirements
of cotton and potash, India could think in'terms of extending necessary assist
ance for the production of the same in a country like Ethiopia, which has great
potentialities for both. Such opportunities for co-operation^between the two-

regions can be constantly studied and wherever it is possible to put them into
effect, the initiative can be taken by- the United Nations regional commissions.

Adoption of a Modified Generalized System of Preferences. (MGSP)

' 21. The principles of the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) have now been
generally accepted. The possibility of the relatively developed East Asian
countries (e.g. India, Korea and Pakistan) adopting GSP should be explored.
This could be a' useful gesture towards expanding African exports to East Asia.
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In view of the range of commodities now produced in the African countries and

their marginal impact on the balance-of-payments of the importing countries,

the adoption of GSP would not.be in-any way harmful to the domestic economies

of. preference-givers.

22. With the enlargement of EEC, the whole relationship between the Europe of

the Nine on the one hand, and African countries on the other is. under close

scrutiny. A wide-ranging debate is now taking place regarding the pros and

cons of the existing arrangements, their extensions and/or modifications to suit
the new circumstances. It is too early to predict the future shape of the

trade relationships between EEC and the African, developing countries, as the

whole question is at present under active consideration by the parties concerned,,

But the final outcome will be of significance to trade among the developing

countries of Africa and East Asia. East Asian countries which have developed are

an industrial potential to export products able ,to compete with- .those emanat

ing from EEC countries, would clearly be handicapped in the African market, if

developed countries were to enjoy reverse preferences on those products. Prom

this point of view, the developing countries of East Asia should give careful

consideration to the likely impact of agreements with EEC on their trade with

the African countries. Asian countries could offer certain preferences.to the

developing African countries in return for enjoyment of the same preferences

as those accorded to EEC countries. It is suggested that the United Nations

r.egional commissions should take the initiative in arranging for mutual dis

cussions and negotiations between India and some of the bigger African .coun

tries like Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, Tanzania and Zambia,

Contacts between trading organizations in both regions

23. Realizing the disadvantages of having foreign trade handled by expatriate

interests, many African countries have taken steps to either nationalize foreign

trade or create parastatal agencies to take over the trade in key commodities.

As is. to be expected, in the initial stages, these new trading organizations

have concentrated on the traditional partners. The time has now come for these

organizations to look beyond the traditional markets and to establish a bridge

head in the East Asian markets. Fortunately, this process could be accelerated,

in view of the existence of similar.institutions in the developing East Asian

countries. The State Trading Corporation (STC ), the Minerals and Metals Trad

ing Corporation (MM*C), the Cotton Corporation, the Cashew Corporation of India,
the International Trading Corporation of Singapore, the Hong Kong Trade Develop

ment Council, the Trading Corporation of Pakistan (TCP), the Sri Lanka State

Trading (General) Corporation (SLSTC), the Sri Lanka State Trading (Textiles)
Corporation, the Sri Lanka Trading Corporation (subsidiary foods) are but a few

examples. Increasingly, efforts should, be made to contact these agencies and

enter into deals for mutual advantage. Even in thone countries where there are

no such organizations, attempts should be made to get in touch with major import

ing houses. Through such contacts, African export organizations would be able

to acquire valuable experience in'trade with the developing East Asian countries.
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Training of personnel of African export organizations

i

24. ■ As the trade organizations in many of the African countries have been set

up only recently, the personnel manning these organizations are not sufficiently

trained to handle foreign trade. Steps will have to be taken to staff'these

organizations with personnel well-versed in the techniques of foreign trade and

imbued with a philosophy of promoting exports. Personnel from these organiza
tions should be enrolled in the training courses organised by the Africa Trade

Centre at ECA and the International Trade Centre in Genevac . -

25. A number of.East Asian countries could offer to assist in the training of

personnel for trading organizations. For instance, the Indian Institute of.

Foreign Trade in New Delhi offers comprehensive training programmes on trade

policy, export promotion, international marketing and techniques of foreign

trade to exporters and government officials dealing with export trade. A few

fellowships, are usually offered to.developing African.countries. Such training
facilities.should be made increasingly available. One of the advantages of."
assigning trainees to East Asian countries would be that they would gain first

hand experience and knowledge of the market organization in that part of the

world. Such training opportunities should be widely publicized in African". '
countries by the Africa Trade Centre of ECA.

. Banking services

26. It is increasingly recognized that banking institutions can play a very
vital and catalytic role in promoting exports. With their connexions abroad
and also with their knowledge of domestic economic conditions, they are in an

excellent position to advise their clients on the potentialities of the export

trade. Even though indigenous banking is still in its infancy in Africa, steps

need to be taken to accumulate international banking experience.

27. There is a need for an exchange of information among the banks in the

developing countries of Africa and East Asia, The Foreign Exchange Banks'

Association in.India is now in the process of pooling information from among

its members in order to make it available to the parties concerned on a con

fidential basis- African banks, either individually or through the medium of

the African Development Bank or the Association of African Central Banks, should
collect similar information for exchange with their East Asian counterparts,

28. Banking institutions can help to promote trade not only through sharing ■
information on the credit ratings of their clients, but by active Participation
in making pre-shipment finance available on easy terms. Barring isolated

instances, the African banks so far have not taken any initiative in rendering

this type of service to their clients. In the past few years, India has developed

new banking techniques to enable bank credit to be used for increasing product

ivity and exports, India will be willing to share her experience with the

African banks. African bankers should avail themselves of the training opportun

ities available in India to familiarize their staff with export credit finance

techniques. The Government of India has already made partial financial support
available for this purpose l/.

1/ Comprehensive' training courses in the various aspects of banking" are organized
by the National Institute of Bank Management, Bombay; the Government of India

defrays the expenses incurred within India of the candidates sponsored by the
developing countries of Africa and Asia.
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29« Another stop that the banking-industry can bake to promote trade is to ;

open branches overseas0 Indian banks have offices in a few African countries

. (Kenyay Nigeria, and Uganda-)» but no African bank is represented in .East Asia.
The trend in bank nationalization, which is gaining strength,' may make this;-

tes!c difficult- However, wherever such opportunities exist, they should be

exploited, Further, even in countries where banking is nationalized, representa

tive offices could be opened after- negotiations with the. government or central

banking authorities-in the.countries concerned. In'any case, the alternative

of extending the overseas correspondent relationship is always open. African

banks should make efforts to extend the correspondent network in East Asia to

provide improved service to their own cir.ents.. Obviously, the extent of the

banks' efforts will depend on-, tfc.3. growth of trade.- As thej relationship is

mutual, it is difficult to decide which comes first, There is- however, a'

strong.case for the international or foreign departments within the African

banks to d'evote. attention to the building up-of information on financing of

.trade, credit rating, foreign exchange regulations etc., with.special reference

to Afro-Asian trade. It is suggested that the African Central Banks take up

the question of establishing representative offices/branches with their counter
parts -in East Asia,. ■ .

Export risk insurance .■. '

30, The developed countries have established credit risk guarantee institutions

in an effort to promote export ,trade. These institutions are a great help in

promoting exports,particularly of capital goods on a deferred payment basis.

Taking into account.the range of potential export commodities .from developing

Africa in the near future and also the volume of trade, it is premature to

contemplate the creation of a special institution for the Afro-Asian trade as

such, at least in the immediate future* For some time to come, the credit

risks in the context of Afro-Asian trade are likely to- be of a short-and. medium-,

term nature. They could be adequately taken care of through the existing inter

national payments system,■as operated by the foreign exchange banks, such as.

irrevocable letters of credit and. clauses in the contract designed as safeguards ■

r.gp.inst exchange fluctuations:. This is.yet another reason why the African

banks must strengthen their international divisions/departments. :

Trade development corporation ; ■ , "

31. The export surpluses of many of the African countries are so small that,

unless these are pooled they may be unable to meet the bulk requirements of many

of the East Asian countries. Moreover, many African countries are so small- and

their resources so limited that they cannot undertake action for export promotion

on their-own. In order to offset these difficulties, consideration could be ■

given to-setting up a Trade1development corporation for each subregion (East,

West, Central arid North Africa)... The major functions of such an organization
should be to:

. (a) Pool the export surpluses of the countries of the subregion;

(b) Undertake concerted action on exports;

(c) Identify new markets in East Asia for both traditional and new items.
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32. In view of the insufficient political representation of African countries

in many of the East Asian countries,'and due to the paucity of resources of

many of the -African countries for export promotion activities, these subregional

Trade development corporations could have joint trade representatives in East

Asian countries- ECA could examine the feasibility of establishing such Trade

development corporations for groups of African countries for various products.

Joint venture opportunities

33. There are promising investment opportunities for East Asian countries in

Africa. These opportunities need to be exploited through joint"ventures, in

order to achieve maximum, . mutually beneficial results., ■. As ■ a counterpart to

the investment promotion agencies "being set up in the African countries, legal/

institutional measures need to be implemented by the investing countries.

34^ An Afro-Asian industrial consultative council (comprising countries in
East Asia which-offer an import-potential for African products, together with'

a number of African countries) should be set-up. 'The Council's operations

would be based explicitly on commercial and trade expansion objectives and

implicitly on industrial promotion. Such a Council could initially be.sponsored

jointly by ECA and ECAFE. ' ■

Export/import procedures

35» Many East Asian traders consider, the import/export regulations and pro
cedures of many African countries to be cumbersome. It was pointed out during

the survey that simplification of these regulations will considerably help in

augmenting trade flows between the two regions. Again during the survey,

African exporters complained about the procedural delays involved in obtaining

rebates and remissions. ECA could take up, on a pilot basis, case studies of

import/export regulations and procedures of one or tvro African countries.
Assistance with this could be sought from some of the East Asian countries.

The Indian Institute of Foreign Trade, for example, undertook a study l/ of the

simplification of export procedures and documentation in India. All the re

commendations of the study have been implemented by the Government of India,

Representation in East Asian countries

36. In order to bring the regions closer together, it is .desirable that the
commercial representation of African countries in East Asian countries be

strengthened. The first step should be. to establish fully-flodged .commercial

sections in India, Hong Kong, Malaysia and Singapore. The strain on resources

may be eased if such services are organized jointly by a number of African

countries. While organizing such missions, care should be taken that only

representatives who are well-trained in the techniques of foreign trade and

dedicated to intensifying the export drive in their countries of operation

should bo selected for manning these missions. This may cell for a basic shift

. in recruitment policies. Commercial functions should not be treated as an

^"Simplifications of export procedures and documentations'M970, for and on
behalf of USAID.
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appendage of the diplomatic service. Commercial representatives could be drawn

from business houses, or alternatively, the persons selected should be seconded

to business organizations for a period of two years.to gain sufficient business

experience. This is all the more important as the development programmes of

most of the African countries are becoming more and more dependent on the per

formance of the export sector.

Tariff classification ' * ..

37- The basis for the classification of goods for tariff purposes varies from

country to country. The Customs Co-operation Council in Brussels has established

a tariff nomenclature (BTN system) which is subscribed to by 112 countries in

the world. The adoption of an internationally accepted customs 'language'

facilitates the work of importers, exporters, and customs authorities. It also

facilitates negotiations of bilateral and multilateral agreements.

38. All.but one of^the developing countries in Africa have adopted the BTN

classification. The last African country to transpose its tariff is currently

engaged'in preparing a draft tariff along 3TN lines. In East Asia, only seven

countries (Cambodia, Sri Lanka, Korea, Malaysia, Pakistan, the Philippines and
Thailand), have adopted the KTN system. In India, the tariff structure is still
governed by the Indian Tariffs Act, 1934- Subsecfuent amendments and alterations'

make it difficult to keep track of the current situation. It is recommended

that all the countries in East Asia should adopt the ETN system at an early date.

This would do away with some of the inconveniences that those involved in trade

are currently faoing.
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ECONOMY OF DEVELOPING AFRICA AND EAST ASIA

Developing Africa

39- The African continent with its rich and diversified agricultural and
mineral resources (some of which have not yet "been adequately explored, let
alone exploited) promises to "be a leading continental economy, destined to
play a major role in world trade in the coining decades,, With the population

of the world and its natural resources so unequally distributed, some of the
densely populated countries will need commodities that Africa can produce with
her resources, and the resulting trade expansion will "be to the mutual benefit
of the- region,and of the international community as a whole.

40.. Even now, with their undeveloped and unbalanced economic structures,' ■

developing African countries supply the world annually with commodities valued"
at $13-4 billion, accounting for 3-9 per cent of the world'export trade. No
doubt, the export trade is mostly directed towards. Europe and the other in

dustrialized nations, lending instability to export earnings partly because

of this concentration and partly due to the high proportion of primary products
in the export trade* ■ . ■

41. With an area of 29 million sqe km? richly endowed with natural resources

and a population of 3^-5 inillion5 developing Africa, however, produces a gross
national product of only #48 biilion (1969). The ger^cagita income works out
at about ftlljO. This:.'in a way, is a measure 01" under-development.

42. The low level of development is further underlined 'oy the composition of

the domestic products, of which agricultural products and those from the ex
tractive industries maize up -the majority. Barring isolated instances, manu

facturing, industries contribute less than 10 per cent to the GNP (except in

such countries as Egypt, Za2rer Mauritius. Morocco, Senegal and Kenya).

43* The contribution of the tertiary sector is disproportionately high com

pared to the stage of development, but -this is due -to the fact that the trans

port, trade-'banking and communications services, undeveloped though they are,
command,relatively higher prices than in other countries at similar levels of

development. The skills in these arear. are limited and naturally command
quasi-rents l/a

44- Agricultural activity is the main source of livelihood for the vast majority

of Africans (about 85/90 per cent), and, in most of the countries, is of a
subsistence type. Because of the technology gap, the productivity levels, of
even some of the cash crops, which have world-wide markets, are quite low.

45« Exports account for nearly one-fourth of the GNP. In itself, this is not

a bad feature, but in the context of the African, situation, it is slightly

disconcerting,, Most of the trade is concentrated on Europeo intra-African

1/ Prof. Dudley Seers has analysed this phenomenon, though in a different con- j
text. Ref: his article "The Transmission of Inequality in 'Africa and the !
world', 1970", Oxford University Press, '<
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trade "being of a small order. Many countries depend on one or two primary ;

products for exports, production is small (small subsistence farms, in the

case of agricultural products).and financial resources to weather the cyclical

fluctuations in the markets are inadequate. The result is that a slight change

in the terms of trade may impose a heavy strain on the balance-of-payments..

46. Information on .the distribution of personal incomes is not available,.

but-it appears that it is much more skewed in comparison to that of the- :

developed countries. Apart from its social effects, this inequality narrowly :

restricts the market" for consumer goods and encourages imports of luxury items, i

It may as well be noted that the major portion of the extractive and manufac- ;'

tiiring industries is owned and operated by^ expatriate interests, resulting in j

a substantial portion of 'the value added1' being expatriated- This obviously I

adds to the strain on. the balanca-of-payments.. Steps have been taken by the ,

African Governments to reduce this strain by increasing State participation

in trade, industry- etc* ■

47. With these general remarks on the continental economy of Africa, an attempt

is made below to review briefly the salient economic features of individual

countries* As is well known, Africa consists of many countries at different- . '

stages of development with widely different political, economic and monetary

structures» . - . •

Worth Africa . ■

> i

48. The six States comprising this region are relatively advanced in the

developmental. spectrm. Barring Libya, all the other countries are essentially |
agrarian, .'Agriculture is the principal economic activity with a very promising , j

potential.. ,The Aswan. Dans with its immense irrigation possibilities will in

crease the. agricultural production of cotton and rice; similarly, Sudan has a '

vast potential for increasing the production of cotton, oilseeds and gum arabic,

Tunisian and Algerian econcmies"are horticulture -■■ oriented with sufficient j

production capacity for cereals. . j

49. Barring Egypt and Sudan, mining is ths next important activity and the ' ;

principal foreign exchange earner. Phosphates, petroleum, and iron ore are ' ■ ;.

the most important commodities. Certain quantities of zinc, lead, copper,

manganese and mercury are mined and nold prospects for the future,

50. Limited industrialisation has taken place in all the countries, but of a

higher order compared to other countries in developing AfricaB In general,

it is of the import substitutive type - food processing, textiles, leather, :

soap, sugar, cement, etc, The exceptions are the olive oil mills, super— ;

phosphate manufacture (Tunisia), breweries, and chemicals (Algeria) which are (
export-oriented, Egypt has a better industrial base, producing a wide range

of manufactured goods:.which are also exported.

51- Trade policy: Algeria and Tunisia accord preferences to EEC and have

reserve quotas for these countries,, Morocco has a non-discriminatory tariff

schedule with rosarve 'quotas for EEC oountries- Sudan and Egypt'give preferences
to a few Arab countries„

52. Foreign trade is handled entirely by Government-owned companies in Algeria,

Similarly, 80 por cent of the foreign trade is directly controlled by the State
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in.Sudan. In the other countries, private channels are still open, but with

increasing government intervention.

53. Banking: Banking services appear adequate for the region's present needs.

In Algeria and Sudan, all the banking business is government owned". Sudan is

moving towards having.one-bank for each major sector, whereas over a score of

commercial banks operate in Morocco and. Tunisia,. In.addition, ain:ost all the ■

countries are promoting development banks for providing long term and equity

finance. . .

54<» Transport: All the countries in the region have a fairly extensive and

well-developed transport, system. They have first class major commercial ports

to handle.the trade. It may, however? be noted that transport links with the

rest of the African continent are either weak or non-existent. The only avail

able route of any- significance is the coastal sea route, Together they have

over 29.major ports, but only two of them are to the East of Sue?- The closure

of the Suez Canal has acted as a damper on the trade of Algeria, Tunisia and

Morocco with-the East Asian countries. Partly because of this, only two

countries- Sudan and Egypt have significant trading relations with the East

Asian countries. India imports sizable amounts of phosphate from Morocco

(being-the,only major source ' of phosphate) and cork and other primary products
fron Algeria.-, However, Algerian exports to India have tended to fluctuate

violently from year to year,

55» Planning: The current series of the plans in these countries emphasize

the strengthening of physical and, social infrastructure, agriculture and in

dustry.. Only in a few countries is any special attention paid to increasing

exports. The industrialization/agricultural improvement that is envisaged is
mostly of the import1 substitution type.

56. Resources: Apart from mineral resources, the region has a potential for

the development of fisheries. Forestry resources are of less significance

except in--Morocco. .About 12 per cent of the area is under forests with quite

good prospects for exporting cork, palm fibre and 'pulp and pulping material,,

57- Commodities ox export,interest in the coming years are: wines (Algeria),
crude phosphates, lead, zinc, wood and wood pulp, wool (Morocco), cottons

ootton yarn (and eventually fabrics), gum, oil seeds (Sudan), phosphates,
olive oil and iron ore (Tunisia). Egypt, with her better industrial base
would be in a position to export a variety of manufactured goods.- But her1
export potential will greatly depend upon the internal economic policies, which,

in turn, are. greatly affected by the present Israeli-Arab conflict. The

tripartite production and export harmonization arrangement cf Egypt with

Yugoslavia and India has achieved limited success. It is necessary to study

the causes of the failure of this arrangement, as it appears that this "oype

of action icay stimulate trade between the other developing African countries

on the ciis hand and the East Asian countries on the other.

West Africa - ■ .

58. The group of 14 countries constituting this region exhibit a wide diver
sity in size, economic structure, trade policy, transportation problems and '

in natural resource endowment. We have at one end a "small country like the

Gambia with a population of 0.4 million,. while at the other end is Nigeria
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with a population of over 60 million possessing a good resource base promising

to be a wide market for -industrial goods. The per capita income of the coun

tries of this subregion varies from 55300 in Ivory Coast to 348-&5O in Mali

and Upper Volta.

59. The only common feature of all these countries is their extreme dependence
on foreign trade, the degree of dependence varying from 21 (Upper Volta) to
65 (Gambia) l/. Barring the monetized sectors, the economies are essentially

agrarian, subsistence farming being the major feature of a mass of small

peasant farmers. Ground-nuts,cocoa, coffee, palm and palm products, timber

and timber products and cotton are the primary exports from these countries.

60. In broad terms, their economies can be divided into Anglophone and Franco

phone zones of influence, though .of late, many of them are following independent

political, and. economic practices.

61." Anglophone gone: Industrial activity in countries of .the subregion is
relatively weak, except in Nigeria and Ghana. But all the industries in this

subregion are- iraport-substitutive and consumer-goods oriented. For instance,

the processing of agricultural products (ground-nut oil) is the only industry
in Gambia. Liberia manufactures iron pellets and explosives (the former for
exports and the latter being an input for the domestic iron-ore industry) and
exports rubber in substantial quantities. ■

62. Mining activity is important in Nigeria (petroleum), Ghana and Sierra

Leone, (diamonds, manganese and bauxite) and Liberia (iron ore). Sierra
Leone's economy is dependent on diamond exports. Liberia is also now mining

diamonds, which promises to be an important activity in the near future.

63... Trade policy: This group of countries has a non-preferential tariff
schedule except the Gambia which gives preferences to the United Kingdom and

Commonwealth countries. . '

64. Foreign trade is a state monopoly in Sierra Leone and to a certain extent

in Ghana. The export of diamonds is a monopoly of the Ghana Diamond Marketing

Corporation which is similar to the agency for cocoa exports. Trade in primary

products is handled by Marketing Boards In Nigeria, but large foreign firms
dominate the trade especially the wholesale trade. Liberian foreign trade

is mostly in the hands of expatriates and this is also so in the Gambia except

that the latter, is developing po-operatives to' handle the trade. ~

65. Banking: Banking facilities are provided by commercial and cc-operative ^

banks (State-owned as well as private). Long-term credit institutions are

established in all the countries. The trend in countries like Nigeria and

Ghana is towards more State participation and control. In Sierra Leone com

mercial banking is handled mostly by Barclay's Bank. Liberia has no central
bank, the Bank of Monrovia - an affiliate of the First National City Bank (FNC)
acts as agent of the Government. It should also be pointed out that the'US
dollar is the local currency in Liberia although the country now also mints its

own coins which are on par with those of the US dollar.

1/ Report of the United Nations West African Team: Co-operation for Economic

Development of West Africa - Chapter on trade, p.2 (ST/ECA/l40/Part IX).
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66. Transport ation: Transport links are fairly developed in all the countries,

every country having a seaboard. Ghana, Nigeria, Liberia, and Sierra Leone

have good major cargo seaports v/ith adequate facilities. The Gambia river with

its tributaries provides an excellent-navigation network for the Gambia, the

ocean-going ships entering 150 miles inland. Wharfing facilities at Banjul \J

(the only seaport) are inadequate and an IDA loan is being sought to finance

improvements.

67. Planning: Recent political developments have resulted in a stalemate in

the planning process, but with the envisaged stabilization, planning efforts

would be directed towards diversification of the economy and the strengthening

of the infrastructural base. Gambia's current plan (1971-76) envisages a 5

per cent growth rate and leans heavily on external assistance,

68. Resources: These countries have sizable mineral and forestry resources,

not yet fully exploited. Nigeria has 10 per cent of its land under forests,

Ghana 53 per cent and Liberia 40 per cent. These are mostly high rain forest

belts producing rich timber both for local consumption and export. Consider

able scope for improving the exports, of wood and wood products exists in the

countries of the region. The Gambia is richly endowed with fisheries, parti

cularly shrimps and lobsters, which have a rich export potential.

69* Francophone zone: The remaining countries constitute the Francophone

zone. Of these, only Guinea follows a non-discriminatory tariff policy,

generally within bilateral agreements. The others have associate membership

with EEC, and.hence preferences are a regular feature of their'tariff struc

tures. Besides, Dahomey, Ivory Coast', Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Senegal and

Upper Volta have formed a West African.Customs Union. In June 1972; the

Heads of State and Government of 8 States (ivory Coast7 Mali, Mauritania,

Niger, Senegal, Upper Volta. Dahomey and Togo) signed an agreement to set, up

the West African Economic Community which they hope at a later stage will

include all the countries in West Africa, to form the 'Atlantic Group'. If

this move succeeds, a strong regional economy would emerge in West Africa,

with a better climate to foster exports.

70. In common with their neighbours, these countries are primarily subsistence

economies exporting primary agricultural commodities such as coffee, cocoa,

ground-nuts, cotton and livestock as './ell as such minerals as iron ore, diamonds,
phosphates, manganese ore, etc.

71. Industrialisation is limited to consumer goods (import-substitutive type)

and to the export-oriented processing of agricultural items (Senegal, Togo and
Dahomey).

72. Trade policy: Major trading partners are the EEC countries arising from

existing preferential arrangements, historical and financial ties and the

dominance of metropolitan interests in their foreign trade. However, the

national Governments of these countries are seeking increasing participation

in trade, despite the continued dominance of the expatriates in the foreign

trade sector., For instance, in Togo, two State agencies market all cash crops;

l/ Formerly Bathurst.
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in Niger a government monopoly has been established for ground-nut exports;

Mali is dominated by State enterprises, while in Guinea, commerce is pre

dominantly State-owned with increasing restrictions on expatriate interests.

73- Banking: Banking is narrowly restricted to foreign-owned banks, mostly

three to four commercial banks. The French influence is visible,.as the cur

rencies are tied to the French franc with unrestricted convertibility into

French franco if. Indigenous specialized long-term credit institutions are
set up in almost all the countries, v/ith State sponsorship. It will take

some time before these institutions make an impact on the respective economies.

74- Transport system: In1..general, there-is a fairly adequate transport net

work to service the trade, except in .the interior. Hardships continue to be

faced by the lfmd-locked countries of Niger, Upper Volta and Mali in respect

of foreign trade. All the other countries have, well-developed ports opening

on the Atlantic ocean to service the foreign tre.de.* Upper Volta and Mali are

connected by rail and by road respectively to Abidjan in Ivory Coast. In

addition to her existing ports, Mauritania is "also developing a port at

Nouakohott to serve her copper exports.

75» Planning: The current series of plans depend heavily on external aid

and are designed towards improving and diversifying agriculture, for starting

a limited industrial base and for improving infrastructure.

76« Natural resources: This group of countries has a vast potential in this

respect. Ivory Coast, Mauritania, Niger and Mali have considerable deposits

of iron ore. Deposits of phosphates^ copper and diamonds are known in

Mauritania, but 'as yet- unexploited. Togo has high-grade phosphate reserves

of over a 100 million tons. Upper Volta has large deposits of high-grade

manganese deposits, while'Guinea.possesses one of the v/orld's richest lodes

of bauxite. ' ■ . .

77. Ivory Coast is the leading exporter of timber in Africa v/ith a good

forestry base. Senegal's forestry (about 27 per cent area under forests) is

unexploited. Guinea too has forestry reserves, but its exploitation is limited

by the lack of transport facilities. Thus, the saw mill, established with

USSR help, operates only at 50 per cent of. its capacity.

Central Africa _ ....

78. The Central African regipn. comprising 9 countries offers a wide diversity

of economic structures, similar to that in West Africa., We have ZaSre with a

population of 21 million and a per capita income of 3100, Gabon (population

0.5 million and per capita income of $325), Congo (population 0,9 million;

j>er capita income 3220) and Equatorial Guinea with 286,000 population and

per capita income of $260. ' ' *

79« Basically, their economies are of a cubsistence-rural type with concentra

ted activity in mining; and forestry.

l/ With'the exception of Guinea, and Mauritania, -which are in the proces.s of
establishing independent currencies.
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80. The major exports are copper, diamonds? aluminium, potash, wood, wood

products, coffee, cocoay palm oil, cotton and tobacco, Zaire's exports consist

mostly of minerals- copper, and diamonds, while Cameroon has well diversified

export crops -cocoa, ooffee:. cotton, ground-nuts, su^ar and tea, in addition

to aluminium,, Gabon is rich in timber and minerals.,

. 8ln Industries are still in c nascent stsger mostly confined to food processing

and light consumer goods. However- .in a few countries^ in isolated centres,

industries are developing at a satisfactory, rate. Thus? Za'ire has a well .

diversified internal .economic structure dominated by food processing and- the

production of durable consumer goods, Cameroon has in Douala a well-developed

industrial centre with an aluminium smelter., a rolling mill complex, along

with" light-consumer goods industries, . ■ .

82« Trade policy: Cameroon, Gabon, Congo and the Central African Republic .

(CAR) form a customs and economic union. They are also associate members of
EEC and hence have preferential arrangements with EEC. Za2rer despite her •

associate membership of EEC has a non-preferential tariff schedule. The rest

have EEC associate memberships acquired like the other Associated African States

by virtue of their past colonial ties with France and Belgium,,

83. ZaSre entourages increasing channelization of trade"through national
agencies7 and business conducted through European home offices is frowned upon.

In the remaining countries? the indigenisation of trade channels is imperative

but tempered with gradualism™ Foreign trade is predominantly in the hands of

expatriate firms, except in Rwanda, where there is considerable government

participation. ...

84. Banking: Almost all the countries have established central banks, but

commercial banking is dominated by French or French affiliated banks, However,

in the former Belgian colonies?Belgian and also some English affiliated banks

dominate. •Commercial banking.is largely oriented towards financing export

trade,, All the countries have established development banks and/or autonomous

"public institutions which offer medium- and long-tern credit- facilities. These

institutions are still in the process of overcoming their preliminary difficul

ties, ' ;

85. Transportation: Barring Zaire. Cameroon; Gabon and Congo* which have

direct access to the sea, the region as a whole has an unsatisfactory trans

port networks Cameroon, Gabon and Congo have extensive road-waterways networks

linked to the seaports. The ports of Brazzaville and Pointe-Noire in Congo

additionally serve the trade of the. CAR and Chad, which are land-locked. The

inadequacy of transport in the Central African Republic is highlighted by the

fact that 30 per cent of import costs is accounted for by transportation and

insurance charges. The serious obstacle to Chad's development is the in

adequacy of its transport network-,

86. The eastern States of Rwanda and Burundi are. also land-locked and depend

for their.foreign trade, on Dar ss Salaam and Mombasa on the East coast.

Burundi's internal transport is highly inadequate.and it is 910 miles away

from the nearest seaport3

87. The transport problem in the region will be grsatly relieved after the

completion of the two big multinational projects under consideration. The
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proposed Trans-Cameroon railway connecting northern Cameroon to Chad would . !

open up a trade route "to Chad, besides encouraging.the agricultural and ..,.., !
forestry development in the northern Cameroon. The proposed Bangui-Chad and •

Bangui-Yaounde railways would provide the CAR, which now depends upon the !

limited facilities of the Bangui river port with transport facilities.

i

88,. The other ambitious project envisaged by the countries of the region is

the Trans-African.highway linking'Lagos and Mombassa. This route is-likely f ■

to "benefit all the land-locked countries of the Central African subregion if

appropriate feeder roads were also built. .... =

'. • ■ . ■ ' »

89» Planning: Seme of the countries in the region are still busy imparting

political and administrative stability to the regimes and hence, planning.for , [

development is'still in the rudimentary stage. The current series of plans

in Cameroon,, Gabon and CAR stress the importance of foreign trade ,in.the

developmental efforts. The emphasis is on developing and processing natural

resources, agricultural, forestry and mineral products,, for export. Owing to

the scarcity of domestic resources (skills and capital), the plans depend

heavily on foreign aid.

9P« Natural resources: The region is well endowed with natural resources :

with the possible exceptions of Chad-and the eastern States of Rwanda and

Burundi. Productivity in agriculture is, no doubt, low, but this is the

result of the poor -technology that is being used. ' . . ' -

91- Zaire has a rich rain forest in the Congo river basin, mineral-rich hills.

in the southeast and timberlands in the south. It is the fifth largest, world '

producer of copper and one of the biggest producers of industrial diamonds. ]

With its diverse resources, Zaire promises to.be a leading foreign trade

economy in the subregion. ■ ' ''"'..}

92. Cameroon has 60 per cent of its area under forests, which", are exploited. |

in a very limited way. It has very good .bauxite reserves with limited re— ■

serves of copper, lead, zinc and diamonds. Gabon is rich in timber and

minerals. Largest known deposits of high-grade iron ore and manganese are

located in Gabon,, ' . ;

93» The Congo with its forestry resources is one of the leading timber "ex- ; •

porters of Africa. ,: It also has the world's largest deposit of high-quality ■

potash salt and sizable deposits of high-grade iron ores. .

94« The CAR has uranium, deposits and a plant is under construction which will . ■

be expected to produce 500 tons of concentrates by 1974. It has alluvial .:

diamond deposits,. 60 per cent of which are of gemstone quality.

95- Chad is not well endowed with known natural resources, its only two

export commodities being cotton and cattle. It has natron (a low-grade salt) , •

minesj .but production is limited by the market. Rwanda and Burundi are ,'

agricultural economies which face similar problems. Cassiterite is the impor
tant mineral in Rwanda. Burundi has bastnaesite (used in the manufacture of

colour. TV tubes) and a small amount of tungsten deposits.■
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East Africa

96.- Twelve nations ranging from Somalia and Ethiopia to Zambia and including

Botswana,-Lesotho and Swaziland in'the deep 'south constitute this relatively

well-developed region-.of Africa-.- Angola, Mozambique and Namibia, "because - .

their destinies are still controlled by the colonial powers, are.excluded

from the region, though geographically they belong to it.

97^ ■ In terms of gross national product and the economic development vo far

■achie.ved> this region takes the first place on the continent when the countries

in the North are excluded. Much more diversification in crops, well-developed.

mining activity and light industrialization mark the East African economy..

98v The majority of the population is engaged in subsistence agriculture,

but there are enough pointers to show that the individual countries are moving

toward3 an increasing productivity stage. Coffee, cotton, tea-, cloves and

other spices;, sisal., cashewnuts, etc.^ are some of the major export orops of

the region, , . . .

-99. Mining (copper) is a predominant activity in Zambia and in a small way

in Uganda. Zambia is the second largest producer of zinc and lead, in Africa

(after SaSre) and mines coal. Diamonds are mined in Tanzania. Gold and

phosphates are found in Uganda. Ethiopia possesses large potash reserves;

which have so far not been touched. Malawi has limited.known deposits of

bauxite and coal.' Somalia has hardly any mining activity except for exploita

tion of salt and limestone deposits. ••

100. The island economies of Mauritius and Madagascar are agricultural;, centred

around, plantations, Madagascar has a .well-balanced crop pattern^and in addi

tion exports minerals like graphite, mica and chromite0 - •

101. On the other hand, Angola and Mozambique have rich iron ores and • bauxite

deposits'. Angola has in addition deposits of sulphur, phosphates and nianganese*

±02., Industries developed in the region are both import—substitutivo aud export-
oriented; though in the independent nations, the stress is on -I; he former.. The

Industrie,! policy of Kenya and Uganda and to a certain extent in Zambia is

to develop import substitution industries with an export potential- Kenya has

a wide range of light industries and is now poised to expand trade in Konu-

factuy-os with the neighbouring countries and even with Asian countries*

Mauritius has a small but expanding industrial base, at present the cGnc&ntoa-

■Lion bsing in the sugar industry. Madagascar has experienced a fair amount

of industrialization with paper,: cement, scap, textiles and glass factories,

"brewerivf'S, and oil refinery, etc. Tnduotries in Angola and Mozambique are

oriented towards processing raw materials for export.

Tradepolicy: Zambia and Ethiopia follow a non-discriminatory trade

policy. Tanzania, Kenya and Uganda havo formed the East African Economic Com

munity with a common market. The Community grants preference's to SEC on 59

riems uudar the Arusha Agreement.- Of late, certain stresses have developed

within the Community leading to certain restrictions on intra-Community monetary

and payments arrangements. It is to be hoped that these are short-term dif

ficulties and that the Community will become a single economic entity in the

course cf time. ' ' .
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104. Madagascar, Somalia and recently Mauritius, are associate members of EEC

and hence have preferential arrangements with the European common market coun

tries, while Malawi and Mauritius give preferences to United Kingdom and Com

monwealth countries, due to their earlier ties with the British Commonwealth.

However, matters are'likely to change with Britain's entry into EEC as of

January 1973» ' ■ '■

105. The policy among the independent nations in the region is one of increased

national participation.in their foreign trade. Tanzania has nationalized

foreign trade and Uganda and Zambia are moving towards this goal -by establish

ing parastatal agencies to handle their foreign trade,

1C6. In Kenya, Ethiopia and Malawi, foreign trade is handled mostly by expa

triate interestS| though subject to overall control by the Governments. In

Madagascar, foreign trade is predominantly in the hands of the French.

107. Banking: As is to be expected, British banks dominate in the ex-British

colonies, the French in Madagascar and the Italians in Somalia. Tanzania has

nationalized its banks, the National Bank of Commerce with its network serves

the commercial sector. Separate banks, and long-terra credit institutions have

been established to meet credit needs in agriculture, industry, etc.

108. Uganda has a well-developed banking system, the official policy is to

encourage the national bank to increase its holdings in the foreign-owned banks,

Zambia has rescinded measures to take control of the commercial banks. Bank

ing in the country is dominatedNby British banks.

109. In Kenya, banking business is in the private sector, dominated by ex

patriate interests. But their activities and policies are controlled by the

Central Bank of Kenya,

110. Ethiopian banking, though nominally in private hands, is dominated "by the

Commercial Bank of Ethiopia, a State sponsored, State partnered institution.

111. Transportation: The region has a relatively good transport system. Im

portant ports are Assab and Massawa (Ethiopia), Mombasa (Kenya), Dar es Salaam,

Tanga and Mtwara (Tanzania), Beira and Lourenzo-Marques in Mozambique on the

East Coast and Luandaj Lobito and Mocamedes in Angola on the West Coast.

112. Zambia, Uganda, Malawi, Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland are land-locked

countries", but have transport' links with the Eastern seaports. A rail line

connects Zambia to Lobito seaport in Angola on the Atlantic ocean. Zambia

has undertaken the paving of the Great North Road and the Great East Road

to give herself more reliable outlets to the Dar es Salaam and Beira ports,

respectively. A Tan-Zam railway covering a distance of 1,000 miles is under

construction which will give rail access to the Dar es Salaam port,

113. Railways connect land-locked Uganda to the port of Mombasa. A single

line rail track frora Salima to Blantyre and to the Beira port is the only

means of reaching the Indian-Ocean from Malawi. An extension to Lilongwe and

a line to Nacala in Mozambique is planned to relieve the pressure on Beira

port. • ■ '
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114. planning: National plans of the countries of the subregion are oriented
towards raising the standard of living of farmers and hence aim at agricultural

expansion and rural development. The development of infrastructure facilities
is being stressed.

5. Natural resources: Resources in the region favour the development of

agriculture and forestry. Mineral resources too are plentiful, as mentioned

earlier. Zambia has large hardwood reserves, which are re?_atively unexploited.

The Tanzanian climatic and soil conditions are suitable for agricultural

development. Similarly, Uganda is best situated to produce cotton, .tea, vanilla,
coffee and market crops, . It.also has sizable reserves.of copper, tin and

phosphates. ' ,

116. Though Kenya has limited known mineral reserves, it is suited to the
development of plantation crops and livestock. The Ethiopian situation is

similar to,that of Kenya, Ethiopia is found to have sizable potash reserves..

.Malawi has large hardwood reserves, which have not been exploited.

117o The small nations of Lesotho, Botswana and Swaziland are literally en- .

claves in South Africa and their.economies are closely tied to that of South

Africa. These countries have insignificant trade relations with East Asia

and it is unlikely that any trade would materialize with the latter given the

political and economic conditions in that part of the continent*

Developing East Asia

118. The developing countries of East Asia'enjoy a distinctive position in
the developing world in several respects. The region accounts for about 40

per cent of total world population and nearly two-thirds of that of the popula

tion of the developing world. It is the most densely populated developing

region in the world. It constitutes'only 11 per cent of the total land area

of the world and 17 per cent of the land area of developing regions. Its share

of the world's gross product by industrial origin is some 23 per cent in agri

culture, less than 4 per cent in manufacturing and. 5 per .cent in construction

transport and communication and services. Of the total gross domestic product

of the developing world, the share of the developing East Asian countries is

about one half, but, on account of the heavy population pressure, its per

capita income is among the lowest among the developing regions. Most of the '

countries are faced with a major "trade gap".

1199 The salient economic features of individual countries in the region
are reviewed briefly in the following paragraphs.

.India

120. Agriculture accounts for nearly 50 per cent of national income, and about
70 per cent of the population derives its livelihood from land. Rice and

wheat are the main food crops. Principal cash crops include oilseeds, cotton,

sugar-canet jute, ground-nuts, tea, tobacco, coffee and rubber, India ranks

first in the world in the production of teay ground-nuts, and lac, and second

in the production of rice, jute, rawtsugar, rapeseed, sesame and castor oil.

Agricultural products are still the major exchange - earners, accounting for

40 to 45 per cent of exports.
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121..India is rich in power and. mineral resources, important minerals being

iron, ore,- coal, "bauxite, titanium ore, manganese, rare metals and mica. Oil

and natural gas are also found. Iron ore reserves are assessed at one-fourth

of total world resources. Iron ore is an important item of export. India

is also the largest producer and exporter of mascovite sheet mica in the world.

The other known mineral resources include chromite, gold, ilraenite, gypsum,

kyanite; sillimenite and copper, Itydro-electric potential of the country's

waters is placed at 41 million kW.

122, In the last fifteen years, India's industrial structure has been greatly

diversified, A wide range of consumer goods industries, textiles, light and

heavy engineering industries, iron and steel, chemicals, dyestuffs, plastics,

fertilizers and pesticides, drugs and Pharmaceuticals have been established

and developed. •

Foreign trade - ■ , • '

123. Foreign trade provides about 10 per cent of the national income. Major

import items include machinery of various kinds, cereals and cereal prepara^-.

tions, chemicals; petroleum and petroleum products, textile fibres, iron and-

steel and non-ferrous metals. Export items are jute manufactures; tea, iron

ore, cotton yarn and piece goods, engineering items, leather and leather manu

factures, iron, and steel and cashew kernels. The major trading partners are

USA, UK, USSR, and Japan.

Trade Policy

124, Licences are required for almost all imports. A few items may be imported

under open general licence.- Licensing policy generally accords priority to

foodstuffs, fertilizers, capital goods and raw materials, while the import of

other items is severely limited or prohibited. Generally, licences may be •

used to import from any country except Portugal, Rhodesia, South Africa,

Pakistan, Southwest Africa and China. Importers are divided into three main

groups - established: importers, actual users and others. Imports and exports

of certain commodities including food grains, certain oils and fats,, fertilizers,

a few chemicals,-cashewnuts, raw cotton and certain minerals and metals are

controlled by State trading corporations, of which,, the State Trading Corpora

tion, the Minerals and Metals Trading Corporation, the Cotton Corporation of

India, and the Cashew Corporation of India are the most important*

125. India follows the Revised Indian Trade Classification .(RITC) for trade

purposes. Most consumer goods are dutiable at 100 per cent ad valorem.

Planning ,

126.. Economic planning was begun in 1951" Three Five-Year Plans have been

successfully completed and the Fourth Five-Year Plan (1969-70 to 1973-74) 'is

under implementation. The objective of Indian planning has been to accelerate

the pace of industrial development, increase agricultural production and achieve

all round progress,. A wide range of industries have been developed; these in

dustries have.registered.sizable increases in output. Large investments have

been made in industries producing heavy electrical equipment, heavy foundry

forge; heavy machinery, heavy plates and vessels, etc. The Fourth Five-Year

Plan emphasizes the development of industryt minerals, transport and communica

tions and agriculture and allied industries, A sustained 7 per cent increase

in exports per annum is envisaged.
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Transportat ion

127. Most imports enter via the ports of Bombay, Calcutta and Madras. Bombay

handles about 46 per cent of the country's foreign trade. The port has 55

berths plus moorings for some 60 vessels which can be worked at anchor. There

is about 8 million sq, ft. of warehouse and transit shed space. A floating

crane provides a heavy lift capacity of 200 tons. Direct rail and truck

service is provided to shipside. Calcutta has a holding capacity of 107 ship.s

in its 44 alongside jetties, 8 alongside jetties at Bud^e Budge,.16 dock buoys,

lay up and tie-up berths and 39 river moorings. About 90 vessels can work at

one'time in the port. 'The port is weil-equipped with a variety of handling
equipment, including a number of floating cranes. Shore based lift capacity'

is 200 tons- Storage space in covered vrarehouses. transit sheds, depots for

minerals materials is over 8 million square feet. Madras, on the east-coast^

has nine berths at quayside, Rail service to all berths is available. Lift

capacity is 60 tons. Inland transportation in the country is by rail, road
and air.

Pakistan

128. Agriculture is the most important sector of the economy employing three-
quarters of the labour force and providing about half of the national income.

Almost 75 per cent of the nation's total exports consist of raw and processed

agricultural products. Wheat is the principal food crop. Cotton is the major

export commodity. Sugar-cane, tobacco, oilseeds, millet^ and other coarse
grains are also grown. Principal minerals being exploited include marble,

coal, gypsum, rock salt, chromite, limestone, silica sand, petroleum and

natural gas.

129. While the economy largely remains agrarian, substantial progress has

been made towards industrialization. The contribution of the industrial sector

to national income has increased considerably in recent years. Major industries

include textiles, cement, fertilizers, steel, leather products, surgical and

sports goods.

Foreign Trade

130. Important export items are cottun, leather, textile yarn.and thread and

cotton textiles. Major import items include machinery and transport equipment,

chemicalsj food and live animals and fixed vegetable oils. The USA, UK, China,

Japan and West Germany are the major.trading partners.

Trade Policy

131. Import policy is announced on a six-months basis to cover imports of the

private sector only, Licences are required for most imports. There are four

categories of import licences: (a) Free list (b) Licensable list (c) Cash-cum-

bonus list, and (d) Bonus list. The Trading Corporation of Pakistan (TCP)'

which is fully controlled by the Government engages in the importing of bulk

items. The Brussels Tariff Nomenclature (BTH) is used. Ad valorem duties
predominate.
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Planning

132. The average annual growth rate of agriculture in Pakistan rose from 3.8
per cent to 5-5 per cent between i960 to 1965 (Second Five-Year Plan) and
1965-1970 (Third Plan). One of the "basic objectives of the Fourth Five-Year

.(1970-1975) is to reduce inter-personal and inter-regional disparities.

Transport at ion

133. Karachi is the principal port. It has 21 berths, considerable storage space

and a variety of cargo-handling equipment. Lift capacity is 60 tons. Inland

transportation is by rail, road and air.

Sri Lanka (Ceylon) . ,

134. Sri Lanka's economy is predominantly agricultural and leans heavily on

the plantation industry composed of, tea, rubber and coconut, which jointly

account for 90 per cent of the nation's foreign exchange earnings. Tea ac

counts for about 60 per cent of Sri Lanka's export earnings and 20, per cent

of the national income. Rubber is the second important estate crop. Sri

Lanka's known mineral resources are scanty. Graphite and ilmenite are pro

duced for export. Salt production is a State monopoly. Industry accounts

for less than a tenth of total output. Biscuits and confectionery, tobacco,

garments, footwear, leather, paper and paper products, rubber products, spin

ning, weaving, and finishing of textiles, metal products, electrical goods

and cement and cement products are the major industries. Shortage of'imported

raw materials and components have restrained activity in certain industries.

Though there are large numbers of government-owned factories, most concerns

are small-scale enterprises. Sri Lanka's first steel mill and the first oil

refinery have just been completed.

Foreign Trade

135- Tea, rubber, coconut oil and desiccated coconut constitute important

--items-of-export while machinery and transport equipment, manufactures of various

kinds, rice, fuels, lubricants and related materials are imported. The United

Kingdom, China and- USA are the major trading partners.

Trade Policy .

136. Imports are divided into two groups - the "A" and the "B" categories.

The "A" category broadly comprises basic necessities and certain specified

imports for government departments and Corporations. The "B" category in

cludes all the remaining imports. About 350 commodities (mainly raw materials

and producer goods) may be imported under the Open General Licence. Other

imports are subject to quota restrictions and require individual licences.

Imports of many non-essentials or locally produced items are either prohibited

or restricted. The Brussels Nomenclature is used. The vast majority of duties

are acL valorem.

137. Imports of specified commodities, which are referred to as reserved items

which include rice, wheat, flour, unrefined sugar, red onion, dried fish,

cumin seed, cement, fodder, caustic soda, cotton yarn, handprints and other
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pj-.per products, petroleum products, textiles and manufactures of textile pro

ducts are restricted to State corporations such v.s "the Sri Lanka State Trad

ing (General) Corporation". (SLSTC), "the Sri Lanlca State'Trading (Textiles)
Corporation - SausalaV," "the ..Building Material Corporation" and "the Sri

Lanka State Trading :(.Trac.tor) Corporation1'. . ■ '

138. Colombo is the principal port and is one of.the world's largest artificial

harbours. It.has some 15 deep-water"berths, over 1.5 million square feet of

warehouse space and a. variety of material-handling equipment. Lift capacity

is 60 tons. Inland transportation is.by rail and .road.

Burma ; . ' : •

139. The economy is predominantly agricultural; about 65 per cent of the total
exports of the country comprise agricultural products. Sugar-cane, is the.other

important crop.. Over half of the land area is covered with forest. Teak

and hard wood are important forest products. Tin and petroleum are the major

mineral products though small quantities of tungsten, zinc, lead,, antimony,

gold and silver are also produced.

140. There has been little industrial development in Burma.- The manufacturing

industry that exists includes the processing of primary products (rice, sugar
and'teak), the production of cement, bricks and tiles;- steel" and consumer

goods such as matches, jute and cotton cloth, cigarettes as well as brewing

and distilling. Industrial consumption goods are in short supply.

Foreign Trade

141. Rice and teak are major exports. Major import items are machinery and

transport equipment, base materials and manufactures, cotton yarn, textiles,

and paper and paper products. The major trading partners are Japan, UK and

India.

Trade Policy

142. All foreign'trade is in the hands of the State which operates through a

number of trading corporations. No import licences are required. Authorized

imports carry an automatic foreign exchange permit. Capital goods and essen

tial commodities, in short supply, are given a higher import priority than

luxury goods and non-es;sentials. Customs tariffs are based on the Standard

International Trade Classification. There are no preferential rates of tariffs,

The range of Customs duties varies1 from 5 per cent to 35° Per cent, more on

luxury and non-essential items and less on essential items.

Planning ■ , - *

143. A Four-Year Development Plan (1970-1971 to 1974-1975)1 mainly designed
to'establish consumer industries, which can substitute imported consumer items

has been .launched. Self-sufficiency in the production of consumer goods is

to be obtained through the establishment of those small-scale industries which

utilize domestic raw materials. The Plan anticipates a 20 per cent increase

in total .industrial production by 1974-1975- The-estimated per capita con

sumption is expected to increase by 7 per cent by the end of the Plan.
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Thailand

144 While agriculture continues to be the mainstay of the Thai economy, there
has been a gradual expansion in the manufacturing and services fields.. The _
share of agricultural production in the GDP amounted to 30 per cent, industrial
production accounted for 17 per cent during 1971. The chief produce of the
country is rice which also forms a major national food. Rubber is the second
most valuable cash crop. Other main crops include maize, tapioca, kenaf, - ■
mung beans, sugar-cane, and coconut. Tin is the most important mineral and
there are also deposits of wolfram, lead, antimony, lignite, iron, fluonte
and gypsum. Main industries include"oil refineries, auto and tractor assembly
cotton spinning and weaving, iron and steel,'paper mills,, glass industry,
cigarette, bicycle and spare parts manufacturing, and .cement and asbestos.

Foreign Trade ' ; .

145. Hie® is the ma0or item of'export. Japan, the United States of America,
the United Kingdom and Hong Kong are important trading partners.

Trade Policy

146. Thailand follows a liberal trade policy. The country's import business
is mainly in the hands of private firms. Roughly, 30 items are under control.
Most of the other items may be freely imported without licence. Letters of
credit for more than nine months require prior approval from the Bank of
Thailand, as well as certain advance payments. Importers must obtain in

addition to usual documents, a "certificate of payment" from an authorized
paying agency before imported goods exceeding Bahts 10,000 in value can be
cleared through customs. The tariff is based on the Brussels Nomenclature.
Most customs duties are ad valorem, others are specific, in addition to those
that are both ad valorem and specific. There are also provisions in Thailand

for the levying of anti-dumping duties.

Planning:

147. The Third Five-Year Plan came into effect in 1971 and this sets a target
for real GDP growth at 7 per cent per year as part of a programme which attempts
to revitalize the economy. Other objectives include external and internal
economic stability, regional development and a curtailment, of population growth

and unemployment.

Transportation

148. Bangkok is the principal port and a leading trade centre. The port has
9 berths," transit sheds with over 48,000 square metres of space, direct rail
and truck service to shipside and a variety of cargo-handing equipment. Lift
capacity is 100 tons. Inland transportation is by rail, road, waterway and

air.

Malaysia ■ ■

49. Malaysia is an export-oriented economy. Agriculture provides 30 per cent
of the total foreign exchange earnings of the country. It also provides em
ployment for about 60 per cent of the labour force and contributes 30 per
cent to the gross domestic product. Major agricultural products of the country
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are rubber, rice, palm oil, palm kernel, coconut, pineapple, sage and pepper*

Malaysia is the world's leading producer of natural rubber. The forestry-

sector; is" mainly export-oriented with 50 per cent of its total production

being directed- to overseas markets. It has rich mineral deposits and is a

world major producer of tin: contributing about 40 per cent of total world

output. Other minerals include iron ore, gold, ilraenite and bauxite,

150. Manufacturing plays a limited, though increasing role in the Malaysian

economy* Private foreign investment is developing manufacturing industries.

Local industries produce a wide range of consumer goods, though on a small

scaleo Long established industries process plantation crops and minerals for

export.

Foreign Trade ■

151« Rubber, tin and sawnlogs are principal items of export, while machinery

and transport equipment, manufactured foodsj mineral fuels and chemicals are

imported. Major trading partners are Singapore., Japan, the United Kingdom,

the United States of America and Australia.

Trade Policy

152. Malayasia's trade policy is liberal. The vast majority of items are

imported under Open General Licence and only a short list of goods requires

specific licences™ From time to time? quantitative restrictions are imposed

on certain products. Imports from South Africa and Rhodesia are prohibited.

On 1 January 1969, a new customs tariff based on the BTN came into force.

It applies to Western Malaysia; Sabah and Sarawak and sets out inter alia,

both the Common Malaysian Customs Tariff and the internal "import" duties

to be levied on imports into each area. All customs duties are ad valorem

on c.iof,, value of the product.

Planning

The Second Malaysian Plan (1971-1975) reveals a number of important

changes from past policies. The major objectives of development planning

are a greater rate of economic growth, a more equitable distribution of in

come and weaith and the creation of more employment. The move to make labour

a more attractive factor of production is a major departure from past practice.

Another important feature of the Second Plan is the weight'given to achieving

an even distribution of income and wealth and a reduction of the relative

racial economic imbalance, • ■

Transportation ...

154. Penang and Port Swettenham are the main ports in West Malaysia, Penang,

on the north-west coast of the Malaya Peninsula, has two deepwater berths e.t

Swettenham Pier in addition to lighterage facilities.. At Butterworth, across

from Penang island, five deepwater piers are in operation. Port Swettenham,

27 miles from Kuala Lumpur, has two main wharves and several transit and

storage sheds. Chief ports in Sabah are Sandakan, Labuan, Tawau and Kota

Kinabalu. Sarawak's main ports are Miri, Kuching and Sibu*
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Singapore ■ .

155- Singapore is the third "busiest seaport in the world. The economy has a

large service sector constituting in the main banking, financial communica

tion and transportation services. Major crops grown are rubber,, coconut and

food crops. The Island Republic is self-sufficient in pigs, poultry and eggs

and produces a surplus for exports. The most important sectors of the. economy

are manufacturing,- domestic trade and ej£trfjj>ot "trade", which together accounted

for over half the gross domestic product, in 197Q.

Singapore has a rapidly growing industrial centre in .Jurong. The major

industries are ribbed smoked sheet, remilled crepe, coconut oil, soap, tobacco,

soft drinks, animal feeds, Pharmaceuticals, chemicals, tyres, cement, plywood,

plastics, textiles, etc. Tourism is a small but fast-growing industry.

Foreign Trade . ■ . : • . , ■ ;...:.

157. Crude rubber, pepper, coffee and sawn lumber are major export items

while machinery and transport equipment, cotton fabrics and rice'are imported.

Important trading partners are Malaysia and Japan.

Trade Policy " . ■ -" :

158. Most imports are permitted freely under Open General Licence or specific
licences, depending on the nature and origin of goods. Import- duties are .

mostly protective in" character. Only a few items are controlled for health

or security reasons. The OGL excludes goods originating in or consigned from

Albania, Cuba,. Czechoslovakia, East Germany, North Vietnam, China and the

People's Republic of Mongolia. A'State-sponsored trading company, Intra

Company, conducts much of the importing business with State trading countries.

The tariff is based on SITC and both specific and ad valorem duties (in
some cases either may be used, depending on which duty is higher) are levied,

159» Traditionally a free port. In 1969 Singapore opened two .free trade zones

(Jurong wharf and Tilok Ayer basin in Singapore harbour) where traders may

store dutiable goods and repack or re-export merchandise with minimum customs /

formalities.

Transportation

160. The port of Singapore embraces 3 miles of marginal wharves capable of

accommodating 25 ocean going vessels and 5 coo-sters at the same time. The

Port Authority operates 43 transit sheds covering a floor area of 1^4 million

square feet. These are supplemented by 20 other warehouses providing another

748,600 square feet of concrete handstanding for open storage and 88,400 square

feet of car park areas; The port has a large variety of cargo-handling equip

ment. Heavy lift capacity is 27 tons. Lighters are also used to work ships

at anchor. A cross berth of 700 feet is available for feeder vessels, .New..

bulk-handling facilities are available at jurong Port. Developed by the

Economic Development Board primarily to serve the industries in the Juxong

Industrial Estate, the wharves are made up of 3,000 feet of deepwater berths,

56O feet of coastal berths and 700 feet of coastal wharves for fishing trawlers.

Shore facilities include 285,000 square feet of covered storage and 980,100

square feet of open storage. Inland-transportation is by rail, road and

waterway.
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Indonesia

161. The Republic of Indonesia is the largest archipelago in"the world. Agri
culture is the most important sector, employing over 70 per cent of the labour

force, accounting for more than half the national income and nearly two-thirds

of total exports. Rubber alone contributes as much as 35 per cent to the

total export earnings. Coffee, tobacco, copra, tea, palm oil, cinchona,-cocoa

and spices are the other major export crops. Timber and teak are the major

forest products. The country is a major producer of tin ore and the largest

producer of crude oil in East Asia. Bauxite and coal are also mined on

a fair scale while small quantities of gold, silver, diamonds, manganese,
rock phosphate, nickel ore and sulphur are also produced.

I - .

162. Industrial development has remained modest. At present the country's
industrial activity is confined to the processing of agricultural and mineral

products and manufacturing a few consumer products. The first category in

cludes rice mills, sugar mills, processing of rubber, tea, coconut, cinchona

bark, quinine and its derivatives; the second category is comprised of the-manu

facture of bicycles, textiles, cigarettes, soaps, glass and paper. Limited

progress has also been made in respect of chemicals and allied products in
dustries. ■

Foreign Trade

163. Crude petroleum, rubber, coffee, petroleum products, tin ore and palm
oil constitute major export items. Imports are comprised of raw materials, ■
capital goods and consumer goods, Japan, the United States of America
and Singapore are the major trading partners.

Trade Policy . . ■

164. No licences are required for imports, but such imports are divided into
two main categories: (l) Prohibited imports; and (2) Permitted imports,
which are sub-divided into four categories. "A", "B", "C", and "D" (i.e., •■

very essential, essential, semi-essential and goods not mentioned under "A",

"B", or "C" and not prohibited imports). These classifications are used to

control credit arrangements for imports and in the implementation of foreign

aid programmes. Only Indonesian nationals can register as importers though
certain established foreign firms are also allowed to import. Practically, '
all duties are ad valorem and are imposed on the c.i.f., value of commodities

converted at the customs valuation rate of the rupiah (this changes from time
to time).

Planning

I65. Encouraged by its success in arresting inflation and bringing about
stability in the economy of the country, the Government launched its first

Five-Year Development Plan (1969-1973) in 1969. The Plan involves an expen
diture: of. Rs. 2 billion and aims at a 4.7 per cent growth-rate in the GNP. It

lays stress on the development of agriculture and supporting industries -
fertilizers, cement and machinery for cultivation and processing of agricultural
products.
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Transportation . ,.-.'....

166. Principal ports are Djakarta, Surabaya, Semarang and Cheribon in Java;

Belavan-Deli and Palambang on Sumatra; Maccassar in Celebes and Meruke in

West New Guinea. Inland transportation is by road, rail and air. ^

The Philippines. '

167. Agriculture, forestry and fisheries contribute about 35 Per cent of the

domestic product and employ 60 per cent of the labour force. More than two-

thirds of the population subsist in agriculture.. Forests cover over 44 per

cent of the area and provide cabinet and construction timber, gums and resins,

vegetable oils and bamboo, tan and dye barks and dyewoods. The export of raw

and semi-finished agricultural products is the primary foreign exchange earner.

Copra,- sugar and pineapple'are the principal agricultural-products. Important

mineral products are gold, silver, chromite, iron, coal, etc.

.168. :The industrial base is broadening rapidly. Investments in light and

heavy industries' geared towards the eventual development of a well-balanced

agro-industrial economy have increased considerably. There has been a marked'

growth in the number.of assembly plants, basically dependent on imported'com

ponents - transistors, radios, television sets, refrigerators, etc. Most of

the growth in manufacturing in recent years has occurred in the large-scale......

sector.

Foreign Trade . :

169. Major items of export are logs and lumber", sugar, copper concentrates,

copra and coconut oil. Non-electrical machinery, transport equipment, base'

metals, fuels and lubricants, chemicals and electrical machinery and equip- .

ment are imported. The United States of America, Japan, and West Germany

are important.trading partners. '

Trade Policy ■ ' ., .

170. Trade is conducted with little government interference. Import licences

are not required, neither are there quotas for the import of commodities

except the import of non-essential items which are banned. The same is true

for narcotics, drugs, explosives, precious metals, gambling devices, etc. "

Duties are levied on the c.i.f., value of imported goods and vary from 5 per

cent in the case of raw materials and other essential goods to 250 per cent

in the case of luxuries and products deemed to be in competition with indi

genously produced items.

Planning

171. The Government published in August 1970, a Pour-Year Development Plan

for 1971-1974. Growth targets are modest. The Plan estimates that both ;

agriculture and industry will grow at the rate of 6.2 per cent and per capita

income.at 2 per cent. Other major development areas which will receive

government support include transportation, mainly for the construction of

roads and bridges/ development of water resources, irrigation and power and

associated services.
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Hong Kong

172. Commerce plays an important part in the economy of Hong Kong. It has

always been known^as1 an ideal entrepot because of its harbour facilities,

geographical location and free-trading policy. Manufacturing is the corner

stone of the economy and between 80 and 90 per cent of the industrial produc

tion is exported. The leading industry is textiles, closely followed by

clothing. These industries together account for nearly half of manufacturing

employment. Other major industries are plastic products (mainly flowers and

toys), rubber footwear, household articles and electronics (transistor radios,

television sets, transformers, etc.). Among the world.suppliers, Hong Kong

is first in wigs and plastic flowers, second in clothing and third in transistor

radios. Ship repairing and the building of small- and medium-size vessels is.

an important industry. The growing tourist industry plays a significant part

in Hong Kong's invisible earnings.

Foreign Trade <

173. Clothing, custom-made articles, plastic toys and dolls, wigs, transistors

and footwear are chief items of export, while food, machinery and transport

equipment and non-metallic mineral manufactures, are imported. Major trading

partners include the United States of America, the United Kingdom, Japan and

West Germany. ' „

Trade Policy

174. Hong Kong follows a free trade policy. There is no general tariff and

few restrictions on import of goods. Preservation of a liberal import regime

and reluctance to meet demands for protection of particular industries or to

retaliate against other countries' restrictive actions are key elements in

the Government's commercial policy. Except for liquor, tobacco, hydrocarbon

oils, table waters and methyl alcohol, no other goods are dutiable. Import

and export licensing formalities are kept to a minimum and licences are issued

within a couple of hours. Britain and a number of Commonwealth countries

grant preferential rates of duty to Hong.Kong products.

Transportation

175. The port of Hong Kong has extensive provisions for ocean-going vessels

to secure to government mooring buoys or to berth at 11 pier berth operated

by commercial interests. Three local companies offer container handling

facilities for container ships or modified, and conventional cargo vessels.

Containers may also be handled through lighterage (which is.adequately provided).

Trans-shipment facilities are available to any port in the region and Hong Kong

has free port1 status. Lift capacity is 150 tons.

Republic of Korea ■ ■

17.6. The economy of the Republic of Korea has been growing at a fairly rapid

pace. Agriculture is the mainstay of the economy; about 55 Per cent of the

working population being engaged in farming. Major crops besides tobacco and

cotton are rice, barley, wheat and beans. Fishing is an important activity

and a source of food. The country has substantial coal deposits in addition

to the important minerals - iron ore, gold and silver. Leading industries
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comprise those of wood products,, chemicals, transport equipment, electrical

machinery, textiles and basic metal products. Cotton textiles and food pro
cessing' have emerged as new industries. Other industries produce consumer

goods primarily for domestic consumption.

Foreign Trade

177. Plywood, clothing, electronic products, silk raw and waste, and fish
are exported, while machinery, textile yarn and fabrics, petroleum products,
and iron and steel are imported. Major trading partners are Japan, the

United States of America, Hong Kong and West Germany.

Trade Policy

178. All imports require licences. No licences are issued for any goods
originating in communist countries and for certain imports from.all-.other • ,

countries. Import licences are granted only to registered traders. Imports
are divided into three categories:, those paid for with Korean foreign ex

change, those paid for with foreign aid funds, and those financed by Japanese

■reparations. Commodities may be imported freely unless they are on the
restricted or prohibited list of commodities. Automatic approval items
(713 out of 1,312 basic items in the SITC classification) mainly consist of
essential consumer goods not domestically produced and certain raw materials
and capital goods. Restricted items (525) are subject to individual .licences

and prohibited items (74) are mainly luxury goods and domestically produced
goods. Imports of raw materials for the production of exports are approved
automatically irrespective of their classification. The customs tariff is

based on BTN. High duties are levied on consumer goods and luxury items with
moderate rates for essential goods and commodities not locally'produced.

Planning . .

179. The growth rate "of the' GW is projected in the Third Five-Year Plan
(1972-1976) at 9.5 per cent for 1972, which is much less than the average

growth rc.te of 11.8 per cent achieved during the second half of the 1960s.

Transportation

180. Principal ports are Pusan and Inchon. Seoul, the capital,is the principal
trade centre. The port of Pusan has some 30 berths for ocean-going vessels and
a number of anchorages for discharging into lighters. Considerable warehouse

space is available. Lift capacity is 60 tons. At Inchon, vessels anchor
offshore and discharge into lighters. At the port city of Masan, the-first
of three planned- free export zones for Keseu is now operating, providing'over

seas, investors with certain incentives for. setting up export production in

the zone. Inland transportation is mainly by rail. ■ ■;
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STRUCTURE AMD COMPOSITION OF TRADE

181. Even though there are 41 independent countries in developing Africa,
with a total population of 315 million and a combined GNP of US348 billion,

and about 20 developing countries in East Asia with a population of 1,030

million and a combined GNP of US$124 billion- the trading relations are con

fined to only a few countries - Egypt-. Morocco and Sudan in North Africa;

Ghana and Nigeria in West Africa; Zaire and Congo in Central Africa and

Tanzania, Uganda, Kenya and Zambia in East Africa.. In fact. 5 countries -

Egypt, Tanzania-; Sudan, ZaSre, and Mozambique - accounted for about 80 per

cent of African exports to East Asia during 1969, Mozambique exports sizable

quantities of raw cashewnuts to India*

182. A similar country concentration is observed en the other side too. The
irnport^it importers of Africcn products are India, Hong Kong. Indonesia and

Singapore in that order accounting for 97 per cent of the total developing

African export trade- (Table II.l).

Commodity Compositipn

183- Developing Africa has traditionally been an exporter of primary products.

About 20 such products accounted for 16 per cent of the total trade in 1969 1/'.

This percentage has remained more or less steady in the last decade — if

anything the trend is towards a slow increase. Until industrialization is

pursued with vigour and primary products are processed for exports, this

trend is likely to continue ?.-t least in the near future.

184. This general commodity pattern is also reflected in the expert trade with

East Asia. Thu37 raw cotton, diamonds, spices; cashewnuts, cocoa; tanning

extracts, unwrought copper and aluminium account for over 80 per cent of the

exportsr A broad classification of African exports to developing East Asia

by commodity groups is given in Table 11*2 and II.3. Ncte that the crude

materials comprising sections 294, account for 50 per cent of the exports-

The items included .under 'manufactured goods' are uncut diamonds, unwrought ■

copper, and aluminium, which, for all practical purposesr could be considered

as raw materials0

185. Table 11,3 presents essentially the same data, but reconstructed from
Tables II.4 to 11,7- As these tables have "jeen taken from a detailed commodity

classification only for selected countries, there is a slight variance in the

total. Eut the point to note is that the structure of the commodity composi

tion remains the same.

136, Textile yarn and fabrics, clothing, Jute manufactures, machinery other
than electric, electric machinery, appliances, and transport equipment con

stitute major import iteirs of the developing African countries from East

Asian cour.tries:e

1/ ECA: .Survgy_°1' Economic Conditions in Africa, 1970, p.30.
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187. A "better understanding of the nature and pattern of the African export

trade with East Asia can be had by studying the commodities exported "by indi

vidual countries. One stumbling block in such a study is the paucity of

data. ECA has done commendable work in assembling, classifying and analysing

the information on foreign trade, but there are still data gapse The statis

tical office of United Nations prepares annually a document showing details

of flows of trade of African countries^ reconstructed from the trade statis

tics available from the 24 principal countries covering over 80 per cent of

the world trade l/. However, as none of the countries in developing East

Asia are included among these countries, that document does not serve our

present purposer . ■ . ".

188. The only feasible alternative is to analyse ECA information 2/ and to "
supplement itf wherever possible,with the trade statistics of importing coun

tries. The results are presented in Tables 11.4/ 5? °" afd "f 3/. | .

189.' in the following paragraphs, trade between developing countries cf Africa

arid East Asia are briefly reviewed.

India

19Q. Among the East Asian countries, India constitutes the most important

market, accounting for more than 70 per cent of exports from developing Africa.

191. Imports from developing Africa increased considerably from US$126 million

in 1966 to-US$222 million (about 16 per cent) in 1970-4/.. The important trad
ing partners are Sudan., Egypt, Zambia, Mozambique, Kenya and Tanzania. These

countries account for more than 80 per cent of the African experts to India,

India's major import items include raw cotton (Sudan, Egypt, Uganda), cashew-
nuts (Mozambique, Tanzania), copper (Zambia), uncut diamonds including indus

trial diamonds (ZaSre, Congo, Ghana), rice (Egypt), rock phosphate' (Morocco),
and tanning extracts (Kenya),

1/ United Nations: 1969 Supplement to the World Trade Annual, Vol. Ill,

2/ The latest available foreign trade statistics-^reiato to Libya, C-anz-

Uganda, i.enyaj, Morocco, Sudan, Ghana, Malawi and Ethiopia, (1969); and- ,
Egypt, Zambia, Tunisia and Mauritius (1968) - Foreign Trade Statistics

for Africa, Series B. Nos. 19 and 20,

3/ Data presented in these tables are indicative rather than precise. In

formation is based on export statistics for two years - I960 to 7-969 for
two different sets of countries, as explained in the earlier footnote.

Secondly, the trade statistics of importing countries are expressed in

c.i.f., values. These values have; been suitably scaled down oy using

the conversion ratios, suggested by Pr, Ballassa (sea his book 'Trade
Prospects for Developing Countries', 1964)* Thirdly, there is always
a time lag between loading time at the exporting country and the delivery

in the importing country, which may slightly distort the annual figures.

Direction of Trade, Table I.I.
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192. Exports to developing Africa amounted to US811O million in 1970 and were

exported mainly to Sudan, Egypt, Nigeria, Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda.' Cotton

textiles, cotton yarn, jute manufactures,engineering items and tea are the
important export items.

Hong Kong . - '

193. The next important market for African products in the developing East
Asian region is Hong Kong, which took about US346 million worth of goods in

1970 2/. The major supplying countries of Tanzania, Sudan, Uganda, Kenya
and Nigeria accounted for about 55 per cent of total imports from Africa. ,

Among items of importance are raw cotton (Tanzania, Nigeria, Uganda) cloves

(Tanzania) and ivory unworked (Tanzania, Uganda, Kenya, Zaire, Congo, and : '
Mozambique).

194. Exports to developing Africa amounted to US893 million in 1970. Hong Kong's
major export markets are Nigeria, Kenya, Ghana, Uganda, Zambia,-Za2re and

Libya. Major export items included textile yarn, fabrics, clothing and engineer
ing items'.

Thailand " ._ /

195. Imports from developing African countries increased considerably from
US35 million in 1966 to VS$lQ million, in 1970 2/. Kenya, Sudan, and Morocco
constitute major markets. Major import items include raw cotton (Sudan, Kenya),

gum arabic (Sudan),pyrethrurn (Kenya), canned sardines (Morocco), and spices
(Morocco). ' . •

196. Exports to developing Africa were of the order of US$13 million during
1970. Kenya, Mauritius, Mozambique, Reunion and Ethiopia constitute' major ' .
export markets. Important items of exports include rice, kenaf, and kapok
fibre.

Singapore

197. Singapore is-also an important export market for developing African
countries. Imports recorded an impressive rise from US$4 million in 1966 to
USSU7 million in 1970 3/. Major supplying countries are Tanzania, Madagascar,
Kenya, Ghana and Sudan. Raw cotton (Tanzania, Nigeria, Sudan), coffee, cloves
(Tanzania, Madagascar) and ground-nut oil (Mozambique).

198. During 1970, exports to developing Africa amounted to US$8 million. Major
export items included textiles, clothing, electrical machinery, crude rubber,'

wood simply shaped,-and iron pipe and fittings. Liberia, Kenya, Nigeria,

Zambia, Mozambique, Tanzania and Egypt account for major shares.

1/ IMF, Direction of Trade, Table I.10.

2/ Ibid, Table 1.7.

3/ Ibid, Table 1.6.
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Malaysia : .

199. Imports into Malaysia from developing Africa recorded more than a three

fold increase "between 1966 and 1970 from US$4 million to US$13 million l/.
Kenya, Tanzania, Morocco and Mozambique are the major suppliers. Spices

(Tanzania, Morocco), raw cotton (Kenya, Nigeria, Sudan, Tanzania), sisal fibre

(Kenya), asbestos are major import items.

200. Malaysia's exports to developing Africa amounted to US$10 million in 1970-

and these mainly went to Mozambique, Egypt, Kenya, Tanzania and Morocco. Rubber

is the major item of export. - ■ .

Pakistan ' ■ ' ...,-.'

201. Despite proximity, developing Africa's-trade with Pakistan'has been quite

insignificant. Imports.,-mostly of tanning extracts and spices* in 197Q amounted

to a meagre^ US$4 million. 2/? the bulk of which was -supplied by Kenya., Nigeria,

Sudan and Egypt „ .'"■...■■ " ' "

202. In contrast, exports amounted to US$55 million. Mainly manufactured items

of various types are exported. Kenya, Nigeria, Mauritius, Libya, Ethiopia,

and Somalia account for the bulk of the exports.

Indonesia . ( ■. '

203. Imports from developing Africa amounted to US$16 million in 1970 _3/. The
only trading partners were Tanzania and Egypt. While the former supplies

spices, the latter supplies rice. Exports to developing Africa are insignificant.

Other countries . , . , ^

204. Among the remaining developing countries in East Asia, the important ones

from the export angle are Republic of Korea, Philippines, Sri Lanka (.Ceylon)

and Burma £/. Developing Africa's share in her total imports is not significant.

Imports are confined to only a very few countries from Africa.

l/ IMF, Direction of Trade, Table I.5.

2/ Ibid? Table 1.2,

Table 1.6,

Table 1.12.
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' -r -■••• TRADE PROJECTIONS' - ■ . , . ■ '.:

Projections and forecasting are a dangerous game: and:yet a policy-maker

■"is■ required to know the probable future values of the key variablest if his ■

policy framing is to have a sound-basis; There are many projections and . .

forecasts'made by the various United Nations^ natinnal and private agencies*

Even though they are conditional arid hence subject to error, they serve a use-*

ful purpose in clarifying the possible impact of alternate policies and-lead

to a better decision-making process.

Afro-Asian trade in 1980 .. ■ ,

206o The UNCTAD secretariat releases from time to time a series of projections

of the trade prospects of developing countries l/. Even though these projec

tions are, based on. eountry studies e the main thrust is directed at knowing"'

the trade .between the developing and. the developed economies and to' a certain

extent the trade among the developing countries. Afro-Asian trade forms.only a

subdivision of the latter trade; as such, these studies do riot focus attention

on Afro-Asian trade.

207- As a first approximation, it would therefore be .useful to review briefly

UNCTAD studies .and see what insights they provide for estimating Afro-Asian

trade in the 1970s. ■ . ' : ! . .' ■ . ■ -«

208.». In assessing the trade.prospects of developing countriesc the latest',

study of UNCTAD selects two variants of GDP'growth, rates for the developing.'
economies in the. Second United'Nations Development Decade. They.are as '

follows 2/:." ' '..' .". ... _. - v-'i ; •■ 1

Developing countries' ' Variant " Variant Actuals in 196^-70

I II

Africa 6.2 . . .".6v9..;. • . ..... 5.1, .. ' "

Asia 6,4 6.9 5 = 7
■■• Latin.America... :. 6.9 7.5 .5.8

1/ (a) "Trade prospects and capital needs of developing countries";
1968 (TD/34/Rev.l),

(b) "Trade projections 1975 and 1980" - (TD/B/264/Rev.l)o

(c) "Financial Resources for Development" December 1971 (TD/ll8/Supp<3).

2/ It should be noted that these rates compare with the average rate- of
growth in the gross product of the developing countries of 6 per cent

set by the United Nations General Assembly for the Second Development Decade^

"with- a-<possibility-of attaining a higher rate in the second half of

the decade to be specified on the basis of a comprehensive mid-term
review." .
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209c Based on this and other possible, assumptions regarding the growth rates
of the developed and the socialist countries, it is projected that the total
Exports of developing countries"would reach a level of $54-3 billion under,-,
variant I-and'$59«5 billion under-variant-II by:I9B0 (both-totals.are exclusive
of fuel exports)* 'It:ds observed-that,the derived average annual rates of
growth in'export' (7-1 per'ceht :and 7,6r.per cent respectively) are., higher than
the; -observed'rate: of'6O7 per- oienf per annum during 1960-69. "but, lower than the.
grbvrth rate" registered'during-^1965"69o ■■■■■< ".-.■ .-■ \ ■-'"'■: ■ - :■

210B Trade among the developing countries is projected to increase to $12.2
billion under variant I and,$12o8 billion under variant II, by -1980, compared
to $6.5'billion in 1969. Exports would thus grow at the rate-of -5.9 and 6.4

■ per-cent per annum under the two .variants,, . >

2111 Using, these, rates, for African exports tp East Asia," we get figures1 of -
$435-'million and'$455 millic'ri respectively'for ..the, year 1980o ■ Undoubtedly,
this is an unscientific'estimatipnV as much would "depend on the commodity com
position/demands in" East Asia andthe African "capabilities to supply require

ments of the various'items,. However'this could be taken as a starting point.

Projections .rby Sjc» ' Balassa .

212 -> A shortreview of' trade pro jections' made "by Dr. Balassa in his book
•Trade Prospects fcr Developing Countries* in 1964 will make this a little
clearer* After reviewing thoroughly the statistical and economic .relation
ships between GNP- imports^ exports, possible' growth rates, export capabilities
of the developing countries and also the consumption patterns in the developed

countries, his :study has given projections of exports by broad commodity groups

for the years 1970 and 1975* For the two end years, two series of projections
were given, based on two income growth variants,, His findings relating to
Afro-East" Asian'trade are summarized in table lo ...... .., ,.

Table JU Trade among develoning..reglons_-

, ■_J_ (Val: US& million) ..
v

I960 1970 'I 1970 II 1975 I 1975

1. Exports from develop- _ , . •-,

ing African countries ■ . •

to East. Asia . 136 230 240 280 310

2, ■_Exports of all deve- , ■ , ■

loping countries to

the developing coun- , ..

tries (exclusive of " .'■'.■• 1
' intra-regional trade) 1,610. .- 2.15Q - 2,270 2r6l0 2c880

213. The comparative data available for the year 1970 shows that his forecast
of the Afro-Asian trade has come true, the actual figure being $245 million.
The inter-regional trade amongithe-developing .countries rose much faster ™an

was anticipated ($2t855 million), already realizing the 1975 projection by 1970.
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214. One or two points need attention. By 197Or the assumed growth rates in
GDP of the developing countries were not realized and in spite of thisr trade

among the developing countries rose at a much faster rate. It is clear that
foreign trade has a tendency to show more upward shifts than are indicated
"by economic-statistical relations. It is pertinent to note that during

1965-1970, there were political and economic factors operating In the develop
ing regions, which must have had a constraining effect on foreign trade* And
yet trade among these developing nations had shown a more favourable trend than
was forecast earlier. 1

215- However, Dr. Balassa's forecast of African exports to East Asia has-
turned out to be remarkably accuratet this in spite of his assumed income
growths variant being higher.than what was realized. On a purely trend basis,
using his forecasts, one may say that the. African exports to developing Asia
may, reach a -figure of $426 to 430 million in I98O.

Projections on the basis of imports

216, Yet another way (also in aggregative terms) of assessing the export
prospects of African" products in the East.Asian market would be to look for

the possible imports in the latter market and estimate what share of these
could be captured by the African countries. Imports into East Asia totalled
818.7 billion (c.i.f.)in 1970. Past data show that the imports have almost
doubled during the 'sixties t the annual rate of growth being 6.1 per cent.

However, the growth rate has .shown signs of incraase during I967-7O (being'
8.8 per cent per annum). This has happened in spite of the many political
and economic (including monetary disturbances) constraining factors on the
external trade.

217. Imports, as is well knownr are a direct function of the level of and
the rate of growth in GDP. Composition of imports, in its turn, would depend
on the relative shares of consumption and capital expenditure in GDP* The
relationship between imports and GDP is generally expressed in terms of income
elasticity of importst defined as the ratio of the rate of growth of imports
to the rate of growth of GDP.

Table 2: Income elasticity of imports: East Asia

1960-70 . 1967-68 ' 1968-69 1969-70

1-36 1.4 I.45 io4

218. A number of the countries in the region" are export-orientedt and have
to import raw materials for processing (examples are - Hong Kongr Singapore, and
to a certain extent, the Republic of Koroa)i In view of the fact that an accel
eration in the rate of growth of GDP in the region will be associated with a

rise in the import-intensive sectors, it is very likely that import elasticity will
nso in the coming decade. On a conservative estimate, one may assume its value
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as l,45o ■ Further,.,assuming that the-countries.in East Asia would be
able to reach the growth .target. of 6 per.cent as laid down-for the-Second

United'Nations-Development ,I)ecadet the total imports of these, countries

would "be. around $43 Million by I98O-, ■• , ; ■ ■ l ■

219* ,.ln order to assess the African share .in this market, it is necessary

to know the likely commodity composition of this trader Countries of both
regions are at-a. developing stage; most.of them are primary producers,

competing in a few commodities in the third markets.. HenceB on this basis,.

facieP trade possibilities are likely t.o be smallc A look at the

lcommodity^composition would- therefore, be useful

.2200 Table III - 1- shows the exports to developing East Asia by 9 broad com

modity, groups for the years 1967, 1968 and 1969- Note that dxxut 70 per.cent
of the world exports to East Asia consist of machinery., manufactured goods,; ■

chemicals, fuel and iron and steel. This is the group of commodities,, barring

a few individual itemss wherein African countries do not have export possibili-
tiesc at the prssentF nor can they hope to-have- in thevnext. 7/3 -yeareo-;----item's
of special interests to African countries in this group are tanning extracts

under-, "chemicals!t and'diamonds (non-industrial) included under the broaa .

category .-of !'manufactured" goods. l/.Thereis no'.doubt that the exports 'pf._,

t'hese'items to; East Asia would show a rising trend in the years to"-come., _. .

221;- The'weight of this group of" commodities in the total exports to Sast -
Asia'at .present■ remains unchanged: if .anything it is likely to increase..' _

Assuming thaft the 'share of this group (machinery, manufactured goods* .etco)_
may rise-from 70: per. cent to 75 per cent, in l'98Os the'7remaining segment of ,,

the Easi; Asian market wherein African countries can possibly enter would ,. .

roughly amount to $10-11 billion by I98O0 In other v?ordst food items and '
agricult\iral raw materials worth about S10 billion could be imported: in East

Projection by ECAFF . . . ' "

222, The ECAFE Secretariat very recently studied the external trade ofthe-

developing countries in their region and projected the import demand for

35 commodities for the period 1975 and.,1530 2/* Out of. these .-,5..product ss .

■ l/- It may be rioted' that'the information in Table III-l is'v in some Tespe'ctst

inconsia+.ent with the information presented in Table 3 to 7=;' Thus the

UNCTAD source indicates a total of $5 million exports- (SITC - 6+8 - (67-6.8))
-from African counfriefeHo''East Asi'ar" but" from the country statistics, it is

known that India .alone.imports diamonds (classified under SITC section,,.

6) worth about Sj5 .million a year from African countrieso This difference

cannot 'be exp3.ained away, by c^i^f-*. price differenGe.s5 .-.'.■,"

2/ BCAFEv Projections of Intra-regional Trade" Flows of Selected Commodities'.

:.-among developing ECAh'E ccuritriesj October 1971 (document Noc EGFT/8/lT/l)V
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there are 12 items which could-"be supplied by the African countries* The ■

• relevant information-is presented in Table III-2. It would seem therefore

that the developing countries in East Asia are expected to import from outside

the region about S3 billion in 1975 a"d $4.4 billion in 1980 worth of 12

selected commodities,, -Ricet sugart raw cottont yarn and thread, copper and

aluminium are the important items for which African countries can make

a successful bid in this region in the coming decade.

Projections of demand in East Asia ,

223» IndiaTs (the most important market in East Asia) requirements by I98O -^
of the various items of interest to developing African countries are reckoned

as follows: rock phosphate 6 million tons, cocoa 4rOOO tons, gum arabic'4:000

■fconst cork wood 4iOOO to 4t5OO tons-- raw cotton 600,000 balesf battery grade

manganese ore 5f000 tons- sisal fibre 50:000 tonsT copper 110*000 ton3. zinc

117p000 tonsB lead 47fOOO tons, crude oil 27 million'tons", vegetable oils

29OPOOO tons3 raw cashewnuts 250,000 tons, asbestos 50t000 tons and precious

and semi-precious stones (diamonds uncut) worth US$45 million^ Requirements

of rock phosphate are expected to be considerable in view of the new fer

tilizer projects contemplated. In view of considerable production and exports

of confectionery by India, her requirements of cocoa are bound to.be large*

Howover: because of the shortage of foreign exchanget imports have been kept

at minimum^ India has to look to African countries for raw cotton in view

of the stoppage of imports under PL 48O from USAa Demand for copper is

expected to go up in view of the electricity projects contemplated and also

due to the envisaged growth of electrical industries.

224. Similarly,, requirements of raw cashewnuts and uncut diamonds are likely

to grow because they are in-puts to- the corresponding export oriented indus

tries in India. Ambitious targets of exports have been laid down both for

cashew kernels and gems and jewellery from India by the end of the Fifth Plan

(1978-1979)■■> Requirements of sisal fibre are large in view of the demand
from user industries- esco'pt that these imports are restricted due to a paucity

of foreign exchange* ' '

225. Discussionsduring the survey also revealed that Hong Kong would require

increasing quantities of raw cotton, unworked ivoiy, a3uminiumt cloves and

groundnut oil in the next few years, African countries could be the major

source for these items.

226. With Bangladesh breaking away, most of the erstwhile domestic trade in "
Pakistan would be opened up to the third countries. Because of the distance,

some of the African countries on the east'coast would be in a better position
to claim an increasing share in this market.

1/ Based on discussions with officials of Government Departments, Government
Trading Corporations, major importers, Trade and Industry Associations,
Organizations, etc.
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227. Even though it is very difficult to visualize what sort of market

Bangladesh would offer to African countries^ it can be reasonably expected

that she would require rice (unless this demand is met through aid from some

of the rich.donor countries), spices,, pulses and to a small extent oilseeds.

Demand for cotton textiles would\also be considerable..

228. Pakistan will need food-stuffsr forest products and minerals,

demand for toa. coffee', spires and forestry products is expected to get a

boost once the economy recovers from the effects of internal strife,

229. Indonesia will need considerable quantities of cloves, for her indigenous

■cigar industry (clove powder is used in the locally manufactured cheroots),

230. Imports of rice and timber are likely to increase in Sri Lanka the

Republic of Korea, poised to industrialize her economy at a greater speed;

would be; a. market- for e.ome ,of: developing Africa's, trppical products,- The:-,-

Fhilippinec which with higher levels of living will requir.o spices.j coffee,

cocoa and tea is already short of pulping "material,. Indications are that

Thailand will require increasing quantities of .raw-cottony pyrethrumt asbestos,,

uncut diamonds (cuttingE and polishing facilities are already available).and
wo.odpulp. Singapore's requirements of raw cotton are expected to increase

to about 20,000 tons in the next 5'years, Similarlyc imports of groundnuts v

oil, an important cooking mediumt are anticipated to register a rise, ■

Singapore-will also handle at an increasing rate re-exports of imported cloves

from Tanzania and Madagascar to Indonesia^ , ....

23.1. The foregoing discussion indicates that there are good prospects for

African products, in East Asiao ■ However, the question is what share can the

developing African countries capture in this market in the next few years.. . x

232. In answering this question^ a few salient features .of Afro-East Asian
trade have to be taken into ac.counto ...

2_33« (i) African countries have not entered aggressively into the East Asian, mar
kets except in the Indian market as earlier explained*, The markets of Hong

Kong, Singap"bret the Republic of Koreac and Malaysiat whose total imports

amounted to $10.3 million in 1970 wer« scarcely touched by the African coun

tries. Ehcports from African countries to these four countries barely represent

0.2 per cent of their total imports. The combined market of these 4 countries

is five times bigger than that of the Indian market. Even allowing for the

differences in the economies of these countries and Indiav it is still possible

to make the presence of the African goods in these markets felt..

234. (ii) There1 are such<markets as Sri LankaF Indonesia, Pakistan. Philippines,
(though small in size .and producing primary products competitive to those
in the African countries) in which-scope exists for selling items, not domes
tically .produced or those produced in insufficient quantities.. Spicesr cereals,,

timber productst fish and fish preparations are some of-the examples.

235« (iii) It is generally presumed that the items falling under food-stuffs
(SIT.C 0 _+ 1 +_ 22 + 4) and agricultural raw materials (SITC 2 less 22, 27 and
28) are the mainstay of the exports of developing countries, This is, no doubt,
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true; "but the contrary is not necessarily correct* In other wordb: the share

of the developing countries, in the .trade of these commodities is not higho

Thus: it is seen from Table III-l that the developed economies supplied to:

the countries in East Asia 50 per cent of the 'food-stuffs • and 'agricultural

raw materials1 o Similarly* in the. case of :.crude minerals1-..though the over

all .trade in this group is of a small, order.. . .

236', This situation arises for two reasons.- Of much more importance is the

fact that the developing .East Asian ..countries get some of'their cereals

supplies on soft terms or on aid "basis from the affluent developed countriesB

Another reason: th.ov.gh. of "a lesser significance at present., is the fact that

the developed .countries send ;procoss3d iood-stuffg and semi-processed raw

materials to the East Asian markets which may quite possibly contain

raw materials, imported from the doveloping African countries. One way out

of this is to process these goods either in Africa or in the consuming
countries,,. This process would nacu::al.]y take time* But; it has a. long-term

favourable, implication for African exports,. Examples are that of coffee,

cocoa products, dressed hides.-and skins (leather)5: otco If suitable harmoniz-

ing policies are followed "by the countries concerned; trade in these commodities

would increase to their mutual "benefit P

237- (iv) At presentr African countries do not.export any manufactures; except

precious stones and finished non-ferrous metals, which for all practical pur

poses and especially taking into account the !value added' in these sectors^

may be considered as J raw materials1,-. This position applies to developing

Africa yis--a-vis world trade* This is the result of insufficient industrializ

ation, cf the;.continent* It will take sor.e time "before tlio African countries

get-a. foothold in'this ar3.au However, even nov; it is possible to push some of

the African handicrafts ai.d specialities in the world market,, . The- scope for

such goods is limited in the East Asian market owing to th.3 low levels of the.

standard, of livingo However, .a beginning needs to be made iii Malaysiat

Singapore and Hong Kong which enjoy relatively higher standards of living.

the latter two serving as world market centresj .

238. (v) While- the above fact ope. would stimulate African exporto{ mention

should be made of these other -factors .which could dampen the trr.de unless

specific measures ai-e -;;al:.er. to limit their impacts Thus: many of tlie deve

loping countries in Asia (and Africa too) are taking steps through successive

plan3 to make their individual economies self-sufficient in foodgrainf? and

a fe:; agricultural commodities like o'ilseedo and jotton. How3ve:c: it-needs

to be noted that the populations of-these .countries ar« rising at a faster rate

and hence it is a matter of judgement whether these countries; T.vould be completely

self—sufficient in the near future or would still aavo to dejx nd on imports^ Be

sides; there v;ill. t-orr.aiu a sj.iall number of countries such as Sri Levnka, Singa

pore; Malaysia,, Hong Xong and the Rerriblic of Koreaj vrhich will ji^ve to import

cereals 'because* of the pp.acialia.ed;. characteristics of their production structure.

However, in viow. of the income inelasticity of the demand for cereals in the

countries of rising incomes,., import 3 <pf, this commodity may not rise iiit the

same rat'e as that of other imports,, ■ ■
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239c In this connexion, it may be of interest to note some of the quantilive

estimates of cereals trade made "by Mr, E0A,Ro Rowse# 1/ Some of his conclu

sions are;

(a) By 1980, India may have to import 15 million tons of foodgrains

to cover the harvest shortfalls^ through normal trading channels*

Despite the current Indian efforts to increase production, the

internal production may touch a 120 million ton mark "by I975

(lncidentallyt this was the target fixed for the year 197

(b) The African productive capacity of foodgrains could be about

, 180 million tons by I98C Out of thisc Africa should be able to

export 50 million tons.

(c) On crude fertilisers, the author states that Morocco and Uganda

between them control three centuries1' supply of phosphorou33 These

could be demanded by the Asian countries. Similarly^ Ethiopia

and Zaire can produce about l/2 million tons of crude potash per

annums part of which would find markets in Asiao

240. Whatever may be the validity of these long-term projections^ it is a fact

that Asian countries would have a demand for cereals in the coming 8/9 years
and African countries? with their resources are in a position to meet this

demand,.

241. Taking all these factors into consideration it would not be unreasonable

to assume that the African countries would be able to capture about some 10/12
per cent share of the developing Asian market in food-stuffs and agricultural

raw materials* This would amount to US$1,000-1,200 million by I98O, based

on the earlier estimate of imports of food-stuffs and agricultural raw materials

in the Asian countries. If this were to include trade in diamonds and non-

ferrous matals then African exports could be in the range, of $lt2OO-l85OO mil

lion,

242., At a glance, this may appear to be an ever—optimistic pictureo African

exports totalled $245 million in 1970,.- The above target would mean a five

fold increase in the exports within 10 years. It should^ howevert be noted

that: '

(a) Ihe trade1 is at a very low level at- present and hence any significant

increases would give an exaggerated picture in terms of percentage

changes; . . .

(b) Many of the markets in East Asia'have not been explored for a large
range of commodities* Such a search could have an accelerating effect;

(c) And finally[ considered in the global context0 the target indicated
above would amount to only 2-J- per cent of the imports of the developing

f Asian countries by I98O, compared to 1.3 per cent in 3-97O« Provided

appropriate policies are devised by the trading partnerst there is no

reason why Africa cannot increase her ,share from 1?3 per cent to 2^5

per cent in ten years,.

1/ "Africa and the world" - a Haile Selassie I Prize Trust Symposium,. I97O0
Oxford University Press* In a very profound and thought provoking article

entitled 'Africa's Place in the Economics of World; Catastrophe or Opportunity
the author has analyzed the population and production capacity trends n the
different parts of the world.
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-TRACE PROSPECTS

243o. A few broad conclusions can how be drawn from'the discussion in the

earlier chapters- At present,. Afro-Asian trade forms'a very small sub- :

division of the total trade of developing Africa, which is mostiy oriented
towards Europe^. As it is not possible to have great structural changes in

the. near future, the commodity composition, of the Afro-Asian trade would'broadly

be in alignr^nt with that of the tot.al African trade. Besides,; the investments

needed to change the African economy would have to come largely from the deve

loped countries and hence the character of new investments would be largely

influenced by the interests, of the developed countries,. This is all the more
true about the export sector-mainly minerals - where the ownership and the .

management is still in the hands of expatriate interests, ~'

244o The various national governments are taking steps to diversify agricul

ture, so as to reduce the. dependence on a few commodity exports^ Any "success

of"the measures taken, will depend on the institutional changes that the Govern

ments are prepared to introduce and the extent to which modern.technology

is put "to usecfor here again; African countries have to depend on the co-opera

tion of the developed nations0. . ' ' '

245,, In these circumstancess African exports, to Asian countries would largely

be confined.to those commodities, which are not only in demand in Europe, but
also in the Asian countries*/ . . . ■ . .

-- - *

246^ In an indirect way alsot Afro-Asian trade is dependent on world trade -
more especially the trade of developing countries with the developed ones0 ' '

Barring fundamental structural changes in the economies concerned, it is'"'a '

fact that the health of most of the developing economies depends upon the

stability and prosperity of the developed economies., World trade is dominated

by the "industrial countries and hence their actions would affect any commodity

marketfthe share of developing countries in these markets being smalla'

247O Conscious efforts to develop export trade are lacking in most of the

developing African countries,, Their planning goals are set in terms of indus

trialization building of^infrastructural.facilities, rural development etc, .
which no donht deserve:priorities^ tut the implications of these programmes'in

terms ,of.resources and their vital link^with export effort; is relatively

neglected? sometimes endangering.the very success,of the'desired programmes.

An uncomfortable problem 'of choice in using scarce resources, then faces the
decision—makers^ > ' . ' v

248c One of' the factors which would influence the size and composition of

exports to the East Asian markets is the size of "the domestic market of.the

exporting countries .themselves,, A sound domestic market for prospective

exportable goods serves as a springboard from which to launch an export drive.

Apart from the benefits of scale economiesB this ensures a minimum internal

demand, thus reducing the risks of exports. In the context of the African

economy, this concept of Thome base7 for exports takes the form of 'regional

market base", as many of the independent African Rations afford too narrow a

base for industrial efforts because of their, size, "and low income levels

and inequality in the distribution of income and property,/ '
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249, The success of African export effort would also-depend to a great extent

on the economic policies pursued "by the prospective partner countries.

Unfortunately, the developing countries in East Asia are plagued "by similar,,

problems and for a variety of reasons, follow a 'closed door! policy, accepting

only these-essential commodities," which they cannot produce. In the processt

the principle of comparative advantage-is totally ignored, leading to only

minimal imports. Unless the developing countries in "both these regions recon

sider'their trade and monetary policies, the. scope for increasing trade would

be indeed limited. Greater urgency for the liberalization of trade among ■

developing nations is lent by the relative failure of UNCTAD III in sorting

out the world trade problem. While the responsibility'of the developed ~" ■

nations to'help the less developed nations is paramount, the role of develop

ing nations to help themselves need not be minimized* ■ ■ .

250. Trade is a two-way traffic- Vihile a favourable climate needs to be .

created for exports in the developing East Asian countries, the other side of

the coin requires that African countries also take an increasing amount of

manufaotures which they do not produce from these countriesc At presentr a'

major segment of African imports comes from Europe, USA and Japano It. can be

argued that the quality of manufactured goods that are offered by the develop1-

ing Asian countries may not be very high* The importance of this factor,

may9 however^ be overrated since intake in any market depends on price, quality

and the income levels of the prospective consumers,, Given low levels of income,

a slightly inferior quality goods coupled with low prices could make a dent

in the markets of developing nations, thus spreading the benefits to a wider

segment of the population. What is- needed is an appropriate distribution

policy. . '■ '■■'

251. To a great extent, the African export effort would depend on the price

factor. Information on the cost of production■of exportable, goods is lackingo ■

In the case of primary products from the agricultural sector, whatever might

be the costs, prices are entirely determined by world demand* Some of the

African countries have set up institutions to control seasonal price fluctua

tions and to stabilize prices over long periods.

252. Though cost data are not availably it is fair to presume that with the

use of improved technology- productivity would increase in the African coun

tries in years to comec The productivity increases in some of the agricul

tural products witnessed in Malaysia, India and Philippines^ in-1 recent times

is a pointer,, It is erroneous to think that primary production is subject

to diminishing returns. Even in the case of miningt where there is some

justification for expecting higher costs over a period of timet recent

experience shows that the mining industry has. been able to achieve continued

growth due to intensive application of capital and technical knowledge in the

form of. new methods of mining and processing, thereby reducing costs* There

fore, African countries should be able to meet any given demandt without

.forcing costs up. ■

253* Based on the considerations above and also taking into account the

projections of demand for various items in East Asian countries as discussed

in the earlier chapter, the prospects of exports from various regions of

developing Africa are analysed below:
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North Africa . . .-.. ■ ■...., ■ _:..-. .. ■ .... :.. ... , ..

254.? The "natural resources endowment of the region is capable of sustaining

an export effort for widely varying-types, of primary and manufactured products*

Howeye'r.p. two commodities — crude petroleum and'""iron -ore, which now.are of

export significance — have slim chances in East Asiaffl

Among "^he candidate commodities for exports, mention may be made of

crude phosphatess lead, ainct cotton5 wool, wood pulpc gum, oilseeds and oilo

There would be a tremendous demand for phosphates and non-ferrous metals in

East Asiat as that region is devoid of these» The agricultural programmes

in East Asian countries wouldt to a great extent, depend on the availability

of phosphatic fertilizers (P2Of-)t which are based on crude phosphates and

potash resources. Similarly, even though these countries are striving to increase

their, production'of'cotton, they would still depend on imported cotton. The

case of timber and pulpable raw materials and hence of wood pulp isP analognus.

Rising demand for oils for direct consumption and as a raw material for chemical

industries in the East Asian countries indicates bright chances for palm, ground

nut copra and other vegetable oils* These have been discussed in considerable

detail in the earlier 'chapter«:

■ With the expansion of the industrial base in this region, the possibi

lities, for exporting manufactures to .East Asian countries would hold promise*

A recent study 1/ made in the ECAC projects the to-tal exports of manufactured
goods from North Africa in l°,80 to $1,580 million compared to $695 million in

197O« Based on this.study, a statement indicating selected industries with their
export potential is given below; • ...

Table 3: Export potential of selected industries in North Africa . • .-

- : (Val: USS Million)

Industry 1970 1980
Remarks

(Countries of importance)

Food manufacturing

Beverages

Textiles

Pulp and paper

Chemical industries

Petroleum products

Non—metallic mineral

product s

Non-ferrous metals

Metal products • >

168

I64

105

.15
88

46.'

18

24

6

325
172.

166

41
196

165

44

173

15

Tunisia, Moroccos UAR

Algeria

Egypt, Sudan

Algeriaf Morocco

Algeria,, Efeypt F Morocco

Algeria, Li"bya

Egyptf Morocco

Egypt, Algeriat Morocco

Algeria, I&ypt

634

E/CN.I4/INR/I98

1/ North_African_.Industrial Harmonization Study 18 May. 1972).
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257. Some of these industrial products would find a market in. East. Asian

countrieso Given a vigorous export promotion policyt around, one per cent

of the above potential exports cou?.d "be sold to these eountriesc The prospects

appear to "be bright for food-manufacturesc pulpB non-ferrous metal products

and some-specific chemicals^ 'Taking into'-account the resources configuration,

the demand for specific products in East Asia and also the development plans'

in the North African countriest exports to East Asiamaybe estimated at

around $2S0 -$270 million^ by 198Ow .

East Africa

GeographicallyE Ea3t Africa is perhaps the best situated, among the

developing'African subregionsr to expand its exports to East Asian countri&S[,.

' both from tho point of view of distance and of the relative development of

it's resource endowments'.so far,, There is scope "for expanding traditional. . '.

'■ exports and: also, for entering into new lines'of'production in which production
' capacities are being createdo ■ ■. ■ - ■

"259,- Traditional exports comprise raw cashew-nutsc spices{ cotton^ non- '

ferrous metals? oilseeds and vegetable oils, fats and, to a certain extent,

hides ajid skins. With the expected rise in income-levels in the East Asian

countries, a rise in the African export's of these commodities could be" expected,

Simultaneously{, efforts need to be made to process some of these commodities

within"the exporting countriesr so that the value added.through manufactures

could be retained within the countriese leading to an. augmentation of export..
■' earningSo ■■>■•' - \ ■ ■ , ■ . ■ '■

Exaort._avai_labilities of East Africa. J.Q,?5 and 1985

™.™—^___,™ . (Val: USB

1975 ,Items

Cereals

Sugar

Starchy roots

Pulsen

Fruits and vegetables

Plant fibres

Plant oils

'Beverages

Others _ ..''.'■■'
Livestock products

Fishery products

Forestry.products

■"Total ' '"

45
21O8

. 3.4

207 c. 2

68*3
394-6

76a

10,5

1985

24 c8
32.8

3.6

274^9

105,9
114ol

23ol

.27*3.

911-7

Source,:. FAO V/orld Indicative Plan for Agricultural Development

26Oc From an export angle slanted towards East Asian countries^ important

commodities with considerable potential .are ..fruits (mainly cashew-nuts)P ..
plant fibres: oilss pulsesp livestock and forestry pz-oductso
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26.1» " The countries of East -Asia will continue to import cereals (despite the

continued'effort's to increase the cereal production in the region)c "but
prospects of cereal exports from East- Africa can "be rated low3 The important

foodgrains produced in the region are maize, mil\e;fc and sorghum -te££v wheatc

barley and riceo A recent study i/cqnciudes that this region can attain

a high degree of food"self-sufficiency under favourable farm conditions

"but that climatic vagaries give rise to wide price fluctuations and sporadic

food emergencies*. HoweverE if 3teps are-taken to increase the productivity

and to lower prices 2J a snail amount of trade in maize and barley could "be

developedo I .

262,. I'he East African region is well situated for producing various tyres of
oilseeds. Currently, ground-nut is important in the groupv "but sesame could

be prod\;ced with advantagec . It is a relatively drought-resistant crop ' .

with a short vegetative period,. Its oil is considered to be goodt3dibl3 oil;

it ic cholesterrol--freed

26jr. Similarly, castor beans from which castor oil (an important industrial

oil in the manufacture of high grade lubricants^ paintsr varnishes and

plastics) is extracted could, be advantageously produced to benefit from the
.rising export demando

264. The demand for oils and oilseeds is growing steadily in the developing

covji"i;:fies of East Asia and an increasing share of this growing market cnuld

be held by East Africa*, Among the East Asian countriesr ratsd high as poten

tial-, customers, are Sri Lanka, Hong Kongf Indiap Maiaysiar Singapore and

Pakistan^/*

265* Important fruits actively exported now to East Asia (mostly to India) is

raw cashew-nuto' Demand for cashew-nut is strong all over the world and will

continue to be so for the foreseeable "future. Mozambique and Tanzania are

major exporters? However* considerable scope exists for increasing the acreage

not cn:i,y in Tanzania but in Kenya and certain parts of Somaliar, Export trade

in this commodity could be increased considerably.

266- The next step is. to introduce processing facilities within the producing

countries-, At presentE raw nuts are exported "bo India, from where '-hey are :

re-exported-after processing* With increased production of zew iritsr there

should not be any difficulty in maintaining the level of raw nut exportn

and still process the additional production,, There is a good demand for

processed kernels in Malaysia, Singapore, Hong Kong and Philippines3 Further,

3./ united Nations: Report of the Eastern African Team Part V,. Co^o^rgyjion
in Agriculture. (ST/EOA^Q/t) 1^~ ' " ""' ":

2/ It is reported that: currently, the delivered price of imported uif.i
ie 50 to 100 per cent higher than the domestic price© Ibid po ].8O

3/ Standord Research Institute Btudy as quoted in *Market Report-v Commercial
Bank of Ethiopias March 1972O-
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'.t tak^o txme to" 3e*-up processing faculties- and to.train tlie. wo^ force.
until ihe work force- becomes technically proficient:, the cos-g of production
is Hkely to te higtu But these stresses and strains- must be endured ,0
capturVt^e additional value added through processings Tanzania t;.ooic the ^
lead in this matter-as early as in 1.965; .'lowever, the e^peri^rb only mc/G ,vi.n

a limited success* At' present about 15 per cent of .die production y,aDOU-
36^500 tons) is-processed, Plans are afoot to process tb.e whole c, production
by ]080. If these capacities materialize, an increasing market.shar© in
the East Hsian countries (excepting India) can be held by Tanaani&o It }S ..
necessary to find out the reasons for the arrested growth of the processing. (

indust-y and remedial measures taken to foster further development., Kenya
hay plans to establish a modern caohew-nut factory for processing the.nicreas-

inir production, This would help to increase the exports of processed nuts .0
SasV'Asie-v In any- caaer there is a vdde scope for exporting cashew-nuts,

■with or without processing facilities.;, '" '' ,

267O She spope for exports of other fruits and vegetables to East Asia is
rather' limitedo More or loss the sans types of fruits and vegetables are pro
duced in both regions. But, it is possible to market canned fruits in.
some of the Asian countries Depending on the import policies- of these'
countries, and also the cost factor in the producing African countries^ it-
may be possible to export canned fruit products* In international trades some
c~03s trade 5n consumer goods always'takes place based on se:---30.nr.llt qualify ^
and price differentiation;. Such opportunities need to be constaa-cly .explored
to exploit the potential markets,,. Obviously, the scale of operation in the
cross'trade is United and success depends on cashing ir. on the .opportunities

in good
1

268; East Africa is a good producer of pulses and can.have a good export
surplus 0».irrentlyv pulses are expoi-ted from Ethiopia to Sri Lanka- tfalrysiaaiid
3i:.i£;aporo.- There is a good demand for pulses. :.n Sri Lanlca.. Hong Kong;t' Malaysia^
Singapore and the Philippines^ These ar£ markets which could bo captured ■

by the pulse exporting countries in East Africao - '

269c Soo-pe for- both coffee and tea it; rather limited as the East Asian region
is itself"a big producer and exporter of tea and coffee* For the preso^c
the Indian market yan be practically ??uled cuto But in other countr.ies:
limited'merits do exist,, ThusB tea has a market in Pakistaij^ which oontinuea

-to take sofii^ of her imports from Kenya* Similarly; market oppoitrnxt^s
neeci ^o by explored in the Philippines and Hong Kong.-» -It i3-importen^..to

note -i;ha-v Kei'iya e.nd Malawi are now emerging as low cost producers compared
tc tho t.rr.ditional tea exporters of India and Sri Lanka*

27O-. 7o>? African coffeeer Kong ICong and Thailaitl could bo the p.pospoc-ive

markets. Prospects for tea and coffee could be considerably i'rcprovedj if

these c:.:ce processed to yield soluble tea, instant" coffee, etc,o Kenyaf and
Ethiopiar have plans to establish such processing factories in-the. near

futurea. These products, with appropriate marketing and advertioing support
can find a, reasonably good market in some of the developing East Asian coun

tries*, ~ " '"" ■ .
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271. The majbr.'expprt items among textile-.fibres'are'.cotton and sisal. Demand
for.thes.e.-items-in/rEast Asian countries has -been-.indicated earlier. Wool, ■

at, present i:d6esXnot 'eniier into -trade'; but-the' possibilities of sheep rearing

arequite -good in;!Kenya. and Ethiopia.- If-these possibilities are also exploitedr
with..an eye-on increased'meat production, export' surpluses-could be generated.

Apart from.exports'these commodities offer opportunities for joint ventures

for establishing.processing facilities-leading to the production of textiles -:
including ready-made garments* At present, the.-scope for exporting -clothing'
to East Asia is extremely limited: as the region itself is an important-exporter
of various types of textile products. But these products of joint ventures ..
could,be, marketed in the. neighbouring;African countries. -As observed -earlierj '
increased.intra-Vregional trade would have an indirect salutary effect- oh ^he-
total .export "trade. ■ . ■ . ■: " ' ' ..'.:<;■. ",::.-'r .^vr *'.

272. -..Though East Africa has- an abundance of livestock- cattle,- " pigs^-pcultry,
sheep and goats - its potential remains to be developed. A number-of suggestions
have been made to improve livestock productivity and to increase'Hhe quantityr
and quality of by-products such as wool, hides and skins, etc, by the United
Nations.Eastern African Team l/. -Already. Kenya has=-entered the East Asian " '
market-.-(incUa^ .Hong Kong, Malaysia) with livestock products.- Currently,- -export's
are of,a marginal nature: but the potential of these markets -could be riseful;ly";
exploited...-Canned, meat has a market in India, Hong Kongt - Malaysia^" Singapore, -k
Thailand-and to a lesser extent .in Indonesia and the1 Philippihesi-^: ."-;■-:■■-:"'■■

273.. Hides and skinss raw materials for'footwear and a variety'of father'-" :-:'<:-
,artic.lesE have good export prospects despite increasing competition from" '"; ;:''::
artificial substitutes. The demand for pure,, high quality leather goods' isv '' "
still considerable in the sophisticated, high income market segments. ' Further I"*'
even .when artificial substitutes are used, leather is needed for ieridirigi^rke;ta-
bili1ty..toit^e products, as in the. case of shoe uppers, etc.P Besfdes^'he'w ■' "-
uses are being, developed, for- leather, e.g.- leather garments. The 'United Nations
Eastern African Team,: referred to earlier, has made a.number of -suggest ions ' '■ :-
to improve the quality of hides. If. implemented^ they v/ould go a long way':" ''■"'"■'
towards creating export capability in East Africa. ' . -.. ■ ' ■'-..■'"' ■'■

274.. India offers a. good market among the East Asian countries. Increased
hides and_skins: production would also offer scope for joint ventures^ih establish
ing tanneries and in the .manufacturing of leather-goods. Measures ' should be "'■
taken.to co-ordinate |he efforts of the importing and-exporting countries''in
order to develop a:.sizable trade.in hides and skins. India, with its well
developed leather industry, would be in a position to transfe-r the requisite ' ' '
skills .to the.-Eastern.. African countries. Tanneries are being developed in the' '
Eastern, African countriest. but .they are still at the initial stage. ■■•■'.-:

V\lAf.f6ut f. ^-0 7O.per. centof,.thercost of finished leather isaccounted
for by hides and skmn, tanners are always interested in the treatment of good
qualjty.,hides. Hence the-first ^step-towards building-a stable and economic
leather industry^and ultimately,exportsris to upgrade-the qdality: of hides1 '
This_ is not^a.difficult-task, .as.atr.present carelessness and'ignorance-of ' '
flaying^methods, .to. a large .ext.ent t account for the low grades, ' '' '

U United-Nations: Report of ^'the "Eaate^n'a^Wnan V*kmT :part VP I972.

:- I
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2.76. EaSt Africa has a-rich natural forestry resourcef augmented by the ■■

plantations,, of ...conifers and:exotic "broad leaf species. ■ It is' reported-that"

conifer-plantations alone will cover 4,000 sq. kms:by 1985* In Ethiopia, pure

.dense .bamboo forests occur, on 200 sq. ;kms, about ■ 150, kms west of Jimma. These

forestry resources could be. profitably .exploited for meeting increased demand-

for wood and^wood products, paper and pulp arid also for exports. . By 1985»■ "■■ ■
the region would become a substantial exporter of sawn softwood timber, df all'

the available.coniferous sawn.logs are milled*, With high yields.in-the com- -

nercial..forests r logs can be produced at a relatively low cost> .. •

277* • Pulp and paper, another industry based on forestry;» can cater for the '■'■
export market.,- There are at present only :s'ix small paper mills (Ethiopia,- ■'■
Kenya, Tunisiar Malagasy, Nigeria and Uganda) meeting local demand. As the ■

scale of operation is an important factor in cost reduction in the pulp and

paper mills,:factories with a daily capacity in excess of 200 tons per day ■

-need to-be'set .up.- There is 'ample raw material-in the region to'feed 2/3 !
large size factories, in the, immediate future* . ■ ■ A '

In1taking an investment decision regarding pulp and paper production, ■ ■

domestic demand should not be the only consideration.' Demand-for paper is " ■'

rising all.the world over and especially so, irithe developing countries, "■'

where per capita consumption presently is at a very low level and where ■■■ ■ ■■;

educational programmes are being undertaken with great vigour. The increase

in literate population also leads to a rising demand for newsprint. East .

Asia is specially short of pulping material. Efforts are being made in these

countries, to increase the local production of paper, pulp and pulping material.

However,.part of the domestic demand vail have to be met through imports.- "With

this, export demand, it should be possible to set up large'pulp mills. Prelimi

nary investigations are under way for the .establishment of large'pulp mills

in Malagasy and in the coastal regions of Kenya and Tanzania. It takes'nearly

2—3 .years for a pulp.mill to. become operational; pending the establishment, ".

opportunities, for-exporting wood^-chips (raw materials' for pulp) can also be .:"

explored* Some of the mills located- in the eastern parts of India are facing

a scarcity of raw materials, thus raising the cost, of production. - " '. u '

279- By 1980,■ Indians, consumption is likely to be doubled at 1-75 million tons,
The present, production is only 800,000 tons l/. Additional demand could hardly1

be'met from within the country. Developing Africa may not be able to export

paper immediately, but pulping material could be thought of. At present, India -

faces a severe shortage- of pulping material and this scarcity is likely to ■ "

continue. -More especially, .the shortage is of long fibred pulp. The East1

African region with its eucalyptus and. other exotic conifers plantations is'well

placed to meet this demand. The problem' is a proper organization to exploit

forests and a working agreement with India for long-^erm trade. Possibilities .

of joint..ventures for exploiting forest resources could also be.thought of.

280. With the setting up of ■ industries to pro.cess the available raw materials
and also .to exploit the domestic market :for consumer goodst" the possibility ..

for exporting manufactured goods is slowly emerging. Kenya has about 800 ..

manufacturing enterprises producing a variety of products (food industries, '

beverages, textiles, wood, leather, chemical industrl^G "paints, soap,-tanning

materials, essential oils, insecticides, chemical elements-and compounds,metal'

1/ See' NCAER: Paper Industry - Problems and Prospects, 1972.
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industries, etc.). Though these are domestic market oriented, exports could,
certainly be developed and are'being developed. This is also true for

Uganda and Tanzanias though to a lesser degree.

S: Exports of manufactures from selecte_d_c^Uj^rle^_in_East. Afr>qar 1969

' - ■"'•■■■ ■ '(Val: USS Million)

TZIZ ' Exports Total exports
Country manufactures ^

, ' . fSITC 6 & &) __

Kenya -: •"' • 12C7 ■
-Tanzania ■ ' 30^2, ' 232.<

Uganda * • 17»5-
Zambia (1968) . '742.2

Ethiopia 6.6

Note; The importance of manufactures in the case of Tanzania should not
be over-estimated. Diamond exports worth $25 million are.included

■ in this categoryo Similarly, about $16 million worth of copper,

exports figure in Uganda!s exports of manufactures. The case.of

Zambia in this respect is well known*.

• 281. It would appear from the above that Kenya is the leading country in.-

respect of exports of zmanufacturea' in the true.sense. Actually,'the above

figures slightly underestimate the contribution of *manufactures' in the

total exports, as some items included in SITC sections 0,1,2,4 and 5 could
, be legitimately termed as manufactured products (canned food, vegetable

oils, alcohols, tanning extracts, insecticides,- etc©)© It may, however,^
be noted that exports of manufactures to East Asian countries are negligible.

282. The question of promoting exports of.manufactured goods from the

developing countries has received increasing attention at international

forums such as UNCTAD arid GATT and it has been extensively debated among

government officials, academic experts and the members of the international

community, concerned with trade and development policies© The case for giving
.trade preferences to manufactured goods has been presented ably on "theoretical

and practical. groundse ' <

283. As far as the present study is concerned,, the issue really boils down
to what the developing countries of Africa and East Asia can do"to expand
their trade in manufactures,, Pending a helpful attitude from the rich
countries, the first, step,in self-help could be initiated by the developing

countries;themselves^

284. . it is -ather difficult to foresee the share of manufactures in the
1 exports of.East Africa3 in-view.of the many uncertainties involved. At .present,
trade in this category is little less than one-third of a million dollars.
It can be assumed that except.for Zambia, exports of manufactures from the

other countries (i.e., SITC sections 6 & 8) could reach .$130-8135 million
compared, to.. $67 million in 1969-. Even if; one "'per cent of this trade ib
directed to East Asia (nihich _is certainly not an impossible taskj, exports

of manufactures could possibly be equal to more than $1 million0
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West Africa ......

285. Export prospects to East Asia for the West African countries are much

less promising compared to those of North and East Africa^ at least in the

immediate future. -The absence of.regular shipping services and distance

can only"par"tially"'explaih these dim "prospects. ■■■Basically,-'-it- is- t"he:--~—1- ...
resource.,.configuration .as it exists now in West Africa, coupled \cith the

"structure" of tYaditig channels, that accounts for thi3 state- of affairs* .

286. The West African economyt as it has evolved over the past, is basically

geared for supplying raw materials to the ex-metropolitan powers- and other

developed countries in Europe. -The proximity of the European market has also •

helped this process. The important export items are coffee: cocoac oilseeds,

vegetable oils and fats,, timber, crude petroleumt rubber} iron ore, aluminium

and diamonds, Demand for these in East Asia is relatively smallr except for

cocoa and diamonds. . ' :.

287. Furthert. the-trade channels (and in many cases: the .ownership and manage

ment . .of productive enterprises) are in the hands of nationals of ex-colonial

powers, who have no immediate interest in developing and expanding exports

into:the Asian market. Of. later West African Governments have taken steps to

transfer the management and ownership into indigenous hands.. But the suc

cessor regimes - either government-owned agencies' or local private enterprises

- tend.to look to the existing developed markets for increasing trade rather

than to seek new, unexplored markets which are considered to be a risky ven

ture at the initial stages. ' ■ '

288. These factors have been responsible for the insignificant volume of

exports from West Africa to the developing countries in East Asia. ( Total

exports from the. 14 West African countries in 1970'amounted to $2,953 million, of

which less1 than $8 million were directed to East Asia. The major exporters

in the group are Nigeria ($lr240 million), Ivory Coast ($469 million), Ghana
($450 million) and Liberia ($213 .million). Of thesec Ivory Coast does not

export to East Asia; the other three, countries1 exports to East Asia-totalled

a meagre $7»2 million in 1970• ,

289. Compared to this, the situation'in respect of reverse, trade (i.e. exports

from the developing East Asia to West Africa) is' a shade better^ Thus in 197Ot

goods worth $118 million were shipped to West Africat the major markets being

Nigeria ($73 million),. Liberia ($14.8 million)8 Ghana ($12 million), Sierra

Leone ($7»4 million), and Ivory Coast ($4«2 million)*

29.0, The }ow level of trading relations has also dampened the efforts of the

shipping companies to extend and improve shipping services.. Over the last

two decadesE Indian shipping companies have been trying to establish regular

liner services between India and West Africa, but these efforts have met with

failure* Thus, the Scindia Steam Navigation Company discontinued its service

in 1962 (started in.l956)t as sufficient cargo inducements were not available

to justify the callings. The trade between India and West Africa is, thereforer

serviced by the Mit'sui, OSK Lines with transshipment at Singapore and by Noersk

Line with transshipment at Hong Kong,, NaturallyP this adds t;o'the1 costs of

trade. Comparatively, the shipping situation in respect .of countries east of

India is a -shade of better owing to a regular liner service between Japan and

West Africa, via India. " * ■ . ■ .
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291. An aspect of foreign trade between these two groups of .countries, which

is causing anxiety especially to West African partners; is its unbalanced

character,, The-"trade balance has always been greatly in favour of the Asian

countries. Although the balancing of trade either groupwise or countrywisec

is neither ■ always practicable nor necessarily in the interests of the trading

countries- it does create frictions especially when deficit countries are

facing overall payments difficulties. Deficit countries expect that the trading

partners will, purchase goods from them to minimize the gap© The resulting. ,

pressures may lead to restrictions on trade and mutual incriminationso It

must be admitted that the responsibility for redressing the balance falls on

both parties; commodities desired by the surplus countries must be available

at reasonable prices in the potentially exporting country and efforts must be made

by the foreign trade agencies' in both the countries to loc.qte worthwhile products

for eventual exportso In certain cases,, this might even mea:a some long-term

investments to develop the expert products.

292. Obviouslyv the success or otherwise of the export effort of the West
African countries directed tc East Asia would depend on the internal economic

policies pursued within the countries. The argument that the 'surplus1 Asian

countries should purchase more from West African countries is understandable

with reference to countries which,have an overall deficit in balance of payments

but it loses its force in relation to countries which have a 'surplus1 in the

total1world trade[ for instance petroleum exporting countries. The direction of

these exports is determined mainly by the major international oil companies,,

Even if oil is required by the Asian trading partners, this cannot be sold.

In the circumstancess the Asian partners have to look for other itemst for

which supply capabilities would have to be created*

293 The above discussion summarizes the basic problems which are bedevilling

trading relations between West Africa and East Asia, Yet. if suitable policies

are followed- by the countries concernedp the long-term prospects for increasing

trade between these two groups of countries appear to be promising.,

294. The basic exports of -West Africa: of interest to East1 Asia would still

be agricultural and forestry products,, The region also exports iron oref

crude petroleumc rubber and aluminium; but demand for these products in the

developing countries of East Asia is not much owing to the fact that either

they themselves are producers or else cheaper sources of supply are in their

proximity (as is the case of crude petroleum and rubber)*. Markets for unwrought
aluminium could be found in the Philippines; Hong KongE Malaysia and Pakistan,

Among the agricultural productss cocoac oilseeds and vegetable oils

and fatsB and forestry products hold good prospects as items for export to the

East Asian countries, Cocoa is a staple export item for the West African

countries, especially Ghana,; Nigeriar- Ivory Coast and Cameroon* These four

countries produce about 70 per cent of the world supplies of cocoa estimated

at 1O3 million tons (1964-66 average) .Ghana's share alone amounts to about
30 per cento However? consumption of cocoa in the East Asian countries is

small if size of these markets and income-levels are taken into accounts This

is partly due to the internal economic policies followed in countries like

India where internal taxation and restrictive import policy have inhibited

the growth of the cocoa marketQ Thu35 in 1970-71, India imported a little

over 800 tons of cocoae compared to annual imports of about 120,OCX) tons in the
United Kingdom,, 1/

1/ It is true that a part of this is exported; yet it shows the consumption
capacity of United Kin.^domr.
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296- A recent FAO sttidy'i/'has projected-the'consumption of cocoa in East

Asia to rise, from 16,000 tons in 1970"to .25,000 tons in 198Oc. These projec-. ■

tions are based-on'the assumption that national policies affecting production

and consumption would remain as they were, in ]aJ;e 1970 and early 1971° Obviously,

if:the importing countries like -India are. induced to follow liberal import

policioG5' the consumption would be^ higher stilly The a*bove study concludes-

.that demand ,is likely to grow fastest in the developing countries where ■£§£

capita, levels are low,-. It therefore appears that on'purely economic'grounds, ,

it is possible to develop- cocoa exports to the East Asian markets to the

extent of .$10 million - $12 million by I98O0 .. '

297° ■ To exploit- this potential^ intensive trade "promotion' measures,'including

the conclusion of bilateral trade agreements would be neededo Moral pressure

on importing countries to change their existing restrictive import policies may

.also be :iecessaryo A major part of international trade in cocca".is handled

~oy the multinational' cdrpbrationst resulting in part to'-a loss of-'foreign'

exchange earnings by the selling countries,. Recently9 UNCTAD. has concluded ■

a study on-cocoa to find out the distribution of *value added1 in handling

the cocoa trade 2/* The-findings of the study may help to reorient government

■policies in an effort to' retain a better part of the foreign exchange earningso

2980- Oilseeds and vegetable oils form another important item of export interest

to West African countries^ The East Asian marketf which holds quite good

promise for the future,, has not been touched by the West African exporters^

India alone imported in 197°toilseeds (exclusive of copra) worth over $4 million
and vegetableoils worth over $30 million, Major suppliers were the developed coun

tries: Canada, exporting inustard seed valued at S3»8 million and the United. States

selling soyabean oil worth S30 million,. The requirements of vegetable oils in India

by 19.80 have been indicated earlier*. With little effort, the growing Indian

^market in soft, oils can be captured ~oy the West African countries,,

299« The FAO study referred to earlier has made\ery optimistic projections for

world trade in oilseeds \j\ The implicit deficit of importing countries in East

Asia is ^estimated at 1O7 million tonst nearly thrice the level of- actual

imports in 1970o This represents the fastest' regional increase 'in' volume. '

India and Pakistan together are. expected to import two-thirds of the region's

import requ.lrement30

300. Given appropriate- policy measures in the importing and exporting coun-

tries5 an export trade from West Africa to East Asia of about £50 million can

be expected in oilseeds^- vegetable oils and fats by

301.- Possibilities of increasing exports of wood and wood products to -East

Asia are less promising compared to the products discussed aboveo East Asia

is a major supplier of round woods and wood—based panel products to the worldo

1/ FAO: Agricultural Commodity Projects 1970-1980, Rome 19711 r>o 22%

2/ Study on the marketing and distribution system for cocoa (TD/B/Ce1/132)

3/ M p, 158, .■ , • ■ ■ ■
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Besides, there is competition from iron and steel and synthetic products like

plastics, Yetj there are a ;.few industrial items where the use of wood is valued

(radio .and TV cabinets, furniturer "building ware and so on^. The.FAO study

indicates, that wood and wood products would be the most dynamic group in the

international agricultural commodity trade.

302. The FAO projection shows that developing countries would emerge as net

exporters of forestry productsc "but the region would have to import pulpf •

paper and paper products. The shortage- of pulping material in the East Asian

countries is well-known and has "been referred to earlier. The possibilities

of .developing pulping raw materials in West Africa are worth exploring.

However, this could require a good deal of capital investment. With the abun

dance of hard wood- species in West AfricaB the technological search for pulp

ing hardwoods is worth investigating.

303.' Even though it may not be possible to export round woods in significant

quantities to East Asia, a marginal trade in specific types of woodsc depend

ing on the demand configuration in East Asia may be possibleo It is necessary

to explore such possibilities. Thusr despite the fact that East Asia is a

net exporter of forestry productst individual countries did import rough and

shaped wood worth $160'million in i960 l/. As could be expecteds 80 per cent

of the supplies came from within the region. Yet US$30 million'worth of pro

ducts came from distant countries (North America and Europe). With patient

market probingsc some export opportunities could be developed in Pakistant
India and Sri Lanka. ' ■

304. Diamonds are a major export item for Sierra Leone (accounting for 60
per cent of the exports). Ghana and Liberia also have sizable exports.
India and Hong Kong are the major importers^ in the Asian continent, importing

annually about $40 million worth of diamonds. The demand is mostly for uncut

diamonds. India has a processing industry and in turn exports the cut diamonds.

305. The share of ■ West•.Africa in the Indian imports of diamonds is small.

Imports from Ghana totalled $2.6 million in 1970-71 compared to global imports

of about $30 million. Major suppliers were Zaire. United Kingdom and Tanzania,

The diamond trade is highly organized and monopolistic and it would take

time to reroute its direction. The trading channels ar.3 effectively controlled

by the producer companies; besides the' character of the diamond market is such

that a slight .increase in availability may adversely affect the prices. It ist
thereforet hazardous to make any reasonable guess about future trends. Yetc

it is possible to direct diamond exports from Sierra Leone to Indiat which
even now enter the Indian market via London and other Western centres. Diamond

production is controlled in Sierra Leone by the National Diamond Mining Company
(DIMINCO). a joint venture with 51 per cent government ownership and 49 per
cent share held by Sierra Leone Selection Trust (a De Beer subsidiary). Dia

monds won by alluvial miners have to be sold to the Government Diamond Office.

So in effect; the Government has a monopoly of production. However, under an
agreementc the sales operations are entirely entrsted to the Sierra Leone

Selection Trust. This agreement is due for renewal' in 1973. Sierra Leone

1/ United Nations: Foreign Trade Statistics of Asia and ths ff^ *>.**+. ^ Vol. VI-
Series B, No* 2, New Yorkt 1970.
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is willing-to engage in exploratory talks with countries like India for direct

sales. Bilateral negotiationst apart from helping to increase the trade,

may lead to "better prices for the partner countries through the elimination

of commissions and transport chargest at' present incurred for conducting

trade via third countries.

Central Africa

306. This region consists mainly of French-speaking countries which have-

strong economic ties with France and Belgium.' The direction of trade is

-determined "by the existing trading channels which to a great extent are

controlled "by the nationals of the ex-metropolitan powers.- Despite this,-

exports to East Asia are higher than those from West Africa (533 million

compared to $8 million from West'Africa in 197O)e though as a proportion to

.their total exports^ they form only a little over 2 per cent.- This "better

performance in absolute terms is primarily due to the exports of diamonds

and copper to India0 ' ....

307. Prospects -.for increasing exports of minerals - diamonds, copper and

other non-ferrous metals - are quite "bright; though much .would depend on the

.policies followed by the.trading countries, A liberal policy, coupled with

long-term contract arrangements with Zaire and Zambia and other major African

producers, would not only help expand Afro-African trade in copper, but would

alsbtin the process, help the East Asian economies by reducing the domestic^

costs of many industries for which these minerals are important raw materials.

308 . Central African countries import very little from East AsiaP the balance

of trade, being great ly-in their favour. There isc no doubt, scope for increased

trade relationsc but the real obstacles are two.: preferential treatment

accorded to West-European suppliers and, more important, the existing trading

channels favouring West European goods. Unless efforts are made to penetrate

the market at both the official and private trading levelsr the prospects
are not quite promising. ;. ...

t
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OBSTACLES TO TRADE

3O9> The analysis- in, the earlier chapters indicates that there is considerable
scope 'fcr. expansion; o-i-trade.vamong the developing countries of Africa and-.-Bast
Jisiao However, there are:yarious constraints inhibiting the growth of trade*
Some have been indicated earlier^ The major ones are discussed in the following

paragraphs:

Af-pjcan products. -

310. During the survey in East Asian countries, one of the points frequently
mentioned "by government officials, businessmen, chambers of-commerce, and

Industry and Trade Associations is- lack of knowledge about the potential
of developing- Africa in supplying many of the items required by them, This
can be cited aB thft single major factor for the low volume of trade oetv/aen
the two regions. Barring India, the other East Asian countries have absolutel
no knowledge about the. capability of the many African countries to meet thei,

requirements of various products. ■' "'_■..

311. Complaints were voiced about the lack of delegations from Africa to that
part of the world in.recent years,as .veil'as, the lack of participation by
African'countries in trade fairs and exhibitions in various East Asian coun

tries (excepting in India),... Businessmen in these countries pointed to the
need for active participation in trade fairs and exhibitions by claiming

that "showing is selling"a ,

■312. " Yet another reason for the low volume of trade "between African countries
and the developing countries in East Asia is lack of adequate shipping facili

ties 9

313, The Elder Dempster Lines Ltd. opeiates a monthly service from Calcutta

to various West African ports (via Madras) subject to cargo availabilityc
The Bank Line operates a monthly service to various East African ports, The

Shipping Corporation of India operates a monthly passenger-cuin-<;argo vessel
from Bombay to East African ports. The British India Steam Navigation oroi

two "pas3enger-cum-cargov6Baele~ In addition, the Shipping- Corporation of India

provides one sailing by a cargo' vessel (3,000.DWT capacity) every six weeks <-.
The ports of call are Seychelles, Mombasat Zanzibar and Par es Salaam,, The

Shipping Corporation of Indias India Steamship Corrpanyt and Scindia Steam

Navigation are operating between Indian ports and Egypt es per multilateral

shipping arrangementsc The United Arab Maritime Company (UAMC) also provides
5 to 6* sailings annually from east and west coasts. The Shipping Corporation

of India operates sailings once a month to Sudan..

314, Absence of direct services from West African ports to Bombay vac cited

e-B cne of th* major problems. At present,, two foreign lines ioef. Noersk ana

Mitinii operate between West African ports and Bombay on the basis of transship

ment at Singapore t Hong Kong or Kobe (.Japan )o It was pointed out that the
absence of direct sailings from West African ports hinders considerably imports

of items like cocoa» Similarlyt there is a lack of direct sailing from other

East Asian countries to West African ports?
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315* High freight rates and frequent rises in ocean.freight rates are aleo
responsible.for the insignificant volume of trade between" the two regions The

Suez Canal blockade has increased freight rates considerably.,

3jala.lice__o:fl_payment 3

316. One of the serious obstacles to. the expansion of Afro-Asian trade is the
severe strain that these countries are experiencing in their baiance-of-payments,
•Almost all the countries of the two regions are suffering from severe strains,.
The- have an excess of imports over exports,. .This-has led'to the closing- ■
of domestic markets to other countries' products, allowing only the essential
commodities that; the countries concerned consider important from the stand
point of their domestic policy considerations,,.-.; . .

prts and other

)

Country

GNP per capita

(1969 $■)

African countr^e s_

Libya

Zambia

Ivory Coast

Algeria

Ghana

Liberia ' .

Tunisia

Morocco

Egypt .

Senegal

Sierra Leone

Cameroon

Mauritania

CAP.

Kenya

Togo

Uganda

Malagasy

Sudan

Guinea

Zaire

Tanzania

Mali

Niger

Nigeria

Dahomey

Rwanda"

■ Chad

.,601

400

300

275
256

251

231

207
183

I85

169

150

150

140(

136

124

118

114

113
100

98

96

90

90

90

80

75
68

Net loans arid

grants as %

of imports

2,8

Ilc3
2.8*4

20.3
15,4

70a

44.8

20.3

4.3

26.0

14-7
23c2"

29.7

9

25.6

27.8

8O6

25*4
31.5
22C1

50o2

56,7
14 e4

53.3

207,7
■102 08

44°5
19o0

0.7
1.15,8

-4a

-3.3

15,5
-6o 7

Exports as % All other

of imports flows as %

305,0

Wc5
126a

145^7
59,3

83.5
80*2

80^7
88^

96.8

209,5
92 .,6

56.0

75*5
164.0

70o4
93 08

92O5

144-4
112,7

40.4
67.6

112 ..5

44,3

69.6

71.1

-42 00

20,1

-89o6

1*6

-2,4

-75.9
-34,8

9<>4

"24o3
-26 O0

-20.2

-24*6
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Table 6 (cont'd)

Country

Ethiopia

Somalia

Malawi

Burundi

Upper Volt a

East African countries

Singapore

Malaysia

Republic of Korea

Philippines

Thailand

Sri Lanka

. Pakistan

Indonesia

India

. Burma

GNP per capita

(1969 $)

65
64
62

54

47

844
351
228

219

- 181

162

129

104

89

74 - ■

Net _loans and

grants as %

of imports

28«4

53.6

42«;4
55.6

43d

1-5
3<3

31*4
I6.4

8.9
13.4

49.7

35.2

44.-7
14-2

Exports as $

of imports

70.7

64.3
6806

77"O

43.1

74.7

118,5
35,7

8lo4
60o2

93.0

62.6

102.5

69.2

■ 84.5

. All other

flows as f0

of irrmorts

0.9

-17 0 9
-11.0

-32.6

13-8

23.8

-21.8

32.9
2O2

30.9

-6.4
-12.3

-37.7

-13o9

Io3

Source: UNCTAE; Handbook "of International Trade and Development Statistics.

1972 ppo 230 to 233.

Preferential arrangements

317, Some of the developing countries in East Asia have preferential arrange

ments with developed and developing countries arising from the old political and

economic tiest such as the Commonwealth Preference Agreements and special trading

ties of the Philippines with USA. The range of commodities dealt in under

these agreements are of little importance to the .African suppliers, Furthermoret

the impact of these arrangements is being slowly erodedr in particular, with the

entry, of United.Kingdom in EECo One option available to the Asian members of

the Commonwealth is to negotiate with the enlarged EEC* The logical corollary

of this with reference to Afro—Asian trade is to negotiate similar agreements

with the African members of.the Commonwealth and the other developing countries
in Africa.' . ■

318.-There ist however, one category of bilateral agreements in East Asia

which could be construed as favouring imports'and products from non-African

sourceSo These are the economic aid agreements with USt under which conces

sional imports of agricultural products are authorized under the USt FL48O0

The products of actual/potential interest to developing Africa in this res

pect are food grains, cottonc oilseeds and vegetable oils and fats.

319. Two pointsc however, should be noted* In the absence of theee aid agree-

ments7 the probability of increasing African experts is exceedingly low£ as

the importing countries have little foreign exchange to switch their demand

to African suppliers0 The-likely alternative.would be that there would be no

imports in East Asia from whatever source0
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320, ;.:Secondt political and other pressures are now operating to discourage

US concessional aid, at least on the scale it was given in the past. ^Production

restrictions in the US, decline in the stockpiles, and efforts made "by the

receiving countries to become self-reiiaht indicate a declining importance

of these bilateral agreements for the future. There is a strong probability

that such agreements would, be used in future only to avert major calamities

and not ,to hinder the legitimate growth of international trade in these "com

modities,. ■ Neverthelesst it would be in the interests of the African countries

to keep a close watch on such agreements to the extent they affect their

prospective exports. This can be done, once sizeable exports to East Asia of.the

commodities concerned are developed., Only then the threat to possible exports

becomes a reality. "* . -.'■".

Non—availabi1itv of exportable products in bulk . ■ " \ '

321. Non^-availability of export commodities in bulk is another hindrance .

to. the expansion "of Afro-Asian tr'ade* This aspect is more noticeable in :

respect of small individual countries. The existence of small independent

nations, some of them' landlockedc leads to a situation wherein the countries

concerned do have an exportable surplus but in insufficient quantities to make

exports worthwhile. Thus, many small countries in-West and Central Africa

have, surplus cotton, groundnutt hides and skinsr woolB etc.;. out the quantities

offered are too small for export. . '. ...

Banking services ....... ... ,..-

322, Banking services, as evolved in the colonial era in African countriest '

also aggravate the lop-sided direction of African trade and strengthen the

hold of expatriate interests on the export trade., African Governments have

taken steps to control their monetary and banking systems, but even now, as the

earlier brief review would showr the banking system is dominated by the

western commercial bankSo , ,

323. The expatriate banks concentrate on the, export sector. In itself,' this '

feature need not attract criticism. But when it is realized that export ....

finance does not stand alonet unless pre—shipment finance is made available

at a reasonable rate of interest and in adequate quantityf the disadvantages

of the present system become obvious. Furtherr as the foreign banks tend to

adopt a rigid and conservative rule of credit-worthiness, the entry" of.indigenous

traders'even in the export trade becomes difficult. Currentlyc their, lending

operations" are confined to the large foreign enterprises which they have known

over a long period. This also helps foreign clients to get 'funds..at. cheaper

rates,' ._ . " ' ' " ■. ■'■".'"■'

324- Productivity and export~oriented finance as distinct from security-

oriented finance has not been tried in the African countries. There is no

arrangement for the collection and dissemination of information oh the credit

rating of the potential trading partners, particularly with reference to '

Afro-Asian trade. Normally^ this information should be available from the

banks, but, African banks do not have this information. " ' '
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Export risk insurance

325. At present, there are hardly any agencies in Africa which provide cover

for export risks to the prospective exporters. In the past, need for such

agencieo was not feltt as trade was carried out mostly by the expatriate

interestsj which had easy access to market information in the exporting coun

tries. When concerted efforts have to be made to get entry in the non-

traditional marketSj for traditional as well as non-traditional commodities, the

urgent necescity of establishing new institutions becom.s obvious.

326. By its nature, export marketing is riskier than domestic marketing- The
exporter does not have with him all the information, some of which is also

subject to change during the period the transactions take placeo This is all

the more true in the case of East Asian markets, which have not been properly

explored.

SupdIv constraint on ivory

327- It was indicated by business interests in Hong Kong that it is beooming ■
increasingly difficult to obtain their requirements of unworked ivory from

African countriest as most of their supplies are earmarked for Europe and

China,, It was pointed out that Hong Kong has to buy them at a fairly high

price- from the European countriesc which have no manufacturing industries.

328. Hong Kong is the world centre for articles in ivory. It is estimated-that
the turnover in 1971 in the industry was HK$10O million. Of thisE about 80

per cent-was accounted-for by exports., Should there be an insufficient supply

of ivory from Africat the major source of supply-.the ivory industry in Kong

Kong'would suffer and craftsmen in the 'trade would have to change to other indus-

■tries* Should this happen, the work force for this industry would diminish

tremendously and this in turn would affect production and sales. Feeling the

full impact of the chain effect: the supplying countries in Africa would soon

find themselves short of buyorse This would force the price of ivory down

with consequential effects on export earnings.

Africanization of trade ; •

329. During the survey it was pointed out frequently that sudden Africanization

of tradet displacing the long established trade channels in many of the African

countriesB instilled the business community in many East African countries, with

fear and uncertainty. Such drastic measuresr it was indicated^ would affect,

the trading opportunities between the two regions considerably.

Insufficient representation of African countries

330. The commercial representation of. African countries in East Asia is weak.

Barring India. African countries-do not- have trade representatives in most of

the East Asian countries. For instance- in Singapore excepting Egyptr no other

African country has a mission. The nearest point of contact for many African

countries is New Delhi. Similarlyt it was pointed out that Hong Kong business

men had to get in touch with the Ghana Mission in Tokyo for enquiries regarding *

imports of timber. Lack of, representation of African countries in East Asian

countries makes it difficult for the regions to come closer and to understand

each others potentialities.
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INVESTMENT CLIMATE AMD OPPORTUNITIES

331.-■ Investment climate, though an imprecise, and difficult concept to ! '

define, plays a crucial role in determining the volume and composition of"

foreign-(as well as domestic)■investments in the host country. In essence,

the concept encompasses several characteristics of the country, including1

physical, 'political, technological, economic, legal and cultural aspects. "'

These factors influence business decisions and could le regarded as consti

tuting the investment climate* ■ ' _

332. A brief review, of these features in the developing Afri.ca may help to

assess the investment climate in the region* On the physical-and geographical

plane, it is well-known that the region is full of rich'resources of agri- ,

culture, forestry and minerals waiting for exploitation; almost all the l ■ '

countries have good climatic conditions and the political leaders and the

wider public are anxious to develop the resources- -However, among the' ' ■* ■■

physical handicaps, mention must be made of the remoteness of the vast in

terior areas from the developed centres, the landlocked character of, some,

countries, the water scarcity in a few countries and the lack of readily l ■■'■'

available energy sources. -Further,, as the continent is divided into 54
political entities,. the size of the markets leaves much to be desired* "'..■.'

But the recent trends towards economic-associations should help to alle-

. viate this disadvantage. . ■ . . ...''.■

333» The infrastructure facilities are.not comparable to those of the

Other developing countries, in.Asia-and Latin America* This is to be ex

pected and.there.could be areasr even in this limijed.field of infrastruc

ture facilities, where some foreign investment would be welcome. Further,\ ,

it may be noted that \irban areas in; developing Africa possess the general

infrastructure facilities needed to. promote industrial development. .In

this connexion, it may be. pointed out that about one-fourth of the exports ".

of the region are produced/processed within 50 miles of the coastal centres.'
and a further 30 per .cent come from within 100 miles. This shows that,

barring exceptional cases, the new industrial plonts/factories will be .:. ,
located near or about already developed urban centres, where adequate

facilities'are available* ■ ■ . . '

334* Politically, some Western analysts may be inclined to rate this re

gion as a high risk one. This is not correct. Inspite ':6f the political

upheavals, and coups in some of the countries, it is to be noted that all

the political leaders of different ideological persuasions attach highest

priority to economic development and do realize the^importance of foreign'"

investments in accelerating, the process.. These risks should not unduly

deter potential- investors of the East Asian region,, as they themselves "'■ ■

have to face a similar situation in that part of the world* .

.335* ; It is important' to note that hardly any Government in developing

Africa has taken any harsh measures against .foreign investments which- are

properly negotiated with the-: independent national Governments and are exe^-

cuted with speed and efficiency^ It would not be out of. place to mention . -

1/ However, from the investor's point of view, the problem of honouring the
commitments, guarantees, etc. by the successive Governments would still
remain open.
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.-that similar measures were taken by some of the East Asian countries immed

iately after their independence. And yet, it cannot be said that the

investment climate in these countries was, or is, in any way, inferior.

336. However, these risks can be minimized, if not completely eliminated

through bilateral/multilateral arrangements. Since 1945i many developing

countries have signed .Treaties of Commerce, Friendship and Navigation with

developed countries, recognizing among others the principle of non-discrim

ination and the provision for proper compensation in the event of expro

priation in specific terms such as prompt payment of just and effective

compensationl/. The time is now ripe for negotiating such treaties among the

developing countries in Asia and Africa.

33-7. ■ Proposals for the establishment of a multilateral guarantee scheme

for foreign investments under the auspices of the International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) are now under active consideration.

If and when this scheme materializes, it might be in the interests of

Airo-Asian developing countries to subscribe to the scheme.

338. Reference may also be made to the establishment of the International

Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) under the auspices of
World Bank in 1965. The Covention of ICSID'has been sighed by 68 States,
and had the heaviest participation from the developing countries of Africa

(till June 1972, 32 African countries had signed the Convention). India
has not as yet signed the convention. India1 acceptance should pave the

' way for its investments in developing Africa^/ It is recommended that the
Government of India should take early steps to ratify the Convention.

339. Apart from arbitration and conciliation of investment disputes, the

Centre performs auxiliary functions useful to foreign inventors. Thus, it

has prepared a set of model clauses for use in bilateral treaties. The

Centre has collected and classified the contents of national legislation and

international agreements relating to foreign investments^ This service
should be of great value to potential Asian investors wishing to invest in

developing Africa..

340. Various African governments have been vigorously pursuing education

al programmes designed to build up local skills and semi-skilled cadre of

workers.- The would-be investors have to examine the availability of top

technicians and middle-level skilled cadres in the host country. This

may be a handicap-for some foreign investors- However, it could be over

come by competently screening those production processes to be adopted,

l/ Typical clauses of such treaties have been listed in the UNCTAD docu

ment TD/35/Rev.l "The Role of private enterprise in investment and

promotion of exports in developing countries", 1968, ajnnex VI.

2/ It may be noted that the adherence to multilateral agreements creates a

favourable investment climate for private foreign investors. By itself,

it does not promote any investments. It only helps to reduce, partially,

the risks which overseas investors woold have to take.

]J This information is due for publication in the fiscal year 1972/73

(see sixth Annual Report; of ICSID, I971/72).
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accelerating training programmes for local personnel and where necessary by.
seconding them to' the country of the parent company's plants for on-the-job

training etc. ■

341.- A host of factors such as ownership and management control, taxation,

investment' incentives, size of-the market, tariff policies, corporate legal
system, trade unionism, laws relating to repatriation of capital and profits,
would have to be considered.. Looking at the situation, as a whole it can be
'asserted that the general economic climate in developing Africa is not in- .

feripr to that obtaining in developing Asia. In fact, in a majority of the

African countriest it is far more salutary.'

342. It is not possible to detail here all the factors concerning each
countryl/ However, a brief review of the factors mentioned above may be^ .

helpful in understanding the general economic climate.

343. Most'of the countries have adopted liberal-investment codes, which
protect and encourage foreign participation (examples are Zambia, Tanzania,

Kenya, Ethiopia, Uganda, Madagascar, Mauritius, Morocco, Tunisia and most
qf the VJest African States). Many countries prefer foreign investments in -

designated areas which have been given priority, in development plans. -

344t, In'large projects,^local participation is insisted on at least in

ownership. Governments insist, on the indigenisation of staff in due course-

and sufficient flexibility exis+s for handling these problems. Joint ven

tures, either in participation-with local private enterprise or with the ■
host Government/government agencies, are always preferred (Nigeria, Zambia,

Uganda, Tanzania).
\ • • . . y ■

345. ■ A perusal of the investment policies of the developing African coun

tries, shows that they are less strict compared to similar legislative and
executive policies in the Asian countries* Potential investors- from the
East Asian countries w6uld not find the maze of legislative acts and exe
cutive policies difficult to negotiate for worthwhile investment projects..

1/ Nor is it necessary since developing African countries bring- out country

publications, indicating the facilities available for industrial investments.
These could be consulted by any potential investors, whenever a firm decision

has to be arrived at. Within EGA also, considerable documentation on invest

ment opportunities in individual countries and on investment promotion mea

sures is readily available«

In particular, reference should be made to the following:

(i) . Ministry of Commerce and Industries, Government of Tanzania:

Short. Guide to Investors.

(ii) Ministry of Commerce and Industries, Republic of Kenya:

. ' . a Guide to Industrial Investment in Kenya, 1972.

(iii) Ghana Business Guide (published annually).

(iv) Ethiopian Chamber of Commerce:

"Investment Guide to Ethiopia" - 1971*

(v) United Nations ■'Investment Laws and Regulations in Africa"

New York, 1965-
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Table 7: Earnings rate to yield 10 per cent on capital of parent company

in selected African countries (percentages)-^ .

Countries

Company profits tax

Effective rate of

tax on dividends^/

Overall rate of

'Company tax1

Earnings rate on

capital required to

yield 10 per cent on

capital to the for-'

eign parent company

(enya, Uganda

& Tanzania

40

12.5

47.5

■ p 21

Ghana

55

55

• 79.8

' 49.3

Nigeria

40

40

64.O

28^

Ethiopia

20

20£/

40.0

16.6

Zambia

45

45

69<8

33

Sierra

Leorie"

45

-

45.0

18

a/ This table is prepared on the basis of Dr. Stikker's similar analysis

of the tax structures of the developing countries,. See his report

'The role of private enterprise in investment and promotion of exports

in developing countries', United Nations, 1968, pp. 36-37*

b/ This is the dividend withholding tax.

c/ These are surcharges payable by companies when income exceeds

Eth.$150,000. The surcharge is only 10 per cent on incomes

ranging between Eth.S30,000. andvEth.$150,000.- ■ . '

d/ In Nigeria, additionally, there is a supertax on companies

varying uetween 10 and 15 per cent on 75 P®r cent of the total ■

Nigerian profits. So the earnings rate would be in the region

of 30 per cent or so. - - •
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346. In the" final analysis,"""ah "investor would look" t"o~fhe 'earning rate on

investment as affected by.^flie-taxation, system-of-the: host country, before

taking the decision. Hence some brief reference to the company taxation

.system--itt...the..African, countri.esi/.., may .be made here, .. ....._. .... .

Taxation on investments " ' ; ". . '

[347« Two distinct tax regimes are prevalent in developing Africa. In the

jFrancophone countries, a two-tier:personal tax system involving a schedular

! proportional tax on each class of^income along with a graduated tax on

jtotal income is prevalent; Tax on company profits is compensated by exempt-

;ing dividends from the proportional tax. In the English speaking count-

. ries, there is double taxation ofjcorporate profits as the shareholders are

I not entitled to'treat taxes on profits as a credit against their personal

I tax liability when profits are distributed.

.348. In general, the rate of company taxation is lower in Francophone .
;countries. Barring Algeria (where the rate of company-taxation is 50*per <

>cent), company taxation rates' in the French-speaking countries vary
:between!27.5 per cent and 45 per cent. Most of these countries allow

■liberal exemptions in respect of capital allowances and:-grant development .■

ineentives. In a few countries (Zaire, Camaroon), special tax regimes

could be negotiated with the Governments for worthwhile investment projects.

349. As is to. be expected, the corporate tax system in the former British

colonies is closely patterned on the United Kingdom tax system. The company

tax rates vary between 40 per cent to 55 per cent. Besides many countries

have imposed withholding taxes on dividends payable to non-residents. In

the case of foreign-owned companies, as distinguished from non-resident

individual persons, dividend withholding taxes are an addition to the

corporate tax rate payable on income arising from their overseas invest

ments. As the investments in host countries would have to come mostly

from overseas corporate enterprises, the effect of such a high taxation

system would mean that the earning rate on investment must be pretty high.

This point is illustrated in table 7.

350. The above rates compare with the earning rates required to yield 10

per cent distributed profits in the following countries:-

Per cent

India ' 30.0

Sri Lanka 33.3

USA ' 19.3

" , UK . 16.7

■ France I3.3

West Germany 11.8

1/ The International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation, Amsterdam, has brought

out a loose-leaf document "African Tax Systems" giving details of tax

structures in each of the African countries (1970). This is updated from

time to. time. The information relating to company taxation, discussed

above, ,is dated March 1972.
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: 351. It should be observed that corporate taxation in developing African

countries compares very favourably with that obtaining in the East Asian

countries. (The only exception is Ghana where corporate, tax rates are

extremely prohibitive). It is evident that the taxation element in the

investment climate in the African countries is no more inhibitive than that

in the East Asian countries.

352. However, a recent tendency to increase company taxation (especially
for non-resident companies) is noticeable among the developing African'

countries, because of revenue considerations. Thus, Zambia introduced the

withholding tax on non-resident companies at 45 per cent from 1st April

1972, raising the overall rate of company tax to 69-75 per cent. Similar

■measures have been taken by Nigeria and Ghana. When, owing to the devel

oping nature of the African economies, costs already tend to be on the

higher side, such tax measures lead to an escalation of costs.

353* Finally, frequent variations in the tax system makes it rather dif

ficult for foreign enterprises to make meaningful long-range plans. pilhe

developing countries would be well-advised to stick to a stable and rel

atively low level of company taxation, at least in the early stages of ' ■

industrial development.

354» Apart from taxation on corporate profits, foreign enterprises attract

taxes on royalties paid for the use "of patents and technical know-how and ■

fees payable for management and advisory services. Thus, in the three EAC

countries, it is mandatory to deduct^ 20 per cent from the' royalties and

management/professional fees paid to' non-residents.

355* Similarly, the developing African countries have imposed taxes on the

employment of non-residents in order to encourage the employment of local

personnel. While the objective of the tax is laudable, reliance on fiscal

instruments alone will not achieve the expected results. In the'absence of
other complementary measures (training, moral persuasion, etc.), fiscal

levies are likely to escalate the cost of production.

Tax incentives

356. The' developing African countries have instituted various tax incentive

schemes to promote foreign investments in industrial projects ranging from

liberal capital and other allowances!/ to tax holidays^ Dr. Stikker, in
his study on foreign investments^ has held that these tax incentives have
little influence on the foreign investors1 decisions for the following

reasons:-

1/ These allowances'are normally made in respect of ir.dustrial buildings,

plant and machinery, special deductions for mining activities and farm

works; investment deductions on the capital cost, of constructions, land

clearance and planting, and scientific research. In some countries,

provision is also made for loss carry-overs.

2/ (Tax holidays.are current for varying periods.in Gabon, Gambia, Ghana,
Ivory Coast, Nigeria, Niger, Sierra Leone, Tunisia and Zambia).

3/ See United Nations document TD/35/Rev. 1, referred to earlier.
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(i) The incentive schemes are profit-oriented and hence of little bene
fit to enterprises in their formative years. They help only such enter

prises which are able to earn a high rate of profit right from the beginning.

(ii) The present incentives do not.take into account the handicaps that
the foreign investors have to overcome. Thus, the real problem for the

developing countries is one of high operating costs in a small market.

357- These a.re quite valid reasons. It is because of this reasoning that

Kenya has not incorporated tax holidays as an incentive to investment, re

lying only on investment, allowances as the'best form of inducement'. How

ever, there is a range of cost-oriented incentives - apart from investment .

allowance - which should be introduced in the developing African countries.

358* Tne problem of high industrial costs (especially, operating costs) is
well-known in the developing countries. In a study made for the East

African Development Bank, Dr., Mehta, ECA Consultant,' analysed ".the- factors

responsible for high cost M Though the study is based on "the East ■ - '

African situation, the conclusions hold good for all the developing African
ccuntrieao " • ■ ' ■ ■ ■■ ■ . ■ ■ ■

359- The cost of setting up industrial plants in East Africa is higher -

between-35 and 100 per cent - than that of similar plants in Hong Kong,- Rep.
of Korea, India and Pakistan. Building and-installation .costs are higher

because of the absence of specialized builders, limitation of capacity of

large contractors, critical shortage of supervisors and1 skilled personnel

resulting in a high degree of non-resident involvement, and longer ges'ta- •

tion periods. The industrial structure, in the African countries therefore

tends to become capital-expensive, apart from the fact that-some segments
of it are capital-intensive as well. - ■

360. The unit cost of production (mainly operating costs) in developing
Africa is also known to be higher (between 25 to 50'per cent) than c.i.f.

prices of the imported comparable products. The factors responsible for
high operating costs are: scale of operation and excess capacity, large

inventories of stores and spare partSj maintenance problems, internal

transport costs, high salary component in the wage-bill, need for engaging

costly expatriate personnel even on the operational side, etc. Besides;

domestic markets are small and are further limited by heavy excise duties

and turnover taxes. Private enterprises are sometimes called upon to pro

vide some infrastructure facilities like power> roads, housing and medical

services. The absence of ancillary industries and services tends to
increase the overhead costs.

■, _ .

361. Under these circumstances, a cost-oriented approach towards tax in
centives as distinguished from.the profit-oriented, is likely to be benefit
cial for the host countries. In this connexion' . Dr. Stikker has suggested

the enlargement of the capital allowances concept to include tax exemptions

on certain current expenditure connected with the improvement .and mainten

ance of economic and social infrastructures. It has also been suggested

that the corporate taxation policy could be so amended as to promote cost- ■

l/ Dr. S.D. Mehta: "Industrial Cost Patterns in East Africa" 1970 (Un-
■ published Study made for the East African Development Bank).
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consciousness in a situation where market competitive forces are too weak

to achieve the desired rssults. This could be done either through a

differential tax' approach tied to unit cost reduction or by giving re

bates,..when unit costs are reduced during the tax period.

362. For foreign investors, the tax incentives in the host country are of

limited value, unless they are reciprocated by tax reliefs in their own

countries. Many of the capital exporting countries have concluded double-

tax avoidance agreements with developing countries.- Among the developing

countries, so far,, such arrangements have, teen very sparingly concluded.

Now that India is slowly emerging, in a small way, as a capital exporting

country it is necessary to take steps to enter into such arrangements

with the. developing African countries. This should create a favourable

climate for Indian investors in African countries.

Profit remittances

363. The curbs on profit remittances are no more severe than those obtain
ing in the developing countries of East Asia. Analysis of the exchange

control regulations of the African countries shows that the rigours of

control on profit remittances are directly related to the stresses on the

balance of payments from time to time. In almost all the countries, non

resident companies are permitted to remit profits, dividends, interest

along with repatriation of capital brought into the host countries;- Be
sides, some countries (Tanzania and Kenya) have passed legislation pro
viding statutory guarantees to reassure foreign investors. =/ '

364. It can be seen from the above brief description that the institutional
structure for supporting foreign investments has been laid out in the'.'African

-countries. From a purely economic point of view, the investment climate in

most of the African countries is comparable and in some instances, better,

.than that obtaining in the East Asian countries. The situation could still

be improved, partly through the actions of Governments in the host countries,
as well as through policy changes in countries desirous of promoting enter

prises on the African continent. Measures which should be taken by the host
countries have been briefly-indicated above.

Nature of ownership. . ~

365. Another aspect of foreign investments in industrial projects in.the
developing countries relates to the organizational structure - whether it

should be subsidiary of the parent organization or jointly owned/managed

enterprise and so on. Various types of organizational structures could be

thought of, depending on the economic philosophy of the host countries and
also on the- structures of the nascent enterprises.

1/ That the potential capital exporting countries do require such statutory-
assurance is shown by the.recent policy speech of US Ambassador to

Nigeria. In his address to the Nigerian Chamber of Commerce in Septem

ber 1972, he urged the host Governments to introduce investment guarantees
to accelerate US private capital flows to African countries.
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\66 The majority of the developing African.countries subscribe to one .or
anoiher"ant of socialist philosophy and are, therefore, unwilling to .
"ft compleTcontrol of the economic enterprises in. th, hands of foreigners.
This is understandable in the light of their experience,, when ex-colonial
enterprises exploited their natural resources without any regard for the
development of local talent and the local, economy. While African cou^
tries are quite keenfor the entry of foreign capital along with its atten
dant benefits of new technology, better management techniques,..tapping ot
unexplored and unexploited natural resources, etc., they are eager to see
^hat these benefits increasingly accrue to the locals population. -Hence,
they desire to have a share in the ownership and control of new ^ustrial
projects. This attitude is easily understandable, especially in the East
Asian countries where Governments have taken similar measures in respect of
foreign enterprises. Apart from the fact that this type of association is
the bfst form of industrial cooperation for the developing countries, it
helps to minimize the possible conflicts in operation and the even**al.ex
propriation, if any. Further, as the investors in the host country (either
government, government sponsored agencies or private individuals) have a
stake in the enterprise, they would be in a position to help iron out many

. management problems intimately connected with the local environment and

traditions.

Organizational support

■^67. To facilitate negotiations in such joint ventures, most developing
African.countries have set up special institutions to promote investment.
Examples are the National Development Corporation in Tanzania, the Indus
trial & Commercial Development Corporation in Kenya, the Industrial Devel
opment" Corporation of Zambia Ltd., the Higerian Industrial Development
Snk, the Investment and Project Section in the Ministry of Trade, Indus
tries & Tourism in Ghana, the National Development Bank in Sierra Leone
and the Liberian Development Corporation etc. Similar institutions exist

■ in the French-speaking African countries.

368- The performance of these institutions may tempt an unsympathetic _
observer to remark that rhetorics have so far exceeded the performance., But
it should be realized that these investment promotion institutions are at
various stages of development, some of them still in..the formative stages,
grappling with the problems of skilled personnel shortages, organization,
etc. To help establish these institutions, ona firm.footing, a report on

"Operational-Guidelines for the Development of Investment Promotion Insti
tutions" has been prepared: within ECA.I/ The report makes a- number of
suggestions for improving the functions of these institutions. If these
guidelines are followed by the existing institutions and the new ones that
are contemplated in other African countries (may be as Investment Promotion
Centres or Development Banks or Industrial Development Corporations), a
sound and on-going institutional set-up would be available for dissemina
ting investment information to potential foreign investors, for locating
and assisting prospective-investors, and for doing the preliminary liaison

work with the Government authorities concerned.

l/ ECA Document E/CN.14/INR.2OO, August 1972.
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369* One ..of the ..points mentioned in the. above report may be stressed here.

So-fax|. investment, promotion efforts are guided by a simple import substitu

tion policy.; The.constraining effects of this policy on industrialization

strategy- are.'now evident - high manufacturing costs, failure to develop

domestic, resources f;o.r.local processing and exports, distortion of resource

allocation through high effective rates of protection etc African Govern

ments are becoming.increasingly aware of the dangers of a too narrowly de

fined import, substitution.policy. Industrial strategy must therefore in

clude regional and.subregional common market arrangements, export trade,'

entrepot schemes and the processing of traditional raw materials for exports.

In fact,, in view of the paucity of skills and low volume of work at the

initial stages, the possibility of combining investment and export deyelop-r

ment operations in one.institution should also be considered* In any event,

, the. two programmes need to be closely co-ordinated, "because the opportunity

for mutual reinforcement is an important source of leverage". Exports" cannot

take place unless supplies are there and costs of the supplies are intimately

related to the scales of production.

370. Simultaneous with the start of investment promotion agencies, efforts

need to be made to establish contacts with foreign investors, through over

seas representations. In view of the emerging role of some East Asian coun- ■

triesaa exporters of capital goods and technical know how, the setting up

in each East Asian country of an agency to help to promote connerted action

on investment opportunities in developing African countries should.be con

sidered. The functions of such an agency should be:

(i) To collect information on a continuing basis on industrial areas
where the country is in a position to extend capital goods and

technical know-how; '

(ii) To study the areas of investment opportunities in the African
continent in the light of (l) above;

(iii) To maintain liaison with the investment promotion agencies iri
African countries and the various Divisions of ECA for identifying

areas of possible industrial co-operation;

• (iv) To keep tabs on the.feasibility and pre-investment studies done
:; : in the.host countries with the help of national and international

agencies such as ECA, UNDP"and UNIDO; . " '

(v) To assist investors in negotiating investment deals with the '
authorities of the host countries;

(vi) To help prospective investors in the completion of procedures
and formalities relating to capital exports.

(vii) To define and advocate changes in policies and legislation to
improve prospects.of exports of capital and technical know-how

to African countries.

371« These functions can be performed successfully, only by maintaining '

close contacts with the manufacturers, businessmen, institutes of foreign

trade .and such financial institutions as banks (dealing with foreign trade),

export credit guarantee corporations, investment banks, etc.
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372c Of late, India has entered into economic co-operation agreements with

the Eastern European countries, which provide for harmonization of the

domestic economic policies of the respective countries with a view to pro

moting mutually beneficial trade consistent with their long-term-plan pro

grammes.- Such arrangements with the developing African countries need to

be arrived at«. India, along with other East Asian countries, requires the "

raw' materials and semi-processed goods for developing her economy. The ex

ports of such products require investments and technical know-how within

■Africa., Investigations of these areas and the subsequent arrangements to

exploit the opportunities for mutual benefits could be entrusted to the
agency.

Investment potential . ■ ' '

' ■ ■ ■ ' .

373■ The following are the potential areas in various African countries for
investments ' ■ - '

AGRO-BASED INDUSTRIES

(i) Vegetables and fruit, processing and canning;
Kenya, Ethiopia; Tunisia, Madagascar, Ivory Coast and Guinea;

(ii). Cashew-nut processing; .

Tanza'nia, Kenya and Dahomey;

(iii) Extraction of oil from oil seeds, vegetable fats and oils
processing; :

Nigeria, Senegal, Zaire, Ethiopia, Kenya and Ghana;

(iv) Tea processing;

Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda and Malawi

With the growth of acreage under tea in Kenya, the number.of tea

factories is expected to increase from 12 to 52 by I978.V

Textiles

374" Though a textile industry - spinning, weaving and processing - exists

in almost aUT the African countries, the operations are still primitive except

in Egypt, K;.geria, Ethiopia and the EAC countries. Even in the latter coun

tries, there is scope for expansion and modernization- Sudan, a major cotton

producing country has yet to develop its textile industry.. There is, thus

a vast scope for cotton textile industries in all the African countries. In

countries where cotton weaving has made progress, there are opportunities

for the manufacture of readymade garments., Examples are Kenya, Ethiopia,
Nigeria, Ghana and Zaire,,

375« Kenaf is produced in Nigeria and there are a few jute sacking plants.
Opportunities for additional plants exist in view of the increasing demand.

for jute sacking for packing purposes within Africa.

Livestock

(i) Meat

Opportunities exist in all the countries, but more especially in

Ethiopia, Somalia, Kenya,.Nigeria and Ghana;

l/ Barclays International Review, September 1972.
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(ii) Fish'and' fish preparations ' v "

Ethiopia, Somalia, Kenya, Nigeria, Ghana and..1 Mali (Riverine fish);

(iii) Tanneries -

Ethiopia, Somalia, Ghana, Nigeria, Kenya, Tanzania;

(iv) Footwear

Almost all countries produce footwear, . but increases in per

capita incomes would netd- additional production; "

(v) Wool processing . , ■

Limited opportunities in, Kenya and Ethiopia. Much depends on

- . the extension of sheep farming for which climatic conditions'

j in East and Central Africa are suitable.
u ■

Forestry based industries ......

376« Forestry resources of the African continent have remained unexploited.
Presently, timber in the form of logs is exported from West and Central

Africa. There are a few plywood and veneer factories. But there is con
siderable scope for investments in this field. Malawi, Zambia, Madagascar,

Nigeria, Ghana, Liberia, Senegal and sierra Leone hold promise in this field.

377< An area in the forestry field which has not received sufficient atten
tion is the manufacture of pulp and paper. It is true that the'domestic
market in the African countries provides an insufficient base for such a

venture. But given the export demand, it is possible to set up a few pulp

and paper factories. Opportunities for setting up pulp and paper factories "
exist in Ethiopia, Nigeria, Ghana and-Sierra Leone. The real problem is

that in many of the forest rich African" countries, precise knowledge of the
wood species, extent of availability etc., is lacking.

Engineering industries . ■

■ 378. Possibilities for establishing1 joint ventures in this, area are quite
promising. With the envisaged development in agriculture, ■ industry, power
and construction, demand for light engineering goods is bound to increase.
Areas which could be investigated are: transformers, wire products, con
structional steel, builders1 hardware, steam boilers, agricultural tractors

implements, automobile parts, diesel engines, assembly plants, gas cylinders,
cables, electrical fittings, household utensils, industrial sewing machines, :
pumps, machine tools, tyres and tubes, etc. Nigeria, Ghana, Kenya, ■.Libya,
Sudan, Tanzania, Zambia, Ethiopia, Zaire are some the countries worth ex
ploring.

Chemical industries

379. Soaps and detergents, polish preparations, paints and varnishes, plas
tics and plastic goods, Pharmaceuticals (bulk-buying and processing for re
tailing) are some of the areas for scouting joint venture possibilities.

Mineral based products

380. Possibilities of collaboration exist in potash mining and refining in
Ethiopia, extraction of cobalt from pyrites in Uganda, aluminium in Ghana
and Malawi, -copper conductors in Zambia and Zaire, and'Magnesite in Sudan.
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Non-metallic mineral products

381. This division comprises cement, ceramic and clay products and vinyl

floor tiles. Establishment of these industries would depend on the avail

ability of raw materials - limestone, clay, etc- Togo, Dahomey, Libya,

Zambia, Tanzania, offer some possibilities.

Fields of co-operation from East Asian countries

382i Among the East Asian countries, India has set up the maximum number of

joint ventures in the developing countries of Africa. Twenty joint venture

projects are currently in operation in diversified fields,- including engine

ering, chemicals, textiles and.allied industries:

Country No. of projects in operation

Kenya . 6

Uganda . . 2

Tanzania ■ ' 1

Ethiopia 2

Libya 1

Mauritius . 3

Nigeria ■ 4 '

Ghana . * 1

More are in the process of implementation.

383* India can also supply the bulk of the plant required by the developing

countries of Africa in the following fields of joint ventures:- ■: ■.

Asbestos, cement, plate and sheet making

Azo—dyes, rapid fast colours

Solubilized dyes ....

Cement ■■

Dairies" , ■

Diesel engines . . " ' '

Distilleries ■ .

Electric motors, transformers and switchgears

Industrial alcohol from molasses

Light and medium structural fabrication '

Paper

Salt

Solvent extraction of oil cakes

Sugar

Sulphuric acid and super-phosphate

Textiles.
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Apart from setting up joint ventures, some of the countries of East

Asia can also render technical assistance' in certain specified fields to

the developing countries of Africa, Considerable expertise and technical

competence in many fields has.been developed in the past few years. For

instance, India'can render technical' assistance in the following:-

Organic chemicals, such as plasti-

cizers, formaldehyde, acetanilide,

etc.

Paper and pulp

Paints, enamels and varnishes

Printing inks

Plastic goods

Plywood and chip board

Rice mill machinery

Rubbergoods, rubber hoses, foot

wear and bolting

Refactories and fire bricks

Steel castings

Steel forgings

Steel wire ropes

Steel structural fabrication

Sugar machinery

Solvent extraction plant

Synthetic detergents

Soap and toilet goods

Tea processing machinery

Textiles

Vegetable oil mills

i Weighing machines

Welding electrodes.

385. Besides setting up joint industrial enterprises and offering technical

assistance in the fields indicated above, India is also in a position to

extend its consultancy services to developing countries of Africa, A number

of organizations both in the public and the private sectors such as the .

National Industrial Development Corporation, Ltd., Engineers India Ltd., the

Projects and Equipment Corporation, the Indian Consortium of Power Projects

and many others are now well-equipped to offer the full range of consultancy

services for the implementation of industrial schemes including general sur

veys, feasibility studies, techno-economic evaluation schemes, locational

Aluminium

Biscuits, bread and confectionery

Cement machinery :

Constructional machinery

Conveyors'

Dairy products

Dye stuffs-

Electrical porcelain

E.R.W. steel pipes and tubes

Food processing industry

General crockery and sanitary-ware

Glass bottles and glassware

Grey iron castings

Insecticides equipment

Industrial alcohol from molasses

Industrial gases (oxygen,

nitrogen and acetylene)

Liquid petroleum gas cylinder

Leather and leather footwear

Leather cloth
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studies,preparation of detailed project reports and full assistance even in

setting up complete industrial plants«.cn turn-key basis. . . /

386. Singapore is-y,et another country, which has acquired expertise and know-

how in'certain specified.fields,such as public housing, urban renewal, town

and city planning, industrial estate development, -public utilities, port and

other infrastructure development in recent years. Technical assistance and

consultancy services in these areas can be usefully extended to developing

countries of Africa. In fact, the Government of Singapore has formed an

organization consisting of engineers, architects and other professional

groups, called the International Development and Construction Corporation

(INLECO) with the objective of making available to countries in East Aisa
the expertise achieved by it i.n the above-mentioned fields. I-NDECO.will

offer services ranging from consultancy work to turn-key projects includ

ing project identification and appraisal, project implementation, manage

ment and training. 'The developing countries of Africa could-usefully tap

this source in their development endeavour,

Other countries in the region, which could offer technical assistance,

include the Republic of Korear the Philippines and Hong Kong. The Republic

of Korea could render technical assistance in setting up establishments for

textiles, petrochemicals and chemicals., machinery and transport equipment,,

paper and paper products and iron and steel; the Philippines in the proces

sing of forest industries, electronics industries and petrochemicals; Hong

Kong in textiles and ready-made garments* Developing countries of Africa

could profitably look to these countries for assistance in various fields.
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Table-I: •■ tirade-of-East'Asian developing countries, xith African developing countries

i

I.I: India

Total exports

Exports to developing Africa

Total imports'

Imports from developing Africa

1.2: Pakistan

Total exports

Exports- to-developing Africa

Total imports-

Imports from developing Africa

.-1.3: Sri Lanka

Total exports

Exports to developing Africa

Total.imports

Imports from developing'Africa

1.4: Burma

Total exports

Exports to developing Africa

Total imports

Imports from developing Africa

I«5' Malaysia

Total exports

Exports to developing Africa

Total imports

Imports from -developing Africa ;

■»

2

1

1

1966

577-

106.

928.

125-

601.

...56.

900.

2.

357

1

426

3

194

10

158

1

,256

10

,104

4

0

2

0

5

0'

2

0

7-

Q:

5,
0

.0

■

.0*

.2

-°.

.7,

.0

.4

.0

.2

1,

2,

1,

1

1

1967

612.

100.

772.

134-

645-

58c

101,

3.

348

5

360

6

124

9

0

7

o--

3

0

2

■0

6

0

6

.0

.4

.0

.7

156,0

N

,217

7

,086

■ 2

.A.

,0

.0

.6

1,

2,

..

1

1

1968

753-

.89-

509.

173.

720.

25«

996.

2.

342

5

365

4

111

8

181

N

,347

10

,160

6

(Val: USS

0

8

0

6

0

0

0

1

0

.9

.0

.7

.0

-2

.0

*A.

?9

.0

.0

.2

1969

1,835-

106.

2,200.

179'.

681,

58.

1,034.

1

322

7

427

3

131

1

165

' c

.1,651

10

1,178

5

0

4

0

5

0

8

0

6

.0

.6

.0

.1

.0

•9

.0

.1

.0

.7

.0

.6

million)

1970

2,026.

109.

2,125.

222.

723.

54-

1,151.

3-

342

■ 8

389

6

106

1

1'62

0

1,681

10

1,399

13

0

3

0

2

0

6

0

9

0

.3

.0

.1

.0

.6

.0

.2

.0

.0

.0

.2
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Table 106: " Singapore' ' '"' ■ - ■■ •

Total exports' ■ ■ - ■

Exports to developing Africa

Total impo'rts

Imports from developing Africa

Io7: Thailand ;

1 Total- .exports .

Exports to developing Africa

Total imports'

Imports from developing Africa

Tr-8:. Indonesia

Total .exports

Exports to developing Africa

Total imports.

Imports from developing Africa

I a9 '• Philippines

Total exports

Exports to developing Africa

Total imports

"j'mporis from deveJ.oping Africa

1,10: Ho£S_:Kong

Total exports

sports to developing Africa

Tcoal imports ...

iImports from developing Africa

1,11: Republic of Korea

Total,exports

Exports to developing Africa

Total, imports

[imports from developing Africa

1

1

1

1

1966

,103-0;

9-4

,328.0

3.5

678.0

14.9

884.O

4.5

678.6

■1.1

527*0

0.8

828.2

0*5

957.4

2o4

,323-0

43.6

,767-0

32.2

25O..3

5°9

716.4

■ 5.5

- :

■ 1,

1;

1,

'1,

1,

■1,

1967"''

•140.0

7-7

440.0

10,0

681.0

6.1

060.0

4.3

665*4

.0.4

649.0

N.A

821.5

Ool >,

171.6

11.9

527.0

53.2

8180O

28.7

320.2

7*7

996.3

■7.8 i

1968'

1,271.0

6.3

1,661.0

8.1

658,0

5-7

1,150.0

0.7

750.8

.. . 0.4

716.0

10.8

848.2

0.2

1,279-6

0.8

1,744.0

60.7

2,058.0

- 29.0

455.4

11,4

1,462.8

■ 0.6-

rrhr.

1

2

1

~1

2

2

1

1969

?549.O

8.5-

,040*0

11.6

708*0

l&S

,242.0"

1,8

831»2

' . 1,0..

697*0

13.6

854.6

0.6

,'254*4

O.I

,177-0

67*5

,457.0

28a

622,5

11-6

,823.6

3,0

1970 ;"

1,554.0

■ - 8,1

.2,461.0

16«9

697-0

12.7

1,292.0

18.3

-

810.6

-. , .0.2

,883^4

I6c2

.1,061,7

0.3

1,210*2

0.2

2,514.0

93.3

■2,905,0'

46 oO

835-2

16.2

1,984.0

..:. .5.6

Source: Direction of Trade by IMF.
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Table II: Exports of developing Africa to East Asia - 1969

II.1: By country

Algeria

Egypt

Morocco

Sudan

Tunisia

North Africa

Ghana

Liberia

West Africa

Zaire

Congo

Cent.Africa

Zambia

Tanzania

Uganda

Kenya

East Africa

; Other Africa

\ Total

India

...P-5...

28.8

'1.8

29.1

0.6

60.8

2.3

0.1

2.4

12.6

5.0

17.6

27.6

18.4

6.7

4-1

56.8

19.2 I

56.8

Pakistan

0.3

0.3

*

0.5

0.9-

1.4

1.7

Indonesia

9.6

9.6

0.1

0.1

11.2

11.2

i
i

20.9

Malaysia

0.1

0.7

0.8

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.6

0,8
i

j

2.0

Hong

Kong--

1.5

1.5

' 0.6

0.6

0.3

14-5

8.0

0.7

23-5

25-6

(Val: USS

Singa-

■ pore

3-3

■

3.3

■

8.0

2.0

0.7

10.7
i

14-0

•

million)

Total

0.6

42.0

2.5

30.6

0.6"

76.3 ■

3.3

0.2

3.5

12.6

5..0

17.6

27-9

52.8

16.7

7.0 .

104-4

19.2

221.0

N.B. Countries not mentioned in the above table did not have any trade relations

or their trade was less than $100,000.

Source: Foreign Trade Statistics of Africa, Series B, Nos. id, 19 and 20.
. Other national statistics.
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Table III.}: Hong Kong

i

i

r

1

|

i

1

i

i

t
i

*

■

1

\

\

\

i

■ -

(1 *

Country

Tanzania

Kenya

Uganda

"Sudan

Ghana

Egypt

Zambia

OsFood

stuffs

(0 & 1)1

' 714

279

■ . 993

(V
Agricultur

al raw mate

rials (2&4,

less ■

■ (2.8)

13,775 !

247

7,719

1,476

15

10

.43

23,385 .

Source: Foreign Trade Statistics for

Pable 111,4: I

■ (!)■■ ■

Tanzania

Kenya

Sudan

Egypt

Table III.5: M

(1)
Tanzania

Kenya

Uganda

Morocco

■

Sudan

Ghana

Egyut

ndonesia

(2)

11,249

13 .

9,550

20,812

alaysia and

(2)

7", 252*

213
;

1,957

664

189

3.153

13,428

(3)

15

1 117

132

.Singapore

(3)
989

434

.84 . .

4

365

139 ■ '

147

2,162 '.

s

Source: Foreign Trade Statistics foi

4 ■■

Non-fuel

minerals

& metals

(2.8,6-7
and 6.8)

661*

" (5 ) '

Manufac

tured

goods

253*

203*

. 661 .. 456

Africa,Series'B.

.- (4) (5)

(4) (5)

450*

■ 30

95

56

631

Africa, Series B-

(6) ,.

Total

14,489

779

7,819

•1,476

. 676

10

?4$

25i495

(6)

11,249

15

13

9,667

20,944

(6)
8,241

1,097

2,041

698

365

423

3,356

.16,221

\ i«

Remarks

*Inclusive tan

ning extracts

valued at

.. 3150,000

*Unwrought

aluminium

♦Precious

stones

/

■v-

(7)

.Mostly spices

Mostly.rice

(7)
■*Spices

^Metallic malts

(SITG 5,142l

-

,r

'■

-
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Table IV: Total exports.to developing; -East. Asian.countries.

Commodity classes

All food items

(0+1+22+4)

Agricultural raw

materials (2 less

22, 27 and 28)

Crude minerals

(27 and 28)

Fuel (3) .

Chemicals (5)

Iron and steel

Non-ferrous metals

(68) .

Manufactured goods

(6+8-67-68)

Machinery

Total (0 to 9)

(Val: USS million)

Prom developed market ec'ono'mies

World . .economies .'.. " [Developing Africa

1967

3,055

914

151

98C

1.37C

73C

275

2,84!

1968

2,949

99;

1969

1,16C

1,48C

75C

29C

3,O9C

4,35C

14,64C15,62C17,460

3,110

1,163

157

1,310

1,5*60

870

270

3,610

4,940

1967

1,888

403

99

120

1,150

630

230

1,930

3,420

200

I960

,734

441

■ 95

100

1,250

640

240

2,200

3,870

10,910

1969

1,745

446

. 107

110

230

760

220

2,520

4,380

L2_,0g0

1967

72

88

6

1

8

-

8

3

l'9O

1968

80

113

5

l

6

10

220

1969

96

96

6.

4

16

Source: UNCTAD: Handbook of International Trade and Development, 1972, pp.46-182,
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Table V: Projected extra regional imports .of selected commodities in*developing

countries in East Asia .' " " " '

. . . - .. ; '.- .. .

Item/Country

Fish and fish preparations

Hong Kong .... :

Malaysia ...

Philippines •

Thailand ;

Brunei ■ ' '

Sri Lanka

Total ' . -

1 ; ■ ;. ■ _ ■■'

Rice

Hong Kong

Rep. of S. Korea

Malaysia

Singapore

Brunei

Total '

■ Sugar ■

Malaysia

Singapore

Thailand

Pakistan

Sri Lanka

Total

Tobacco-manufactured,

Hong Kong ■ '

Malaysia■ " .

Philippines

Singapore

Total

Tobacco Unmanufactured

Malaysia

Philippines

Thailand

Total

' 1975

17.6

., .-

" 35.2

11.1

5.5

69.4,
;' .

- 22

97
—

22

4

1.45

3-5

36-5
2.2

14.1

2017

77.0

2.V
2.1

12.6

32=2"

7-4

5-5
18*7
31-6

1980

25-3

11,0

26,1

10-9

10.9
—

84'. 2

14
146

32

41

■ 7

240

'0.2
123-2

2.4

21-0

31-0

177.8

33.0

2,5

JtLl

—

—

—

i ■ ■ - : ■ - ■ •" (Val: USSTmillion);

rSem/Country

Textile yam &

. "-thread .' ■
Kong Kong*

Repoof S-Korea

Indonesia

Malaysia

Philippines

Singapore.

Pakistan

Total

Rav/ cotton

Hong Kong

Rep* of S. Korea

Indon3sia

Malaysia

Philippines

Singapore

Thsjlsnd

Indie.

Pakii-itsji

TO'.CL

Crude petroleu.1;
""■*"""

1975

131

145

49
■12

I8k

- ,42l
■26

423".

123

82

26

6

16

?.O

22

92-

3o3

Rep0 of Si Korea j I56

Malaysia ( 50

.Philippines

Singapore

Thailand

'Pakistan

Total

Pulp and waste

paper

Rep.- of S* Korea

Malaysia

Philippines

Singapore

Thailand

India

Pakistan

Total

1

83

377

85
■-25

796

j

57- ,
2

7

3
2 ,

7
A 1

"85 j
i

1980

173

213

'62

, 29

- 25

■ 69
!40

611

116

125
40

8

.13

.' 20

28

83
10

a a ~y

44i

-260

59
80

669-

103

106

3

• 10

2

1

6

133

■•■,

■*^ *

11
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Table V: (cont'd) Projected extra regional imports of selected commodities

in developing countries in East Asia

Item/Country

Paper and paper products

Hong Kong

Rep- of S. Korea

Indonesia

Malaysia

Philippines

Singapore

Thailand

Sri Lanka

India

Pakistan

Total

Aluminium

Hong Kong

Rep- of S. Korea

Indonesia

Malaysia

Philippines

Singapore

Thailand

India

Pakistan

Total

1975

45

17

25

44

65
46

41

15

23

346

21

21

66

8

13

8

99
6

31

113

1980

62

31

39
.62

97

80-

47'
19.
22

-41
501

34
38

9
11

10

15
12

3*.

187

Item/Country

Copper

Hong Kong

Rep. of S. Korea

Malaysia

Philippines

Singapore

Thailand

India

Others

Total

1975

25
■ 7

9 .

14

11

11

71
'21

169

1980

40

13

13

20

20

15
90

33

244

-

Source: ECAFE, Eighth Group of Experts on Progressing Techniqties: International

Trade Projections: Projections of International Trade Flows of Selected

Commodities among Developing ECAFE Countries.




